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SUMMARY

The OpenStreetMap project was initiated in 2004 and has since then become the most

remarkable example in the realm of Volunteered Geographic Information. Geospatial data is

collected by means of a crowd-source activities. By this, a free accessible basis for a multitude

of purposes has been created: cartographic products and routing services, just to name the

most prominent.

In terms of land cover, professional data sets are used differently: Public administration,

taxing, environmental protection and parameterizing geo-ecological modelling are only exem-

plary utilization scenarios that have developed over several decades. Meanwhile, amount, ac-

tuality  and  uncomplicated  accessibility  of  OpenStreetMap  data  has  aroused  interest  also

among professional users. Unfortunately, the use of this data causes well-known problems:

Due to substantial differences in terms of source data, mapping procedures and – especially –

underlying classification systems, land cover data sets from different providers are very diffi-

cult to be combined.

The potentials of OpenStreetMap data as an additional source of reference is still lim-

ited: The current way of classifying land cover information causes problems during data ex-

traction. The combination with professional data sets is difficult because they are based on

other classification systems. In addition, the OSM data base contains systematic mistakes and

inconsistencies. They are caused by shortcomings of the current system, that are known and

discussed in the community without having reached a satisfying solution yet.

This study accepts the challenge of finding a way to improve land cover information in

OpenStreetMap and to increase compatibility with professional data sets. This is realized by

proposing a new classification system, the OpenStreetMap Land Classification System (OSM

LCS). It is divided into a land cover and a land use section, that aim on compatibility with the

FAO Land Cover Classification System (LCCS) and the International Standard Industrial Clas-

sification of all Economic Activities (ISIC), respectively. The thesis provides a preliminary lay-

out and templates for crucial components of the system, as well as recommendations for the

mapping practice.

First of all, these results are meant to initiate a community process and will likely be re-

worked anyhow. Therefore, another outcome is even more important: Classification systems

are characterized by a specific setting of purposes and motivations. These have to be determ-

ined in order to set up an appropriate classification system. The study considers classification

in general, evaluates the specifications of established classification systems, investigates the

background of the OpenStreetMap project and its community, and – of course – analyses the

peculiarities of OSM data and their differences to professional classification systems. Herein,

especially the tagging scheme has been identified as an essentially limiting factor. In contrast

to other systems, the development of classes is strongly affected by the tag format. Upon

these and other findings, a set of requirements has been built specifically for the OSM LCS.

In summary, the thesis presents a preliminary version of a new classification system in-

cluding its conceptual basis. It provides extensive background information that is intended to

form a substantial basis for constructive discussions and developments in mapping land cover

and land use in OpenStreetMap.
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I  INTRODUCTION

Since its in initiation in 2004 the OpenStreetMap project has become the most remark-

able example in the realm of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI). The data is collected

worldwide on-ground or by tracing objects on satellite imagery. It is provided under a free

content licence and without any intentional constraints in terms of its utilization. It has mean-

while become an essential part for companies that provide geospatial services.

Collection and processing of remote sensing data goes further back in history. Especially

since the mid 1980s scopes and complexity of data utilization have increased due to better im-

age resolutions and tremendous progress in computing capacity. The results of automatic land

cover investigations were gaining importance. The increasing diversity of utilization scenarios

demanded for specifically processed data and higher data quality. Different land cover classi-

fication systems have been developed in order to meet these demands.

The biggest  challenges that accompany this development  until  today are the limited

amount of reference data and the need for combining differently classified data. Collecting

ground truth data or conducting detailed manual investigation on satellites imagery is very re-

source demanding.

OpenStreetMap provides data mapped in the aforementioned ways. Depending on the

general mapping activity in an area, the data can be the most up-to-date available . Con-

sequently, the question arises on how OSM data can be used as a serious alternative or sup-

plement for professionally arranged reference data sets. It is therefore inevitable to under-

stand the classification systematics on both sides. This shall be used as a starting point for ad-

dressing the need of improving OSM data quality and expanding the potentials of external

utilization.

I.1  Objectives

The final aim of this thesis is to develop a preliminary version of a new OpenStreetMap

Land Classification System (OSM LCS). Emphasize will be put on the formulation of the con-

ceptual basis: The analysis of framing conditions and requirements shall support the com-

munity during the further developed of the system. In addition, practical recommendations re-

garding the design of essential components and class specifications will be developed.

In order to reach this goal, information about other classification systems and about

classification processes in general have to be provided. This shall lead to a better understand-

ing on how classification actually works and how it is put into practice.

Based on these information an awareness of the potentials of a new classification system

can be created. Externally, compatibility with other classification systems can be improved

and the role of OSM as a serious alternative in professional applications can be strengthened.
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Introduction Objectives

Internally, a new system can provide systematic solutions for misinterpretations, misunder-

standings and conflicts that occur during the mapping process.

The knowledge about classification in general, the awareness about the demands of pro-

fessional data users and the consideration of the situation in the OSM project shall finally

provide the basis for a systematic built-up of the OSM LCS.

Research questions

The basic layout of the study follows two major strings that are finally combined: One

considers land cover classification in general, and its practical realization by using the ex-

amples  of  established  land  cover  classification  systems;  another  one  considers  the  Open-

StreetMap project and their way of mapping and classifying land cover. Thus, every string is

subdivided into a level of more general information (chapter II) and a level of rather specific

information (chapter III). They are determined by the following questions:

• How can land cover and further related concepts be defined? What is classification and 

how is it applied for the case of land cover? How important is a separation of land cover 

and land use? For what purposes is land cover used?

→ corresponding chapter: II.2  Mapping and classifying land cover and land use

• What are the characteristics of established land cover classification systems? Are there ap-

proaches of classifying land use as well?

→ corresponding chapter: III.1  Land Classification Systems

• What is the OpenStreetMap project? What are the characteristics of its organizational

structure and its community? How is OSM data created and used? 

→ corresponding chapter: II.1  OpenStreetMap

• How is information on land cover currently collected and classified in OSM? What are the 

shortcommings and problems? How are these topics discussed by the community and 

which solutions have been proposed so far? What are the differences compared to profes-

sional land cover classification systems?

→ corresponding chapter: III.2  Land cover and land use in OpenStreetMap

The information obtained by answering these questions are finally combined for laying 

the foundation, upon which the new OSM LCS is built. Again, two stacks of questions guide 

through this part of the thesis (chapter IV):

• What are the major demands the new classification system has to address? How can these 

demands extracted from the information so far compiled in this study? What aspects have 

to be especially considered?

→ corresponding chapter: IV.1  Requirements
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• How could the new system look like in order to fulfil the developed requirements? Which

definitions and concepts should it be based on?

→ corresponding chapters: IV.2  Specifications

IV.3  OSM Land Cover Classification System,

IV.4  OSM Land Use Classification System

Chapter V will finally comment on the process of developing the new system. It will fur-

thermore present improvements, limitations and remaining tasks.

I.2  Methods

This study is solely based on the collection and target-oriented evaluation of technical

publications and internet sources, mainly directly related to the OpenStreetMap project. The

have been used to collect information and build a pool of arguments based on the questions

presented above.

The analysis of the community discussion has been conducted in a qualitative way. The

threads have been filtered by using a set of simple search terms. Different opinions and argu-

ments have then been aggregated and evaluated in chapter  III.2.2.2 (Perceiving land cover

and land use).

In both cases, the general procedure of this thesis aims on extracting a series of inform-

ation and arguments. They allow a deeper understanding of the current OSM tagging system

and the classification of land cover in general. A set of demands and requirements is built

upon them in order to be finally considered during the set up of the new OSM LCS. Thus, the

chapters  III.2 (Land cover and land use in OpenStreetMap) and  IV.1 (Requirements) are of

particular importance.
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II  FUNDAMENTALS

II.1  OpenStreetMap

OpenStreetMap calls itself a “free, editable map of the world that is being largely built

by volunteers from the scratch and released with an open-content license” (OSM1). By stating

this, the main aspects of the project are mentioned: It is a voluntarily organized crowdsource

mapping project that acts worldwide (SEHRA et al. 2013). It aims on creating, developing and

providing  free  and  open  geospatial  data  on  a  global  scale  for  any  purpose  (MOONEY &

CORCORAN 2012a; OSM2). In order to assure the  openness of the data, it can be  freely  ac-

cessed, used, modified and shared according to the Open Data Commons Open Database Li-

cense (ODbL)  and is therefore collected independently from existing data sets that do not

comply with this license (oDef1; OSM3).

This “process of collecting spatial data by individuals, most times on a voluntary basis”

is crucial  for  volunteered geography as defined by  GOODCHILD (2007).  Compared to other

formats of user-generated content – as known from blogs, podcasts or wikis – a geographic as-

pect is added, represented by a pair of coordinates (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). The resulting in-

formation  has been named in numerous  ways,  e. g.  crowd-sourced geodata  (HEIPKE 2010;

HUDSON-SMITH et al. 2008), collaborative geographic information (BISHR & MANTELAS 2008) or

volunteered geographic information  (VGI)  (GOODCHILD 2007).  Consequently,  the process of

“wikification of GIS” (SUI 2008) does not only focus on the information itself but widens the

view holistically on the activities and concepts around it (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014), reflected in

terms like collaborative mapping (ROUSE et al. 2007), participatory GIS (ELWOOD 2006), public

participation GIS (SIEBER 2006) or web mapping 2.0 (HAKLAY et al. 2008). In respect of pro-

duction and utilization of geodata and maps, the “traditional top-down flow of information”

(MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a) has therefore been inverted into a bottom-up approach (NEIS &

ZIELSTRA 2014). Following this way, the community of active volunteers made OSM to become

one of the largest and well-known VGI-projects (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014) or “collective mapping

endeavours in the history of human civilisation” (CURRAN et al. 2012).

II.1.1  Motivation and historical development

The registration of the domain www.openstreetmap.org on the 9th of August 2004 is still

regarded as the official OSM birthday (OSM4). With an initial focus on the UK, the project's

core motivation is the “provision of free and open geographic data for the world” (GRÖCHENIG

et al. 2014a; OSM5). Actually, collection, access and utilization is often controlled by compan-

ies or governmental institutions that request payments for acquiring the data or map products

accompanied by restrictive rights of use (OSM6). Thus, geospatial data as provided by OSM is

mostly not  free.  But beside the goal of  freely  accessible geodata and map images under an
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open-content license, the increasing affordability of mobile GPS devices and smart phones be-

came another main driving factor for the OSM project (SEHRA et al. 2013).

More than one year after its  initiation, about 1 000 members had already registered

(December 2005). Three month later, in March 2006, the first draft in the map feature docu-

mentation  was published in the  OSM Wiki  which was launched already more than one year

earlier and has since then become the main source of information for the mapping community.

Another  birthday was celebrated in  August  2006:  The registration of  the  OpenStreetMap

Foundation (OSMF), a non-profit organization as a legally representing and supporting – but

not controlling – instance for the OSM project (OSMF1; OSM2, 4 & 6). At this time, 3 000 mem-

bers had already registered.

Another two milestones have to be mentioned for that year:  In November 2006, the

slippy map was launched, an interactive online map based on OSM-data with images rendered

by the  Mapnik  toolkit. Until today, it is the standard visualisation tool for OSM-data on the

project's main web page. One month later, Yahoo! declared that their satellite imagery can be

used as a base layer for remote mapping. Until this time, mapping was conducted basically in

the way like STEVE COAST started mapping in 2004: By using GPS and mobile computers on

the ground, emphasizing on the road network and interesting features in the near vicinity of

the contributor (CURRAN et al. 2012;  NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). The availability of satellite im-

agery marks the beginning of extensive  armchair mapping, the process of mapping without

surveying the contributed features in the real world (OSM4 & 7). Not only regions on other con-

tinents became subject to mapping. From now on, closely located features that were difficult

to trace (especially buildings) appeared in the dataset as well.  Microsoft  followed Yahoo!  in

November 2010 and allowed their Bing imagery to be legally used for remote mapping. One

year later, already 500 000 OSM-members were registered.

In September 2012, a main goal of the OSM project was reached by switching from the

Creative Commons to the ODb License which provided a better alignment to the needs of the

OSM project (OSMF2 & 8). At the beginning of the year 2013 the number of registered mem-

bers exceeded 1 million (OSM4).

The contributions by Yahoo! and Microsoft also led to a significant increase of mapping

activity (LIN 2014). But OSM experienced further important influences: In 2007, huge data-

sets were imported for the first time, namely in the USA (OSM9) and the Netherlands (OSM10).

Others followed and gave rise to problems and discussions concerning the impact on com-

munity activity and quality maintenance (ZIELSTRA et al. 2013). Further impacts on registra-

tion numbers and mapping activities were triggered by humanitarian crisis, namely the earth-

quake in Haïti in 2010. The event gave start to the  Humanitarian OSM Team (HOT).  Since

then, this project has organized mapping activities around various natural or humanitarian

disasters with focus on supporting humanitarian aid and economic development (OSM11). Es-

pecially those events showed significant social impact: Not only private companies like Digit-

alGlobe  donated up-to-date satellite imagery for remote mapping of IDP camps or damaged

bridges, roads and buildings. Also, governmental institutions changed their attitude and pub-

lished tax-funded data (CURRAN et al. 2012).

Especially in well-mapped areas, mapping activities shifted from the completion of street

networks towards the contribution of detailed features like buildings and public transport, in-

cluding adherent information. Furthermore, data usable for indoor navigation, 3D applications

and planning touristic routes gains increasing interest (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014).
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II.1.2  Basic structure and collaborative community

Beside the purpose of legally representing the project, the  OSM Foundation  is an im-

portant instance for adopting further crucial background tasks: In terms of server administra-

tion the foundation cooperates with supportive partners providing computing and bandwidth

capacity, mainly the University College of London (UCL),  the Imperial College London (ICL)

and private companies like  Bytemark Hosting (OSM2; OSMF3). Registered as a limited com-

pany, it is allowed to receive donations which are transferred to the OSM project. The founda-

tion also acts as the main organizer of the annual State of the Map conference, an important

meet up for the OSM community (Neis & Zielstra 2014; OSMF3). Tasks around licensing, pub-

lic relations, web page and API maintenance, among others, are delegated to various working

groups within the foundation (OSMF3).

The complementary part to the visible side of OpenStreetMap is a community of mean-

while nearly 3 million (OSM12) registered members, being “diverse, passionate and growing

every day” (OSM2). Research revealed the main aspects of the mentioned diversity:

Firstly in a spatial respect: Since no address is required during the registration process,

it is difficult to determine the residence of a registered member. Hence, different approaches

were chosen as an indicator, e. g. using a member's first edit, the region of highest activity or

the country with the most edited nodes. However, it was concluded that about 75 % of all

members reside in Europe, 25 % in North America and Asia, and only a few in Africa, South

America and Oceania (BUDHATHOKI 2010; NEIS & ZIPF 2012). Differences in community activity

and data coverage reflect this uneven distribution and point at a digital divide caused by re-

gional disparities in terms of lacking internet connections, dominance of certain languages on

web interfaces and in editing software, as well as higher rates of illiteracy in certain regions

(GOODCHILD 2008). A general impact of population density and level of income on data contri-

bution and community efforts is stated by NEIS et al. (2013). According to the conclusions of

BUDHATHOKI (2010) and NEIS & ZIPF (2012), the majority of the contributors adds data related

to their home region; only a few very active contributors map in two or more different coun-

tries.  However,  the  majority  of  the  data  was  contributed  by  members  living  more  than

1 000 km away (NEIS et al. 2013).

Secondly, a phenomenon observed by studies on the Wikipedia project (JAVANMARDI et al.

2009; WILKINSON & HUBERMAN 2007) has also been identified at the OSM project (BUDHATHOKI

2010;  NEIS & ZIPF 2012): A distinct  participation inequality,  quantitatively expressed by the

90-9-1 rule. Accordingly, 90 % of the members never contribute or do it only once, 9 % con-

tribute on an irregular basis. Only the remaining 1 % accounts for nearly all contributions and

gains crucial importance for the entire project (MA et al. 2015; MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012b;

NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014; NIELSEN 2006). Actually, this reflects the difference between registered

members  and  contributors.  Due to  high numbers  of  newly  registered  members  in  recent

years, the share of active and long term contributors has decreased. Only every 3rd contrib-

utor is likely to stay active over several years (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). Contrarily, the number

of  users  is nearly impossible to determine because OSM can be utilized in numerous ways

without any registration

Thirdly, diversity regarding the members' personal background: More than 97 % of the

community are male (BUDHATHOKI 2013; LECHNER 2011; STARK 2010) more the 60 % range in

ages between 20 and 40, about 20 % are older (BUDHATHOKI 2013; NEIS & ZIPF 2012). Con-

cerning their educational background, surveys revealed that about 70 % reached at least a
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college degree (BUDHATHOKI 2013; LECHNER 2011; STEPHENS 2013) and about half of the com-

munity works in professions related to geography, geomatics, urban planning or computer and

information science (BUDHATHOKI 2010). One could therefore question to call OSM an amateur

project (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). However, engagement for OSM still stays voluntary and the

mentioned professions do not necessarily imply a mapping expertise.

The last aspect of diversity to be dealt with can be found within the various motivations

on which the members build their commitment. According to  BUDHATHOKI et al. (2008) con-

tributors in VGI-projects generally share a very strong motivation, fostered by a common iden-

tity such as being an OpenStreetMapper (LIN 2014). Another unifying aspect is localism, since

many contributors' initial motivation is to correct or add familiar features that they found to

be wrong or missing in the current state of the map (CURRAN et al. 2012; LIN 2014; MOONEY &

CORCORAN 2012a). But apart from that, extrinsic and intrinsic motivations can be quite differ-

ent (see table 1). Additionally, the social and professional context of a person can influence the

individual reason for starting and maintaining the commitment (LIN 2011). Motivation is con-

sequently a very individual factor that influences the selection of objects for mapping and fi-

nally – after a period of trail and error – results in an individual or vernacular mapping style of

each contributor (GERLACH 2010 & 2013).

Table 1 Motivation for contributing to a VGI project.
Sources: BUDHATHOKI (2010) and COLEMAN et al. (2009) summarized by NEIS & ZIELSTRA (2014).

intrinsic extrinsic

altruism social rewards

fun, recreation career

learning, personal enrichment personal reputation

self-expression, show-of community/project goals

Although being called a community  project,  OSM has its  non-collective peculiarities.

Compared to other internet based social networks or UGC platforms like Facebook, Youtube

or Flickr, OSM doesn't provide sophisticated tools for mutual interconnection that could com-

pete with systems of chat communication,  friends  or  followers  in terms of interactively ex-

changing experiences or organizing mapping activities. Messages between registered mem-

bers can be sent like e-mails or as comments to changesets. The activity of members can also

be tracked by subscribing to their blog or changeset history via RSS or ATOM feeds. Most of

the interaction during the mapping process happens indirectly when contributors edit the

same objects. Since most of the mapping work – especially in the case of armchair mapping –

is done in isolation, collaboration is therefore mostly a result of an accidental meeting at a

common virtual geographic feature in the map (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012b & 2012c).

However, in order to achieve a usable output and as a prerequisite for successful com-

munity development in the OSM project (GRÖCHENIG et al. 2014a), methods for communica-

tion and cooperation were established. One of the most important tools working groups and

sub projects is the OpenStreetMap Wiki where relevant information is collected, shared and

discussed (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). As a part of it, the Map Feature Documentation has become

a central platform and hub for getting an overview on how objects should be mapped, edited

and tagged in order to harmonize with the data base. These contents result from collaborative

work and discussions among community members. Despite an increasingly mobile, intercon-

nected, yet individualized, way of mapping, remarkable interaction, cooperation and exchange

of experiences takes place in mailing lists, forums, via chat or video meetings or in the real

world by organized mapping parties. Hence, regular meet ups of enthusiastic mappers to sys-
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tematically resurveying their neighbourhood still take place, as well as remotely correcting

single errors that are randomly chosen world wide, e. g. via MapRoulette (CURRAN et al. 2012;

LIN 2014).

II.1.3  From reality to data base

Basic prerequisites of adding the digital counterpart of a real object to the OSM data

base is the availability of geographic and semantic information – concerning Where? (position,

course, outline) and What? (OSM13). Those can be collected in various ways, roughly dividable

into  on site  and remote data collection.  Gathering information on the ground by using GPS

devices, laptop computers, notes and sketches on field papers, as well as video and audio re-

cordings still provide the highest degree of accuracy and detail. It is encouraged and still fa-

voured compared to remote armchair mapping (CURRAN et al. 2012; OSM7). Data collected on

ground cannot be imported directly into the data base but has to pass an editing process

(CURRAN et al. 2012). Contrarily, when mapping remotely by using an editor (mainly iD, JOSM,

Potlatch or QGIS (CURRAN et al. 2012; OSM15),  collecting and editing happen simultaneously

because OSM features are created by directly tracing objects on satellite or airborne imagery.

Depending on the image data provided by Bing, Yahoo!, DigitalGlobe and others, source and

quality of the imagery can strongly vary even within a small region. Difficulties arise from mis-

alignment, lacking rectification, cloud cover or unknown capture date which could actually

mean that the mapping basis is out-of-date (OSM7). Available imagery origins from Landsat,

Quickbird,  GeoEye  and  WorldView satellites  among  others  and  can  provide  a  reasonable

visual resolution (CURRAN et al. 2012).

Either way, for the step of digitizing remotely recognized objects or on site collected

data,  OSM offers three options for  geometric  representation:  Nodes  for  punctual  objects,

ways for linear and areal objects (the latter one as closed ways) or relations for objects of dif-

ferent types that share a certain information, e. g. streets of varying types that are used by the

course of a certain bus line (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014; RAMM et al. 2010). Subsequently, another

trinity of basic options is available to be performed on an object's digitized representation:

add, modify  or delete  (REHRL et al. 2013).  Finally, features are usually provided with one or

more descriptive information about the object, so called  tags. They consist of a  key  and a

value, combined as key=value. The former defines a coarse category of an object's attribute,

e. g. place for more or less populated locations of different size. The latter provides specific

details,  e. g.  city for settlements with more than 100 000 inhabitants or of certain regional

importance (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014;  OSM16).  Since April 2009, finishing a sequence of cre-

ations, modifications or removals causes a  changeset  to be saved containing a maximum of

50 000 edits. Information like the member's username, editing software, data source and op-

tional comments are attached. Instead of directly referring to a single edit, members can only

comment and reply (discuss) on the basis of the superior changeset (OSM14).

Whereas single features are reviewed and corrected by cautious community members,

special working groups take care of the import and conversion of bigger external datasets –

another way of contributing to the OSM data base which is critically discussed, treated with

caution and generally discouraged (CURRAN et al. 2012; OSM6 & 17). Finally being filled in dif-

ferent ways and from different sources, the data base allows an instant access via its own API

(currently version 0.6), read-only APIs like Overpass or web mapping frameworks like Leaflet

or OpenLayers (OSM18, 19 & 20). Furthermore, dump files are regularly generated and available

in different formats via Planet OSM back to the beginning in 2004 or e. g. via Geofabrik as re-
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gional sub-packages. Currently (as of August 28th, 2016), the entire data base has a size of

about 51 GB (XML format) containing more than 3.5 billion nodes, more than 365 million ways

and nearly 4.5 million relations (OSM12; plOSM1).

II.1.4  Using OSM: How, why and why Not?

The OSM project itself does not favour a certain scenario of utilizing their data. It aims

on providing open data that shall be used freely for any purpose and declares the promotion

of “new and interesting uses” of the data (OSM1 & 2). Indeed, especially because of the applied

license model, developers combine the fully accessible data with the freedom to develop vari-

ous software applications and GIS-oriented services around it (MAIER 2014). Established com-

panies as well as new start-ups, governmental institutions and non-governmental organiza-

tions and of course numerous individuals use OSM data or derived map images for their spe-

cific purposes (CURRAN et al. 2012; MAIER 2014; OSM1). Beside the main utilization for carto-

graphic products (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a) as well as for mapping and navigation, the

data and its analysis has gained importance for spatial  decision making and participatory

planning (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). Citizen science (ELWOOD 2010), crisis mapping (ROICK &

HEUSER 2012), urban management (SONG & SUN 2010), flood damage estimation (POSER &

DRANSCH 2010), wild fire evacuation (PULTAR et al. 2009) or risk/crises/disaster management

and response (BONO & GUTIÉRREZ 2011; GOODCHILD & GLENNON 2010; HORITA & ALBUQUERQUE

2013; MANFRÉ et al. 2012; NEIS et al. 2010; OSTERMANN & SPINSANTI 2011) are further areas

of usage and scientific interest. Researchers, e. g. working on neighbourhood characteristics,

accessibility analysis, spatial proximity studies (MAIER 2014) or process-related modelling in

geosciences (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a), increasingly appreciate the access to such a huge

amount of labelled data (SEHRA et al. 2013). Beside the favourable collection, license and ac-

cess situation, OSM data is simply the only available, affordable or most actual source for

some regions (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014).

However, since science  uses  the data rather than  collecting  it (SEHRA et al. 2013), re-

searchers are required to carefully assess the quality of the data according to the intended ob-

ject and region of research (Gröchenig et al. 2014a). Related studies mainly focus on compar-

ing OSM data with professionally collected or officially provided datasets, often emphasizing

on road network evaluation (NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). But because of the general data collec-

tion and modification concept on the one hand and experiences with other crowd-sourced pro-

jects like Wikipedia on the other hand, general quality and credibility issues are widely anti-

cipated and often detected. Conclusions ranging from OSM being “spatially rich but semantic-

ally poor” (BALLATORE & BERTOLOTTO 2011) and “will never be sufficient as long as it relies on

non-expert volunteers of unknown identity” (WELSER et al. 2011) to “probably better […] no

mapping at all, rather than inaccurate” (FAIRBAIRN & AL-BAKRI 2013).

Nevertheless, depending on the desired scenario of utilization, for many projects OSM

can be a valuable option for replacing proprietary data (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a; ZIELSTRA

& ZIPF 2010a & 2010b), e. g. as  base map for  Flickr, Foursquare  or  Wikipedia. For science,

general quality issues remain crucial: Credibility and consistency has to be questioned be-

cause identity, residence and therefore the trustworthiness of a contributor's local expertise

are unknown (WELSER et al. 2011). Due to the influence of the personal background on the in-

dividual mapping style,  the “database is subject to whims, experimentation and mistakes”

(OSM6). The spatial and semantic heterogeneity of OSM data is caused by differing levels of

mapping experience and local knowledge, combined with the tendency of regions with high
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concentrations of active members showing a more saturated and maintained data coverage

(GRÖCHENIG et al. 2014b). Consequently, map data in regions with a low density of community

members is much more likely to be contributed from far away. Its credibility and quality is

therefore highly influenced by the spatial and temporal resolution of the imagery used during

the process of armchair mapping (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a; NEIS & ZIELSTRA 2014). Addi-

tionally, the heterogeneity of the data is increased by inconsistent metadata, unpredictable

modification of features (MOONEY & CORCORAN 2011) and unevenly distributed mapping activ-

ity caused by differing popularity of working on certain objects or tasks (NEIS & ZIELSTRA

2014).

However, since the problems mentioned above can be seen as a consequence of the ba-

sic concept of OSM, potentials can also be determined out of the same reason. Although a cer-

tain degree of incompleteness, inconsistency and heterogeneity exists ubiquitously and is per-

manently  generated,  errors  can  be  instantly  corrected  by  every  registered  member.  This

causes  the  map  to  be  highly  adaptable  to  sudden  changes  in  the  real  world  (OSM6).  It

provides the requirements of being able to react on intentional or accidental vandalism ac-

companied with a growing membership (POTTHAST et al. 2008). Also quality in terms of spatial

accuracy and data volume benefits from an increasing number of active contributors in a cer-

tain area (GIRRES & TOUYA 2010; HAKLAY et al. 2010). The important question whether a tag

assigned to a certain feature has been correctly chosen according to the condition of the real

object can still only be satisfyingly answered by conducting an on site confirmation. Neverthe-

less, at least the use of tags themselves is generally in good compliance with the way they are

proposed  in  the  OSM  wiki,  despite  the  occurrence  of  spelling  errors  or  misperceptions

(MOONEY & CORCORAN 2012a). This might contribute to a general trend of decreasing faulti-

ness as stated by (SEHRA et al. 2013).

II.1.5  Relevance for this study

OSM provides a framework for collecting and managing geospatial data without favour-

ing a certain utilization scenario. Applications and users access the data for their desired be-

nefits and reversely become a source of feedback to the project and to the community on

which data is needed and on how information should be stored. Every member is free to intro-

duce a new focus of  data collection according to personal  interests  or needs,  e.  g.  Open-

WheelMap.  Especially for  newly introduced features or attributes,  heterogeneities are un-

avoidable due to the above mentioned diversity of personal motivations and arbitrary changes

in the dataset. Consequently, novelties and reforms have to be well explained, carefully dis-

cussed and convincingly propagated to gain wide acceptance among contributors.

Mapping has become possible at nearly every time and every place because mobile map-

ping devices are wide spread among the community nowadays (LIN 2014). Thus, a scheme for

mapping land cover and land use – as pursued in this thesis – has to be applicable for on site

as well as for remote mapping. It has to consider real world characteristics equally recogniz-

able on the ground and on remote sensing imagery world wide. Further details shall be added

by local contributors. However, both remotely mapping contributors and on ground mappers

with local knowledge do not necessarily have the technical expertise to correctly assign an at-

tribute provided by a sophisticated tagging scheme; especially if not familiar with the geo-

graphic conditions of a region far away.

To promote mapping of  land cover  and  land use  among members of different practice

levels and interests, good reasons have to be provided: If not for external utilization, e.  g. geo-
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spatial modelling or as an alternative source to professionally generated land cover datasets

(see chapter III.1), then at least for improving the general usability for the most common pur-

poses of OSM data, namely navigation and production of map images. Additionally, the ac-

knowledged importance of the Map Feature Documentation urges the provision of precise ex-

planations required for new tags to gain significant acceptance.

II.2  Mapping and classifying land cover and land use

Any land surface is heterogeneous, and the mapping standards to acquire, repres-
ent and generalize land characteristics are about as diverse as the land surface itself.

(DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012, p. 38)

II.2.1  Conceptions

In the first instance, land cover and land use refer to the term land, which roughly de-

scribes a “delineable area of the earth's terrestrial surface, embracing all attributes […] im-

mediately above or below this surface” (IDWG/LUP 1994). It is recommended to include in-

land water and tidal flats as well, since blurry or changing boundaries makes it difficult to reli-

ably delineate wet areas like wetlands, tidelands and swamps (DUHAMEL 2009; OP 2001).

Secondly,  land can be characterized by land objects defined by distinguishing proper-

ties at a certain position or over a certain extent. Unfortunately, for real geographic objects

this  identification  is  often  difficult,  especially  under  natural  and  semi-natural  conditions:

Whilst it is possible to delineate clearly delimited areas (parking lots, cropland etc.) or objects

with  physical  boundaries  (especially  buildings),  the  biophysical  properties  of  land  objects

change seamlessly in ecological transition zones (e. g. from forest over shrubland to grass-

land). Depending on scale, thin stripes of different crops grown on one parcel can be another

challenging example of the horizontal mixture of  land objects.  Further, vertical mixture can

occur as well, e. g. agriculturally used forests or storey-bound levels of different human activ-

ities in urban areas. Additionally, temporal mixtures of land objects can be observed in case of

property changes over a certain period of time (DUHAMEL 2009; OP 2001). In contrast to a

land object, MARTINEZ & MOLLICONE (2012) define land key element as “a physical compon-

ent of the land that characterizes one or more land cover classes and/or land use categories”.

Hence, they represent a single characteristic part of a land object, e. g. a tree as an element

for a forest area or a building as an element for a residential area, and contribute to the re-

cognition and characterization of land objects.

By using land and land objects as “physical foundations” (DUHAMEL 2009), the term land

cover describes the directly observable bio-/physical overlay of the Earth's surface (FISHER et

al. 2005; VERHEYE 2009), i. e. the material that interacts with electromagnetic radiation includ-

ing its  context,  patterns and textures.  Thus,  accordingly  determined  land objects  are de-

scribed from the view of natural science regarding various quantitative and qualitative as-

pects (TURNER II 1994), e. g. in a botanical, ecological, biophysical, geological and geomorpho-

logical context. Natural surfaces  and artificial constructions are means of observation, con-

ducted  directly  on-site  or  remotely  via  airborne  and  spaceborne  imagery  (BURLEY 1961;

DUHAMEL 2009; OP 2001). Although widely used and scientifically discussed, observation via
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multispectral analysis and computer-assisted classification (see chapter II.2.2) is actually not

the mandatory way for assessing information on land cover. In fact, visual true colour evalu-

ation either on high resolution remote sensing imagery, e. g. during the inspection routines in

the context of  InVeKoS  (t/a: personal experience), or in reality on-site, e. g. during detailed

geoecological biotope mapping (t/a: personal experience), remains important for scientific and

official purposes and is fundamental for gathering information for OpenStreetMap.

Comparably, defining the term land use is more complex. On the one hand, it can be

equally approached by natural scientists by analysing the “syndromes of human activities” in

the context of biodiversity, hydrology or biochemistry (ELLIS 2013). Social scientists, on the

other hand, have a more general understanding when dealing with the economical, geograph-

ical and anthropological aspects of the “human employment of the land” (TURNER II 1994).

They emphasize on a functional dimension by describing how the Earth's surface and its re-

sources are used for retrieving benefits (VERHEYE 2009). Consequently, a certain land object is

defined by its socio-economic purpose, e. g. residential, industrial, commercial, agricultural,

recreational etc. When the sequential dimension is in focus, different stages of changing prop-

erties are used for description, e. g. ploughing, seeding, harvesting etc. (OP 2001). BAKKER &

VELKAMP (2008) propose primary and secondary land uses: The former describes types of land

use directly influencing  land cover  by aiming on “the production or provision of a certain

quantity of a certain commodity”, e. g. agriculture and forestry. Contrarily, the latter neither

does directly influence the Earth's surface nor is it necessarily bound to a delimitable area.

This is the case for landscape functions or ecosystem services, e. g. water filtering and stor-

age, protection of genetic resources and recreation/leisure/tourism. TURNER II et al. (1995) in-

troduce a similar differentiation by distinguishing the “biophysical manipulation” of the land,

e. g. irrigation techniques, fertilization systems, grazing patterns, from its underlying inten-

tion, e. g. forestry, farming or livestock herding. In addition to the variety of definitions, land

use is generally more difficult to be observed and often additional information is required (OP

2001) in order to accomplish a successful interpretation of socio-economic human activities

(FISHER et al. 2005) or land management practices (COMBER 2008a). For gathering this inform-

ation, methods of social science, like expert interviews and surveys, can be applied (ELLIS

2013) or statistics and reports of local authorities can be evaluated (VERBURG et al. 2011).

In summary, a land object can be most easily characterised by its material (land cover)

and the function (land use) that is directly related to it as a result of human activity (CLAWSON

& STEWART 1965;  DUHAMEL 2009). However, connections between the two aspects are mani-

fold and complex and the one can hardly be inferred from the other based on simple 1 : 1 rela-

tions (COMBER 2008b; COMBER et al. 2008). The common use of land cover for characterizing

natural environments and land use for characterizing urban and agricultural ones (MEINEL &

HENNERSDORF 2002; OP 2001) is another simplification that does not sufficiently account for

this complexity. Indeed, a certain cover might be linked with only one single use, as in the

case of a cornfield where an agricultural use can be reasonably assumed. And vice versa,

where forestry likely indicates the existence of trees. But in most cases a many-to-many rela-

tion exist (COMBER 2008b; COMBER et al. 2008). Consequently, one certain type of cover can in-

dicate different kinds of use: A grass cover can be used in several ways, e. g. serving as a re-

creational green space in an urban park, as a runway at a remote airport or as a grazing

ground in the country side. Similarly, several types of land cover can be characteristic for one

single type of land use: The surface of a residential area is usually covered by numerous ma-

terials, e. g. asphalt, buildings, grass, trees etc. (DUHAMEL 2009; OP 2001;  TURNER II 1994).

Furthermore, a defined area of a certain land cover type may host multiple kinds of land use

simultaneously (COMBER et al. 2008; FISHER et al. 2005), e. g. forests that serve for timber pro-
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duction as well as for recreation and conservation. Regarding a certain time period, the con-

nection of the two can even be a causal one, since a certain type of land use can cause a land

cover to change, and vice versa (LOVELAND 2012). The variety of relationships prevents land

use  to be easily delimited. Not to mention human interests, natural preconditions (VERHEYE

2009) and seasonal fluctuations (COMBER 2008b) that influence the spatial and temporal distri-

bution of  how the Earth's  surface is  covered and used.  Additionally,  extensive subsurface

activities have to be considered: Underground traffic infrastructure or exploitation sites for

natural resources like coal mines extend far beyond their observable above-surface counter-

part. In order to avoid problems during subsequent analysis,  DUHAMEL (2009) proposes to

generally restrict the recording of those kinds of land use to the extent of their physical im-

pact above ground, e. g. exits of subway stations, headframes or dump sites.

The conceptual differences of land cover and land use are comprehensibly distinct and

often acknowledged (FISHER et al. 2005), yet the practical differentiation during observation

and interpretation remains difficult. Both terms are often used synonymously, merged as land

use/cover or are used to define consistently separated categories that are, nonetheless, arbit-

rarily mixed with each other within one classification system (COMBER et al. 2008; FISHER et

al. 2005; LOVELAND 2012). In addition, difficulties arise when both aspects are observed at

different spatial and temporal scales by using different instruments because the resulting land

cover and land use types may change independently (DUHAMEL 2009) and lead to inconsistent

combinations of the two (VELDKAMP et al. 2001). Not to mention the subsequent treatment

with different post-processing and storage procedures.

Considering  all  these  explanations,  identifying  land  objects  characterized  by  certain

types of land cover or use is consequently a process of gathering characteristic information in

order to enable spatial delimitation and semantic allocation. Necessarily, for this process to

succeed,  several  kinds  of  information  have  to  be  collected,  abstracted  and  aggregated

(COMBER 2008a).  Hence,  characteristic  properties  and/or  key  land  elements  are  in  focus,

whereas other minor aspects remain unconsidered. This simplification leads to the term cat-

egorization. Beside being a basic cognitive ability of human beings (Medin & Aguilar 1999) it

is intentionally used by scientists as classification, a systematic form of categorization (JACOB

2004). It is often required to enable simultaneous analysis of multiple objects that – depending

on the  chosen definitions  –  share  similar  or  identical  attributes  and  behaviours  (COMBER

2008b). For this study,  classification means the process of assigning an object to a certain

class including its identification and delimitation based on defined criteria.  Classification

systems  – or  nomenclatures  (DUHAMEL 2009) – provide these criteria in form of  allocation

rules completed by class names and detailed descriptions. This study follows JACOB (2004) by

using the term category for a loosely and individually constructed group of objects or proper-

ties that share similar characteristics. They are not precisely specified by an intentionally de-

veloped set of rules, but a category can serve as a conceptual precursor of a more precisely

determined class, as finalized in a classification system by using rules and names. The applic-

ation of a classification system on a certain region at certain scale results in a legend consist-

ing of only those classes that occur in the surveyed area (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012).

II.2.2  Origin and development

Historically, the of way of describing the land surface has long been characterized by

two aspects: Firstly, the influence of individual interests and specifications. The means of ob-

servation were determined by the objectives of the institution that ordered a certain assess-
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ment. Ecologists, geographers or public administrations did not follow a comprehensive ap-

proach but instead concentrated on the distribution of plant species, the character of geomor-

phological  features or the extent of  land use patterns and their socio-economic relevance

(DEFOURNEY & BONTEMPS 2012). Secondly, recording land use has long been more important

than mapping land cover (COMBER 2008b). From initial activities in parts of the United States

during the 1920s and 30s (parts of Michigan and Wisconsin) to later efforts in the 1950s and

60s in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, as well as in Australia and New Zealand, the focus

was mainly on recording land use. Among these, seminal improvements have been achieved

e. g. by intensively using aerial photos for the first time in order to assess the  Major Land

Uses in the United States (LOVELAND 2012).

The variety of institutional and disciplinary objectives embedded in numerous classifica-

tion systems and map products remain an ongoing challenge for combining and comparing in-

formation about the Earth's surface, even when incorporating rather recent datasets (FISHER

et al. 2005). In turn, the emphasis on recording of land use has shifted significantly towards

assessing  land cover,  initiated by the emerging availability of satellite images in the early

1970s. This was accompanied by increasing capabilities of computers and image processing

procedures (FISHER et al. 2005). For the first time in history, it became a realistic to com-

pletely picture the Earth's surface (GONG et al. 2016). Hence, questions arose about what can

actually be measured or seen on images firstly characterized by rather coarse optical and

spectral resolutions. The difficulties to reliably relate these results to possible types of  land

use  has also lead to the need of discussing the conceptual difference of  land use  and  land

cover. Being in charge of developing the first comprehensive Land Use and Land Cover Classi-

fication System,  especially designed for interpreting remote sensing data,  ANDERSON et al.

(1976) addressed these issues. However, driven by the interests and demands of the project's

initiators (US Geological Survey) to assure the continuation of existing land classifications and

to meet the needs of various utilization scenarios, the solution was to simply “[interpret land

use by] using land cover as a principal surrogate” (ANDERSON et al. 1976, p. 7). Consequently,

this conceptual confusion became constitutive for the developed classification system, which

finally contained both,  cover  and use classes.  FISHER et al. (2005) and COMBER et al. (2008)

state the importance of the work of ANDERSON et al. (1976) in terms of being the starting point

for repeatedly merging or interchanging the two concepts, as well as becoming a reference

for numerous  classification systems that  readily accept an arbitrary coexistence of informa-

tion on land use and land cover within the same system (or even within the same class).

The above mentioned relations between  land use  and land cover,  and furthermore the

variety  of  intentions underlying the generated datasets  and constructed  classification sys-

tems, caused the ongoing progress in satellite imagery quality and computer technologies to

maintain their crucial importance for the development of global mapping activities during the

following decades. Since the beginning in the 1970s, a continuous intensification of research

has produced sophisticated image processing and classification algorithms. They incorporated

results of fundamental studies on the relation between electromagnetic information and ac-

tual  surface  properties,  as  well  as  new  statistical  approaches,  like  fuzzy  logic  and

regression/decision trees. (LOVELAND 2012). Meanwhile, remote sensing has become the most

common and cost effective source for recording  land cover in large extents (VERBURG et al.

2011). At the same time, information on land over has become a “universal panacea for land

inventory […] adopted by a wide range of disciplines” (DEFOURNEY & BONTEMPS 2012).

Increasing spatial and spectral resolution fostered large scale mapping initiatives, espe-

cially following the launch of Landsat 4 (1982), 5 (1984) and SPOT 1 (1986). By the end of the

1990s, the  International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) presented the first global
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land cover map providing a resolution of 1 x 1 km (LOVELAND et al. 1999). Studies on data from

the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), e. g. TUCKER et al. (1985), not only

gave start to the development of global scale mapping (GONG et al. 2016) but also became the

origin of incorporating seasonal and annual time series, as well as indices like the NDVI in or-

der to determine land cover. Nevertheless, regional initiatives gained fundamental importance

as well, especially the  Africover  project realized by the  Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO). One of its key elements is the Land Cover Classification System (FAO LCCS). It was the

first significant advance in the field of classification systems since ANDERSON et. al in 1976 and

has meanwhile become a worldwide standard (LOVELAND 2012). It has even been submitted to

the ISO committee (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012). Similar to Africover,  the project  CORINE

(Coordination of  Information on the Environment) –  operated by  European Space Agency

(ESA) – uses Landsat and other high resolution data to provide a regularly updated land cover

dataset structured by a classification system which is appropriate for European countries.

Since the turn of the millennium, new sensors and projects produce advanced datasets

especially on global scale (BAN et al. 2015). The satellites Terra and Aqua are operated by the

National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) and carry the sensor MODIS (Moderate Res-

olution Imaging Spectrometer).  Together with the sensor  MERIS (Medium  Spectral Resolu-

tion Imaging Spectrometer) mounted on  Envisat (Environmental Satellite)  they provide an-

other data source. Based on the former one's data, the NASA provides a land cover product

with a resolution of 500 meters, using the IGBP classification system. The MERIS data is used

by the GlobCover 2006 project, providing a final 300 meter resolution, classified according to

the FAO LCCS. Since 2008, the US Geological Survey (USGS) provides access to Landsat im-

agery free of charge and thereby fostering an increase in detail at global scale, as presented

by the 30 meter resolution of the project  Finer Resolution Observation and Monitoring of

Global Land Cover (FROM-GLC; GONG et al. 2013). In general, the instant access to Landsat

imagery caused a shift from baseline mapping to multi-temporal analysis in the context of

change detection and seasonal or annual monitoring. Recently, the incorporation of RADAR

and LIDAR technology appears as an option to substantially improve the quality of global land

cover and land use data (ESCH et al. 2013; GAMBA & LISINI 2013).

II.2.3  Systematizing categorization

Until today, classification systems are developed by different approaches. However, they

share the common aspect of being systematic representations of logical processes (classifica-

tion) that guide and conventionalize cognitive processes (categorization) (BJELLAND 2004). In

case of aiming at accurate identification and delimitation of spatial information and objects,

classification systems  provide criteria, names and relations of distinct  classes.  Additionally,

structure and content are shaped by a certain intended purpose. (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN

2012; OP 2001).

The sequence of identifying, delineating and labelling objects can be twofold and is im-

portant for the layout of a classification system:

1.  An  a priori approach  provides a framework of predefined  classes  and  rules  that

cover all anticipated varieties and combinations of likely occurring objects and properties.

The scope of these objects is determined by the purpose of the classification system and a cer-

tain “'segment' of reality” (OP 2001, p. 22) it refers to. Within this scope, all varieties of ob-

jects and properties should be addressed. This is done before the data is collected and can be

conducted completely independent from a specific study area. It consequently allows users
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and producers of the classification system and its subsequent data products to negotiate on a

certain level of homogeneity and standardization. Finally, each identifiable object (or pixel in a

remote sensing dataset) is delineated and labelled according to its level of conformity with a

class' definition. (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012)

2.  On the other hand, an a posteriori approach is characterized by developing classes

after the data has been collected. Therefore, the collection itself follows other approaches

(e. g. the Braun-Blanquet method for recording plant species) and is open to every imaginable

set of properties or objects. Subsequently, a great range of flexibility is given for categorizing

or clustering the collected data. The criteria and rules can be easily adapted to the research

question or the unique conditions of a certain study site. The resulting classification systems

are likely limited in their transferability to other surveys and the classification results are

prone  to  problems  during  comparison  or  conflation  with  other  datasets.  (DI GREGORIO &

O'BRIEN 2012)

In both cases, objects are usually described and successively classified by their proper-

ties. Even though, the aggregation can be conducted following a hierarchical or a non-hier-

archical system. One of the most common a priori approaches is a hierarchical  top-down

tree (or descending tree). Within the anticipated conditions and relations of all possibly exist-

ing objects and properties, some are prioritized according to the purpose of the classification

system.  This means, some of the interrelations are highlighted in terms of likeness, affinity

and neighbourhood. They are considered to be more important or significant than others,

thus, forming categories at a high level in the tree system. To name an example: No matter

whether being coniferous or deciduous, areas characterized by numerous densely standing

trees of the one or the other type still share the common aspect of being vegetated. Emphasiz-

ing this level of likeness, the same relation even links to meadows or shrubland. Emphasizing

similarities in canopy cover, life-form and height, the relations between the former and latter

two get lost where they persist between the two tree type areas – likely labelled as forest or

wood. Following the different levels of relationships, a system of categories and sub-categor-

ies evolves contains objects aggregated according to successively narrower concepts.

Relations for hierarchically classifying land cover and land use can be logical (industrial:

chemical, iron transformation, car industry, …), ontological (forest > stand > tree), co-ordina-

tional (crop cover: maize and wheat) or temporal (sequence: bare soil → crop). There is a tend-

ency  of  land  cover  types  mainly  sharing  ontological  links,  whilst  land  use  properties  are

mostly related logically.

In contrast to this commonly used approach, e. g. by the IGBP and by the ESA for the

CORINE project,  combinatory systems work with basic characteristic properties, so called

classifiers, used for describing objects. In order to capture all possible objects a wide range

of classifiers has to be defined in advance. They are of equal importance and their mutual re-

lations are not hierarchically weighted. Hence, objects uniquely characterised by certain clas-

sifiers are firstly described non-hierarchically. According to the assessed combination of clas-

sifiers, they can be subsequently allocated to a certain class in the context of a hierarchical a

priori system. On the other hand, they might be used for an a posteriori clustering resulting

in a hierarchical or non-hierarchical grouping of objects. This kind of classification will only

succeed if a wide range of detailed classifiers is equally assessable and has been recorded for

many objects.

Finally, different approaches and systems can be combined: The FAO's Land Cover Clas-

sification System provides a structure where objects are described by general  classifiers  of

higher ranks and specific classifiers of lower ranks. Based on the higher ranking classifiers,

the relatively rigid classes of the hierarchy levels 1 to 3 are formed. The lower levels of the
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classification system allow more flexibility for users according to the special conditions they

face in their area of interest. (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012; OP 2001).

Regardless of the classification system's structure or development, they are supposed to

share some common characteristics or even “key principles” (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012;

DUHAMEL 2009; JANSEN 2006; OP 2001):

1.  A  classification  system  should  strive  for  completeness. Every  object  within  the

scope determined by the system (spatially, temporally, thematically) has to be considered dur-

ing the design of the classes. This way, an allocation of every object can be assured. In case of

systems dealing with geographical objects, no gaps should be left after finishing a compre-

hensive data collection or mapping campaign.

2.  Classes should assure mutual exclusiveness, i. e. classes should not overlap. Every

object should consequently match the definition of only one class. Objects with mixed proper-

ties have to be excluded. Alternatively, appropriate allocation rules have to be provided or

classes have to be adjusted. In addition, class names should be unique.

3.  Important requirements for realizing completeness and exclusiveness are fulfilled if

the basic layout of the  classes  follows  consistent classificatory principles. This assures

transparency regarding the aspects used for delimitation. Accordingly,  consistent naming

rules  should  be  provided  to  reflect  the  core  principles  of  the  system  and  to  serve  as

guidelines when new classes have to be added. Example: Red squares  and green circles 

can be allocated in a system composed of the classes “angled”, “blue” and “circles”. Conflicts

arise if blue cubes  and yellow ellipses  have to be matched. Although none of the classes

accurately fits for the ellipses, one could come to a decision through the process of elimina-

tion: “Circles” could be the right class for objects being neither angled nor blue. Another case

for the blue cubes that fit two classes, “blue” and “angled”. The new objects can only be ef-

fectively  included by creating new classes.  However,  this fails  because classificatory prin-

ciples  and  naming  rules  are  not  consistent  and  clear.  Instead,  the  classes  are  obviously

defined by different aspects (form and colour) but nevertheless arranged at the same classific-

ation level. Additionally, the classes are named by the parallel use of nouns (indicating objects

like  “circles”)  and  adjectives  (indicating  properties  like  “angled”).  Instead,  naming  rules

should be consistent at least at one level. Furthermore, a hierarchical structure of the classes

according to common aspects is worth to be considered, e. g. “angled”/ “round” on the top

level, “rectangular”/ “circular”/ “elliptic” on a second and “cube”/ “circle”/ “ellipse” on a third

level, finally followed by subdivisions according to the colours. Depending on the initial object-

ive of the classification, the delimitation by colour could also be on the top or at any other

level. However, rules are clearer this way so that further objects can be classified easily, e.  g. a

brown ellipsoid   at the second level (“round/elliptic”) or in a new  class  one level below

(“round/elliptic/ellipsoid”).

4.  Class names represent concepts or categories that need to be specified by  defini-

tions. They preferably provide a context to reconstruct the membership in a superordinate

class. Further details clarify the differences to neighbouring  classes  at the same level or to

similar classes elsewhere in the classification system. Additional explanations should elabor-

ate boundary problems and list objects to be in- or excluded. For latter ones, hints to alternat-

ive classes should be provided. Presenting prototypes as a basis for comparison can support

the given explanations.

5.  Detailed criteria, preferably quantifiable, are provided by identification rules. They

represent the crucial criteria for discriminating objects and allow their allocation within the

boundaries of specific classes. They should provide further support on how to deal with mixed

properties or how to address constellations of “whole and parts”. Beside measurable proper-
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ties, like percentage of canopy cover, land objects can also be identified by land key elements

(as defined in above chapter II.2.1) that should be explicitly described and listed.

6.  Terms, definitions and explanations have to be carefully chosen in order to create un-

ambiguousness. Conceptions not only have to be precisely used during the development of a

classification system, they also have to be precisely conveyed through attentive formulations

in order to avoid doubts and misinterpretations to arise later on. Unambiguousness is there-

fore another prerequisite for reaching completeness and exclusiveness.

7.  Spatial and temporal consistency  should assure applicability without geograph-

ical, seasonal or sequential limitations as wells as compatibility and comparability in temporal

and geographical  respect.  Additionally,  temporally  consistent  classification systems do not

consider previous or future states of observed objects (e. g. a class for land designated for fu-

ture undetermined construction projects).  Instead,  they are designed for dealing with the

state of an object at the moment of observation.

8.  Classification  systems  should work  independent from scale and modalities of

data collection. For all land objects, the allocation to classes has to be guaranteed, irregard-

less of the influence these factors have on their identification and delimitation. If detailed in-

formation is unassessable, the objects should still be allocatable to more general classes.

9.  In case of objects that have not been considered by the classification system so far,

rules of integration should provide guidance for adjusting existing or adding new classes. In

this respect, the above mentioned naming rules and classificatory principles gain further im-

portance. Because objects already classified by the system might be affected, the influence

has to be assessed and updates have to be initiated according to the new rules or terminology.

10.  For identifying objects not covered by the system, an  index of objects  is recom-

mended. All objects considered and contained by the system are listed and can be found eas-

ily. Additionally, indices provide guidance during classification or verification. For convenient

abbreviation and identification of classes and objects, combinations of numbers and letters

are often used as codes aside class names and definitions.

11.  In order to make analysis, evaluation and comparison beneficial for various discip-

lines and stakeholders,  compatibility with existing classification systems  of global im-

portance should be provided. This consolidates the acceptance of a system and enables the in-

tegration into international information systems.

The above mentioned criteria are idealistic and unlikely to be found constitutive for one

single classification system. However, shortcomings do not necessarily indicate an unheeding

development of a system but have to be seen in the light of inevitable compromises because of

differing interests and/or lack of resources (see previous chapter).

II.2.4  Utilization and challenges

Considering the processes of  global  climate change,  population growth,  urbanization

and their consequences,  land  as a resource has become an increasingly valuable asset for

generating income, wealth and power (VERHEYE 2009). Creating a basis for taxation has been

an interest of governmental authorities ever since. In order to assess the manifold utilization

potentials of the Earth's surface, numerous scenarios of using land cover information have

created a persisting demand for actual data with variations in spatial and temporal resolution

as well as in thematic focus and detail (MEINEL & HENNERSDORF 2002). Users with a wide

range of scientific, administrative and economic backgrounds benefit from the availability of

information and maps that play a crucial role in modelling, policy making, management and
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planning (DEFOURNEY & BONTEMPS 2012; MARTINEZ & MOLLICONE 2012;  MEINEL & HENNERS-

DORF 2002).

The urge for adjusting and parameterizing surface process models has emerged from

the need to understand global environmental and climate change. Consequently, global land

cover information derived from several generations and types of spaceborne instruments have

become an important variable in studies on soil erosion, biodiversity and carbon cycles. They
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Table 2 Possible challenges while using land cover information retrieved from remote sensing data.
Sources: BAN et al. 2015; DEFOURNEY & BONTEMPS 2012; GONG et al. 2016; MEINEL & HENNERSDORF 2002; 
VERBURG et al. 2011.

properties & dynamics
of the Earth' surface

data collection
and procession

human interests
and behaviour

definitions and
classification systems

mixed land cover
→ creates dependencies on 
resolution and minimal 
mapping units

transition zones
→ dificult delimitation

temporal changes
→ creates dependencies on 
temporal resolution and 
observation period

huge diversity
→ dificult generalization and 
aggregation

spectral distinctiveness

dificult separation of cropland
and natural vegetation

dificult delimitation of 
settlements and urban areas

errors due to fluctuating 
reflectance, e. g. ice vs. water

stage of survey

lack of general information on 
used data base (survey 
statistics, remote sensing data,
collection methods)

on-site confirmation only 
relevant for small areas; 
however, labour intensive

stage of preparing data and 
classification process

unknown pre-processing 
procedures (e. g. atmospheric 
correction)

lack of appropriate training 
areas

lack of appropriate validation 
data

limitations in computer 
performance and data storage 
capacities

diferent projections, 
resolutions, angles of view

the larger the area covered by 
one data set, the bigger the 
inconsistencies inclosed

stage of classification process

spectral confusion between 
diferent types of land cover

systematic delimitation in 
favour of distinctive objects
→ varying level of detail and 
accuracy

lack of additional information 
if delimitation of land use is 
intended

lack of key land elements

small size of important key 
land elements
→ low spectral dominance in a 
pixel leads to wrong 
classification (dependent on 
resolution)

unreliable reflectance 
information, e.  g. high 
latitudes or misinterpretation 
of water and shadow

cloud cover

demand for information on 
land use
→ generally hard to observe

analyst & interpreter

the bigger the area, the more 
knowledge is required

errors in evaluating singular 
sample sites influence 
subsequent classification 
results at large scale

conflict of increasing accuracy 
vs. decreasing objectivity

subjectivity: diferent results 
between diferent analysts at 
diferent times

lack of international 
cooperation

general intention

no information about the initial
user interests, e. g. regarding 
scale, discipline and 
application scenario

short-term funding by diferent
agencies with individual 
objectives

design and criteria dependent 
on intended application
→ improper classification rules 
for difering analyses or 
landscape conditions 

diferent definitions of classes 
with similar or identical names

misperception of similarly 
named classes due to 
imprecise or lacking 
description

diferent perceptions of land 
cover and land use

lacking separation of land 
cover and land use within one 
classification system
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provide fundamental knowledge for initiating, evaluating and improving activities on sustain-

able development, food security, atmospheric quality or environmental protection (BAN et al.

2015; GONG et al. 2016). The relation of certain land management practices and green house

gas emissions, like increasing methane production in paddy fields or slash-and-burn activities

during the set up of plantations, may serve as a practical example for illustrating the import-

ance of land surface information in monitoring factors of global climate change (VERBURG et

al.  2011).  Planning and managing conservation areas or assessing business potentials  for

companies that provide energy, logistic or communication services are further fields of using

land cover data (MEINEL & HENNERSDORF 2002).

However, using the great variety of datasets inevitably demands considering inherent in-

consistencies, fundamental differences and shortcomings. Especially the need for applications

in social and economic contexts and for middle- and long-term monitoring requires consistent

data with high spatial and temporal resolution. Because the currently available data does not

yet fully meet these requirements, it remains unavoidable to use data from different mapping

projects (GONG et al. 2016) that likely originate from different data sources (e.  g. sensors), be-

ing adapted to different regions and being recorded at different times. Table 2 summarizes the

manifold challenges in applying land cover data by a rough categorization regarding their ori-

gin: 1. Properties and dynamics of the Earth's surface; 2. methodological and technical short-

comings during processing and application of the data; 3. human interests and behaviour;

4. definitions and classification systems.
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III  ASSESSING THE CURRENT STATE

The aim of this study is to develop a new system of classifying land cover and land use in

OpenStreetMap. The understanding of how established classification systems are built and ap-

plied is crucial for formulating the demands on the new system. Especially when striving for a

maximum of transferability and compatibility, the understanding of other  classification sys-

tems is indispensable.

Although active OpenStreetMap members aren't equally distributed over the planet, the

evolved tagging scheme has to be applicable on global scale. It has to be aligned to the re-

quirements of remote and local mapping activities worldwide and it has to create the pre-

requisites for reaching some degree of consistency in the mapping results. Hence, the first

part of this chapter will focus on classification systems designed for global application, namely

the  Land Cover Classification System (LCCS),  developed by the FAO, and the classification

system designed by the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP). Both are used

in several land cover products of global scope, e. g. MODIS Land Cover, GlobCover or Global

Land Cover.

Because of the difficulties in adequately integrating the two concepts of land cover and

land use, another focus will be set on how these classification systems deal with this conflict.

Therefore, the classification system used by the programme  LUCAS (Land Use/Cover Area

Statistical Survey) is introduced as an example for explicitly separating land cover and land

use in the layout of classes.  Finally, further possibilities for approaching the classification of

land use are evaluated by introducing two systems that classify economic activities on a global

scale.

The second chapter emphasizes on the OpenStreetMap project. After a general view on

the basic structure of its system of keys and values, the categorization of features related to

land cover/use will be evaluated.  In order to formulate the demands on a new classification

system, there will be an assessment on how the community perceives these two concepts, as

well as on how efforts to separate them are discussed. Comparing the current situation of the

OSM system with other professional classification systems shall reveal challenges to be expec-

ted and compatibility issues to be considered.

III.1  Land Classification Systems

III.1.1  FAO Land Cover Classification System (FAO LCCS)

Since the turn of the millennium, development of global land cover products remarkably

accelerated. However, FAO and UNEP dealt with the problems of  semantic interoperability

between different classification systems already in 1996. New concepts and approaches were

discussed in order to create a standardized multi-purpose system, usable for any land cover
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condition independent from collection method and scale. The International Africover Working

Group on Classification and Legend presented first proposals in 1996 and 1997. These have

further been developed in cooperation with other international initiatives, e. g. the IGBP and

the Land Use Land Cover Change (LUCC) Core Project.  After being exemplarily applied and

tested in the  Africover Project  (1997–1999), the first version of the LCCS was published in

2000. Being amended in version 2 in 2005 (DI GREGORIO 2005), including a software frame-

work for improving its usability, version 3 has meanwhile been released in 2011. It is widely

accepted as a reference system, especially for its applicability in translating between different

classification systems  in order to compare and interrelate them. Particularly version 3 ad-

dressed the problem of building a scheme for bridging differences between varying classifica-

tion systems,  while at the same time being one in itself.  Therefore, a new emphasize was

placed by developing a Land Cover Meta-Language (LCML), now already accepted as an ISO

standard (ISO 19144-2), acting as a “common reference structure for the comparison and in-

tegration of data for any generic land cover classification system, [without intending] to re-

place those classification systems”. (DI GREGORIO & O'BRIEN 2012)

III.1.1.1  Main features

Recalling the different concepts on building classification systems introduced in chapter

II.2.3, the LCCS follows an a priori approach. Objects are characterised by differently ranking

classifiers that had been designed in advanced. To assure an easy mapping process, objects

are first of all designated according to three basic properties in a dichotomous phase: Pres-

ence of vegetation,  edaphic condition  and  artificiality of  cover. The combinations of  these

three  classifiers  are arranged in form of a hierarchical top-down tree finally providing the

eight basic classes of the LCCS:

- cultivated and managed terrestrial areas

- natural and semi-natural terrestrial vegetation

- cultivated aquatic or regularly flooded areas

- natural and semi-natural aquatic or regularly flooded vegetation

- artificial surfaces and associated areas

- bare areas

- artificial waterbodies, snow and ice

- natural waterbodies, snow and ice

However, the hierarchical structure in this first stage of classification is not important. It

rather represents  how the three basic classifiers  are systematically combined according to

their different relations and levels of detail,  in order  to create the eight basic  land cover

classes.  Furthermore, it introduces the fundamental outline of the subsequent modular-hier-

archical phase.

Only after successfully assigning an object to one of the eight basic classes, further de-

tails can be added. They are represented as hierarchically arranged land cover classifiers that

can be attached according to the desired level of detail, or the quality and amount of informa-

tion available. For every basic class, a certain set of classifiers is available that has to be ap-

plied hierarchically. An example: For cultivated and managed terrestrial areas information on

crop combinations cannot be added until the classifiers dealing with life form and spatial as-

pects are assigned. The classifiers are explicitly described and – if possible – quantified, e. g.

varieties of vegetation cover and height. All specifications of a classifier are codified by a dis-

tinct letter-number-combination. Consequently, a class characterized by a certain combination
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of properties can be codified by a unique boolean formula composed of a sequence of classi-

fier  codes.  A  paddy  rice  field  would  logically  codified  as  A4C1D4,  where  A4  represents

graminoids as the life form of the main crop, C1 means single crop and D4 codifies the sur-

face irrigation (see table 3).

Table 3 Hierarchy and codification of classifiers in the Land Cover Classification System (excerpt; for details see 
appendix table A2).  Source: DI GREGORIO 2005.

1 primarily vegetated   A

2 terrestrial   A1

3 cultivated & managed   A11

I life form of the main crop spatial aspect: size spatial aspect: distribution

trees A1 herbaceous A3 large- to medium-sized field B1 continuous B5

   broadleaved A7    graminoids A4    large-sized field B3 scattered clustered B6

   needle-leaved A8    non-graminoids A5    medium-sized field B4 scattered isolated B7

   evergreen A9 urban vegetated areas A6 small-sized field B2

   deciduous A10    parks A11

shrubs A2    parkland A12

   broadleaved A7    lawns A13

   needle-leaved A8

   evergreen A9

   deciduous A10

II crop combination

single crop C1 multiple crops C2

   one additional crop C3

      trees C5       trees C13

      shrubs C6       shrubs C14

      herbaceous terrestrial C7       gramanoids C15

      herbaceous aquatic C8       non-gramanoids C16

         simultaneous C17          simultaneous C17

         overlapping C18          overlapping C18

         sequential C19          sequential C19

III cultural practices: water supply cultural practices: cultivation time factor

rainfed D1 shifting cultivation D7

post-flooding D2 fallow system D8

irrigated D3 permanent cultivation D9

   surface irrigation D4  

   sprinkler irrigation D5  

   drip irrigation D6  

Additionally, further details can be attached by using  attributes: Environmental attrib-

utes describe climatic, geomorphologic and pedologic conditions among others; specific tech-

nical attributes refer to methodological aspects during data assessment. Similar to the avail-

ability of classifiers, every basic class provides a specific set of attributes. However, they are

not hierarchically ordered and can be freely combined and attached after at least one of the

basic land cover classifiers had been assigned (for detail appendix table A2). Furthermore, the

system allows the parallel combination of classifiers and attributes in order to express spatial

and temporal mixtures of properties.
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Figure 1 Land cover and land use in the FAO LCCS.
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Beside providing a  classification system and a language for translating and combining

different systems, the LCCS is used as a basis for map products containing only a part of the

initial classes or specially designed classes. Classifiers and classes are chosen, combined and

arranged according to special regional conditions and technical objectives. The resulting le-

gends might then loosely follow the LCCS hierarchy or are entirely independent from the ori-

ginal structure. Nevertheless, these kinds of legends based on LCCS/LMCL remain compatible

because their classes follow the definitions of the LCCS classifiers.

The legends of three important global map products – GlobCover, Global Land Cover and

Climate Change Initiative Land Cover – are introduced below.

III.1.1.2  Assessing land use

The difference between the concepts of land use and land cover has been explained in

chapter II.2, including references to the problems related to their conflation, their synonym-

ous use and their arbitrary integration within one classification system. As critically acclaimed

by COMBER et al. (2008), the LCCS is also characterized by combining information on both as-

pects at different positions of the hierarchical structure.

Already during the initial dichotomous phase, the classifier artificiality of cover is used

and does actually contain basic information on the state of land utilization (see figure 1). Fur-

ther information on land use is codified in classifiers of the modular-hierarchical phase. The

classifier life form can be specified by the existence of trees, shrubs or herbaceous, but also

by  urban vegetated areas,  namely  parks, parkland or  lawns.  The use of these specifications

depends on how land is used, either cultivated or managed. Information on cultural practices,

for example shifting cultivation or the type of irrigation, are equally ranked with more land

cover like information on stratification or leave type.

Although the manual of the LCCS introduces the two concepts and emphasizes their dis-

tinctiveness (DI GREGORIO 2005), the classification system does not consistently follow this 

perception. The design of classes and codes does neither clearly separate nor indicate land 

cover and land use. Instead, they are equally used next to each other at one hierarchy level or 

as specifications within one classifier.

III.1.1.3  Map products based on LCCS

Initially, the FAO used the Africover project to apply the LCCS in its function as a classi-

fication system. Due to its modular character and its clearly defined classifiers, the LCCS was

successively used by other initiatives and projects as a basis for individually designed classi-

fication systems of global and regional scope. Three of them shall be introduced in short to ex-

emplify the adoption of the LCCS on a global scale (see table 4).

Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) is a map product provided by the European Union's

Joint Research Center. It aims on creating a global land cover product that meets the demands

disciplines and actors dealing with land cover change. Compared to the data used for earth

system modelling,  other  legends and class  definitions have to be arranged for  evaluating

measures on sustainable development, biodiversity protection, forest conservation and restor-

ation. In order to provide “global consistency and regional flexibility” (BARTHOLOMÉ & BEL-

WARD 2005) the GLC2000 legend follows a bottom-up approach: In cooperation with 30 local

expert groups regionally optimized  classes  were developed by using the LCCS' classifiers.
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Subsequently, 22 classes on the global scale were aggregated (see table 5) by removing clas-

sifiers that represent detailed information. Although regional legends show limited compatibil-

ity with other map products, but they provide details and are easy to be applied under unique

local conditions. On the other hand, the design of the global classes was driven by the aim of

providing a dataset that is compatible with other global land cover map products, knowing

that its usability at local and regional level might be limited.

With  GlobCover 2005,  a successor of GLC2000 was presented by the  European Space

Agency. In cooperation with the European Environment Agency (EEA), FAO and IGBP, it was

designed to provide a dataset of higher spatial resolution that was used for the programme

Global Observation of Forest and Land Cover Dynamics (GOFC-GOLD), as well as for studies

on land cover and land use dynamics (as conducted by the IGBP; ARINO et al. 2007). After the

initial success,  GlobCover 2009 provided an updated map product based on MERIS imagery

collected during 2009. The production follows two steps: During pre-processing,  MERIS im-

ages are used to create a reflectance mosaic (bi-monthly and annually), including the different

steps of geometric and atmospheric corrections. This data is subsequently used in the classi-

fication  module  for  producing  the  annual  land  cover  product  (BONTEMPS et  al.  2011;

CONGALTON et al. 2014). Beside providing the product itself the project emphasizes on study-

ing the various steps of the creation and validation process, showing and improving the cap-

ability of automated map production based on large imagery input (ARINO et al. 2010).

The land cover product of the Climate Change Initiative (CCI-LC) has been specially cre-

ated by the ESA to meet the requirements of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC). So-called  essential climate variables  and their spatial and tem-

poral patterns are assessed by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and the Climate

Modelling Community  (CMC). Hence, working with time series is a significant difference to

the above mentioned GLC2000 and GlobCover 2009 data. Therefore, MERIS imagery with

varying resolutions (7-day to 5-year and 300 to 1 000 m) from 2003 to 2012 were taken as

primary input, creating one 10-year land cover dataset serving as a baseline. SPOT-VGT data
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Table 4 Overview on three map products using LCCS.

Global Land Cover 2000
(GLC2000)

GlobCover 2009
Climate Change Initiative

Land Cover (CCI-LC)

BARTHOLOMÉ & BELWARD 2005;
CONGALTON et al. 2014

CONGALTON et al. 2014;
TSENDBAZAR et al. 2015

DEFOURNEY et al. 2016;
TSENDBAZAR et al. 2015

producer EU Joint Research Center European Space Agency European Space Agency

instrument
VEGETATION on SPOT

(Spot Image)
MERIS on ENVISAT

(ESA)
MERIS on ENVISAT

VEGETATION on SPOT

primary data 4 spectral bands, NDVI
13 spectral bands,
NDVI composits

13 spectral bands (MERIS),
NDVI (SPOT)

additional data elevation (ETOPO5) elevation (GETASSE30)

temporal resolution;
observation period

daily images;
Nov. 1999 – Dec. 2000

annual;
Jan. – Dec. 2009

7-day to 5-year;
2003–2012

spatial resolution 1 km 300 m 300 m

classes up to 44 regional, 22 global 22
22 in level 1,
16 in level 2

sequence
region by region,

then globally aggregated global global

method unsupervised
mainly unsupervised spatio-

temporal clustering;
expert-based labelling

unsupervised spatio-temporal
clustering; machine learning

classification

validation statistical sampling statistical sampling statistical sampling

accuracy 68.6 % 67.5 % 74,7%
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as secondary input data was subsequently used to calculate past and future steps of the time

series. The product finally contains three maps presenting data for 2000, 2005 and 2010. The

legend used for classification has two levels: One containing information available or likely to

be assessable worldwide; another one, “level 2”, is meant to carry more accurate and specific

information available at regional or local scale. However, due to the LCCS classifiers used for
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Table 5 Land cover classes of selected LCCS based global map products.

Global Land Cover 2000
(GLC2000)

GlobCover 2009 Climate Change Initiative Land Cover
(CCI-LC)

BONTEMPS et al. 2011 BARTHOLOMÉ & BELWARD 2005 DEFOURNEY et al. 2016

tree cover, broadleaved, evergreen

tree cover, broadleaved, deciduous, 
closed

tree cover, broadleaved, deciduous, 
open

tree cover, needle-leaved, evergreen

tree cover, needle-leaved, deciduous

tree cover, mixed leave type

tree cover, regularly flooded,
fresh and brackish water

tree cover, regularly flooded,
saline water

mosaic:
tree cover/ other natural vegetation

tree cover, burnt

shrub cover, closed – open, evergreen

shrub cover, closed – open, deciduous

herbaceous cover, closed – open

sparse herbaceous or
sparse shrub cover

regularly flooded shrub and/or
herbaceous cover

cultivated and managed areas

mosaic: cropland/ tree cover/ other 
natural vegetation

mosaic: cropland/ shrub or tree cover

bare areas

water bodies

snow and ice

artificial surfaces and associated areas

post-flooding or irrigated croplands
(or aquatic)

rainfed croplands

mosaic: cropland (50–70 %)/ vegetation 
(20–50 %)

mosaic: vegetation (50–70 %)/ cropland 
(20–50 %)

closed to open (> 15 %) broadleaved 
evergreen or semi-deciduous forest 
(> 5 m)

closed (> 40 %) broadleaved deciduous 
forest (> 5 m)

open (15–40 %) broadleaved  deciduous 
forest /woodland (> 5 m)

closed (> 40 %) needle-leaved evergreen 
forest (> 5 m)

open (15–40 %) needle-leaved deciduous or
evergreen forest (> 5 m)

closed to open (> 15 %) mixed broadleaved
and needle-leaved forest (> 5 m)

mosaic: forest or shrubland (50–70 %)/ 
grassland (20–50 %)

mosaic: grassland (50–70 %)/ forest or 
shrubland (20–50 %)

closed to open (> 15 %) (broadleaved or 
needle-leaved, evergreen or deciduous) 
shrubland (< 5 m)

closed to open (> 15 %) herbaceous 
vegetation (grassland, savannas or 
lichens/mosses)

sparse vegetation (< 15 %)

closed to open (> 15 %) broadleaved forest
regularly flooded (semi-permanently or 
temporarily, fresh or brackish water

closed (> 40%) broadleaved forest or 
shrubland permanently flooded,
saline or brackish water

closed to open (> 15 %) grassland or 
woody vegetation on regularly flooded or 
waterlogged soil,
fresh, brackish or saline water

artificial surfaces and associated areas 
(urban areas > 50 %)

bare areas

water bodies

permanent snow and ice

cropland, rainfed

cropland, irrigated or post-flooding

mosaic: cropland (> 50 %)/ natural 
vegetation (tree, shrub, herbaceous 
cover) (< 50 %)

mosaic: natural vegetation (tree, shrub, 
herbaceous cover) (> 50 %)/ cropland 
(< 50 %)

tree cover, broadleaved, evergreen, 
closed to open (> 15 %)

tree cover, broadleaved, deciduous, 
closed to open (> 15 %)

tree cover, needle-leaved, evergreen, 
closed to open (> 15 %)

tree cover, needle-leaved, deciduous, 
closed to open (> 15 %)

tree cover, mixed leaf type (broadleaved 
and needle-leaved)

mosaic: tree and shrub (> 50 %)/ 
herbaceous cover (< 50 %)

mosaic: herbaceous cover (> 50 %)/ tree 
and shrub (< 50 %)

shrubland

grassland

lichens and mosses

sparse vegetation (tree, shrub, 
herbaceous cover) (< 50 %)

tree cover, flooded,
fresh or brackish water

tree cover, flooded, saline water

shrub or herbaceous cover, flooded,
fresh/saline/brackish water

urban areas

bare areas

water bodies

permanent snow and ice
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the classes' definitions the resulting legend remains compatible with other classification sys-

tems, especially GLC2000 and GlobCover 2009 (DEFOURNEY et al. 2016).

III.1.2  IGBP-DISCover

In the early 1990s, the different projects associated to the International Geosphere-Bio-

sphere Programme (IGBP) required information for global environmental modelling that avail-

able datasets were not able to provide at that time (TOWNSHEND et al. 1992). A part of the pro-

gramme, responsible for Data and Information Systems (DIS), initiated the development of a

global land cover classification product at 1 km resolution, based on AVHRR data. Finally pro-

duced by the US Geological Survey, the purpose of the dataset was to quickly provide classi-

fied Earth surface information with a high degree of worldwide accuracy and consistency, so it

could be used by the different IGBP initiatives (FRA 2000). Additionally, the  DISCover  data

with its inherent classification system was made to become a part of the Global Land Cover

Characteristics database (GLCC), managed by the USGS and the University of Nebraska-Lin-

coln (UNL).

III.1.2.1  Main features

The legend with 17 classes is closely related to the DISCover product and has been de-

veloped mainly for being used in this context. However, one of the objectives comprises the

compatibility with other classification systems commonly used for environmental modelling at

that time. Furthermore, the classes were supposed to be “exhaustive” (so that every part of

the Earth can be captured) and “exclusive” (so that classes do not overlap). They are also de-

signed to be applied on imagery of higher resolution, during on-site survey and for represent-

ing mosaics of different land cover types (LOVELAND et al. 2000). Like the LCCS, the classifica-

tion system used for the  DISCover  product follows an a priori approach. In 1995, the  IGBP

Land Cover Working Group defined a series of basic criteria to be used for class definition:

ground biomass (perennial vs. annual), leaf longevity (evergreen or deciduous) and leaf type

(broad or needle). The criteria were specified, combined and arranged to classes (see table 6).

In addition, they were modified to assure compatibility with other classification systems. The

simplicity and transparency of the criteria, as well as the worldwide consistency, might have

been one of the driving factors for the IGBP-DISCover to gain importance as basic data and to

be adopted and implemented in further map products (see chapter III.1.2.2 and table 7).

Prior to the allocation of the land cover classes, the imagery had been masked (exclusion

of water bodies, barren land as well as snow, ice and urban areas) and segmented according

to greenness intensities, calculated by using monthly NDVI composites  (preliminary green-

ness classification). Although being regarded as corresponded to a certain degree of seasonal

homogeneity,  some greenness  clusters  actually  referred  to  varying  land  cover  conditions.

Hence, further separation of greenness clusters was conducted manually by interpreters us-

ing high-resolution imagery (e. g. Landsat) and other ancillary information (digital and ana-

logue maps and atlases about land cover, land use, soil, vegetation etc.) (HANSEN et al. 2000a;

LOVELAND et al. 2000).

For combining the information contained in the seven land cover layers of the GLCC

data base, seasonal land cover regions act as minimum mapping units and as spatio-temporal

references.  They  are  characterised  by  similar  plant  communities,  activities  and  patterns
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(CONGALTON et al. 2014). Consequently, the greenness clusters represent certain land cover

conditions and were re-arranged into seasonal land cover regions during a phase of post-clas-

sification refinement.  Worldwide, 961 were described in detail by a set of continent-specific

attributes. Finally, the heterogeneity of these seasonal land cover regions had to be reduced

in order to be usable for modelling and to enable comparisons between regions and other

classification systems.  By aggregating them into different land cover datasets, e. g. into the

Olson Global Ecoregions (OLSON 1994), the USGS Land Use/ Land Cover System (ANDERSON et

al. 1976) and of course the IGPB-DISCover classification system, the layers of the GLCC were

created.

In contrast to the FAO LCCS, the IGBP scheme does not provide criteria for describing

land  use.  It  can  thus  be  seen  as  a  pure  land  cover  classification  system.  Cropland  and

urban/built-up  are the only  classes indicating human activity.  However,  they  are basically

defined by a set of  land cover attributes (see table 6). Actually, due to the coarse resolution

and the characteristics of the used AVHRR data, details on urban land use are impossible to

deduce (LOVELAND et al. 2000).

III.1.2.2  Map products using the IGBP-DIS classification system

Beside being used for the DISCover product, the classification system developed by the

Land Cover Working Group  (LCWG; associated to IGBP) has been adapted for other global

land cover maps. Noteworthy are the implementation as one of five layers contained in the

MODIS Land Cover Type product (MOD12Q1) and the modification for the dataset produced

by the University of Maryland, also contained in MOD12Q1 (see tables 7 and 8).
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Table 6 IGBP-DIScover classes and their inherent criteria combinations.  Source: BELWARD 1996

class
vegetation
structure

leaf
longevity

leaf
type

woody
share

woody
height

natural vegetation

evergreen needle-leaved forest woody
> 1 a

needle-leaf > 60 %

> 2 m

evergreen broadleaved forest broadleaf

deciduous needle-leaved forest
< 1 a

needle-leaf

deciduous broadleaved forest broadleaf

mixed forest >/< 1 a needle- and broadleaf

closed shrubland needle- or broadleaf < 2 m

open shrubland 10–60 %

woody savanna woody/non-woody grass, needle- or broadleaf 30–60 % > 2 m

savanna 10–30 %

grassland non-woody grass < 10 % < 2 m

permanent wetlands woody/non-woody grass, needle- or broadleaf 0–100 % >/< 2 m

developed and mosaic land

cropland non-woody < 1 a broadleaf or grass < 10 % < 2 m

urban and built-up – – – – –

mosaic: cropland/ natural vegetation woody/non-woody >/< 1 a grass, needle- or broadleaf < 60 % >/< 2 m

non-vegetated land

snow and ice – – – – –

barren land – – – – –

water bodies – – – – –
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Similar to the initial objectives for the IGBP-DISCover product, the research group at the

University of Maryland aimed on providing a global layer with land surface information usable

for environmental modelling. However, the AVHRR sensor provides further spectral informa-

tion that has not been considered by the IGBP. In addition, another classification approach

was chosen, based on the earlier success of a AVHRR based global land cover dataset with

8 km resolution, providing accuracy levels between 80–90 % (DE FRIES et al. 1998).

The main steps during the production of the IGBP-DISCover product were the clustering

of  NDVI-based greenness  values by  an unsupervised  classification  procedure,  followed by

manual corrections based on high-resolution imagery. Contrarily, for the land cover dataset

produced by the University of Maryland (UMD) 150 training sites have been chosen and inter-

preted by using Landsat MSS imagery of higher resolution and ancillary information. Regard-

ing the AVHRR data, 41 metrics were calculated by using all five spectral bands, in addition to

the NDVI composites used for IGBP-DISCover. The information provided by the training sites

and the calculated AVHRR metrics were finally analysed and restructured statistically in order

to create a decision tree. Consequently, links between spectral signatures and surface criteria

had been created and were arranged in hierarchical order, leading to the IGBP-based classes

at the final level. Pixels could now be assigned to a certain land cover class according to the

constellation of their spectral information with an average accuracy of 65 % (HANSEN et al.

2000a & b).

Table 7 Overview on three map products using the IGBP's classification system.

IGBP-DISCover MODIS UMD

producer US Geological Survey Bosten University University of Maryland

instrument AVHRR on POES
(NOAA, EUMETSAT)

MODIS on Terra
(NASA)

AVHRR on POES
(NOAA, EUMETSAT)

primary data maximum NDVI composites
12 32-day composites of 7

bands, EVI, LST
41 multi-temporal metrics from

spectral bands 1–5, NDVI

additional data elevation, ecoregions,
soil types, vegetation cover

Landsat MSS

temporal resolution;
observation period

monthly composites;
Apr. 1992 – Mar. 1993 monthly composites

monthly composites;
Apr. 1992 – Mar. 1993

spatial resolution 1 km 500 m 1 km

classes 17 17 14

sequence continental global global

method
unsupervised clustering,

post-classification refinement
supervised

classification tree
supervised

classification tree

validation statistical sampling –

accuracy 66.9 % 65 %

references
CONGALTON et al. 2014;

FRA 2000; LOVELAND et al. 2000
FRIEDL et al. 2010 HANSEN et al. 2000a & b

The creation of the MODIS Land Cover Type product follows a similar procedure. The

statistic processing of the data differs only in detail and is considered in this study. For the

data of Collection 5, nearly 1 900 training sites all over the world have been interpreted by us-

ing imagery from Landsat 7, Geocover 2000 and GoogleEarth. Most of them covering sizes

around 4 km² (4 × 4 MODIS pixel). The spectral information used for assigning pixels to land

cover classes are derived from all seven MODIS bands. Among them, other MODIS products

are used as input variables, e. g. the Land Surface Temperature (LST; MOD11) as well as the

BDRF/Albedo product (MOD43) for calculating the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI). The data

is collected in 8-day intervals and used for the calculation of 135 variables, finally being ag-

gregated to 12 32-day composites on an annual basis. They are subsequently used in a super-
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vised classification tree in order to classify every MODIS pixel according the IGBP scheme. By

using the inherent criteria of the IGBP scheme, the four other layers of the final product – one

of them the UMD layer – are calculated based on the IGBP layer.

Table 8 IGBP-DIS and UMD legends in the context of the MODIS Land Cover Type product.

MODIS Land Cover Type
(aggregated)

IGBP-DISCover UMD 

forests

evergreen needle-leaved forest evergreen needle-leaved forest

deciduous needle-leaved forest deciduous needle-leaved forest

evergreen broadleaved forest evergreen broadleaved forest

deciduous broadleaved forest deciduous broadleaved forest

mixed forest mixed forest

woodlands
woody savanna woodland

savanna wooded grassland/ shrubland

grasses/cereals grassland grassland

shrublands
closed shrubland closed shrubland

open shrubland open shrubland

croplands and mosaics cropland cropland

mosaic: cropland/ natural vegetation –

seasonally or permanently inundated permanent wetland –

unvegetated urban and built-up urban and built-up

barren/ sparsely vegetated barren/ sparsely vegetated

water bodies water bodies

permanent snow and ice –

sources: FRIEDL et al. 2010; HANSEN et al. 2000b; MCCALLUM et al. 2006

III.1.3  Land Use/Cover Area Frame Statistical Survey (LUCAS)

Although being restricted to the scope of Europe, the classification system used for the

LUCAS programme shall be introduced in this study because of two reasons: Firstly, it is of

particular interest due to its strict separation of land cover and land use – beginning from the

data collection until the statistical aggregation and dataset provision. Secondly, in contrast to

the aforementioned classification systems and their applications, it is designed to be used on

ground, i. e. the classification process is not applied on remotely collected raw data as a more

or less supervised automatic classification procedure. Instead, classification is directly con-

ducted in the moment of the survey, on-site or on high-resolution RS imagery. Classes and in-

structions are designed accordingly and are likely to provide valuable information for an OSM

Land Classification System.

Initially intended to provide data on crop estimations for the European Commission in

2001, the programme became a crucial geo-statistic reference for EU policy makers. Since

2006, when the scope was extended from agriculture to land cover and land use in general,

the survey is conducted every three years; the most actual data available has been collected

in 2015. The increase of information variety has also affected the fields of utilization by the

EU: LUCAS data has become important for strategies on soil conservation, environmental pro-

tection and actions on facing climate change (LUCAS1 & 2). It has furthermore become an es-

sential part of the production and validation process for the CORINE Land Cover  data base

(BÜTTNER & EISELT 2013).
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Table 9 Classes of 1st and 2nd level used for the LUCAS programme.  Source: EUROSTAT 2015a & b.

Land Cover Land Use

A artificial land A10 roofed built-up areas

A20 non built-up areas

A30 other artificial areas

B cropland B10 cereals

B20 root crops

B30 non-permanent industrial crops

B40 dry pulses, vegetables and flowers

B50 fodder crops

B70 permanent crops: fruit trees

B80 other permanent crops

C woodland C10 broadleaved woodland

C20 coniferous woodland

C30 mixed woodland

D shrubland D10 with sparse tree cover

D20 without tree cover

E grassland E10 with sparse tree/shrub cover

E20 without tree/shrub cover

E30 spontaneously re-vegetated

F bare land,
lichens/mossens

F10 rocks and stones

F20 sand

F30 lichens and mossens

F40 other bare soil

G water areas G10 inland water bodies

G20 inland running water

G30 transitional water bodies

G50 glaciers, permanent snow

H wetland H10 inland wetlands

H20 coastal wetlands

U100 primary 
sector

U110 agriculture

U120 forestry

U130 aquaculture and fishing

U140 mining and quarrying

U150 other

U200 secondary 
sector

U210 energy production

U220 industry and manufacturing

U300 tertiary 
sector, 
transport, 
utilities & 
residential

U310 transport, communication net-
works, storage, protection works

U320 water and waste treatment

U330 construction

U340 commerce, financial, professional 
and information services

U350 community services

U360 recreation, leisure, sport

U370 residential

U400 unused and
abandoned 
areas

U410 abandoned areas

U420 semi-natural and natural areas not
in use

 

Table 10 Details on land cover classes applied in the LUCAS programme (excerpt).
Source: EUROSTAT 2015a & b.

C woodland    tree canopy cover > 10 %; woody hedges, palm trees

C10 broadleaved woodland    > 75 % broadleaved

C20 coniferous woodland    > 75 % coniferous

C21 spruce dominated    > 75 % coniferous

C22 pine dominated    > 75 % coniferous

C23 other coniferous woodland    spruce or pine < 75 %

C30 mixed woodland    broadleaved/coniferous > 25 % each

C31 spruce dominated    > 75 % of the coniferous trees

C32 pine dominated    > 75 % of the coniferous trees

C33 other coniferous woodland    < 75 % of the coniferous trees are pine or spruce

related land use: ∙ agricultural use: grazing (U111)
∙ forestry (U120)
∙ connected to commercial areas (U341)
∙ connected to community services (U350)
∙ specifically managed for recreational purposes (U36x)
∙ in residential areas (urban parks) (U370)
∙ not used (U420)
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Compared to the other classification systems, the LUCAS system shows some significant

differences: Firstly, attributes are assigned to points, not to delineated areas. The location of

the points are defined by the crossings of a 2 km-grid, resulting in more than one million

points uniformly and regularly distributed all over the EU. Secondly, data collection is conduc-

ted manually and split into two phases: During the first phase, all points are assigned to one

of eight basic classes (see table 9) by using high-resolution imagery, without considering land

use. For the second phase, a part of the points is randomly chosen by considering their ac-

cessibility, former on-site investigations, the size of the administrative area and other weight-

ing factors (MARTINO et al. 2009). This way, more the 270 000 points were selected for detailed

on-site investigation conducted during the 2015 data collection cycle (LUCAS3). Only these

points are assigned to lower-level  classes  and attributed with further details (see tables 9

and 11). During investigation, points are regarded as circular areas of 3 meters in diameter. If

located in heterogeneous conditions, an extended window of observation is used (diameter of

40 meters), e. g. in case of wood- and shrublands (EUROSTAT 2015a & b). Nevertheless, the

information is stored as punctual data.

The classes are defined a priori, both for land cover and land use. They are arranged in a

hierarchical structure, codified by a combination of letters – A to H for the eight basic land

cover classes, U for land use classes – and numbers for subordinate classes, respectively. Un-

less information is unassessable, the most detailed level is requested to be recorded for the

visited points. At this stage, a certain set of  land use types  is available for each land cover

class  (see table  10; EUROSTAT 2015a). In order to avoid allocation mistakes, the guidance

documents (EUROSTAT 2015a & b) explicitly name includes and excludes for each class, e. g.

for greenhouses (A13):

includes ∙ un-/used greenhouses excludes crops covered by fabric

∙ temporarily uncovered greenhouses without raised structure

Table 11 Details on land use classes used in the LUCAS programme (excerpt; for full layout see appendix, table 
A3).  Sources: EUROSTAT 2015a & b.

U200 secondary sector

U210 energy production
plants for production and generation of electric power, steam, hot water based on fossil fuels, nuclear energy, …

U220 industry and manufacturing

U221 manufacturing food, beverages and tobacco products
light end product industry for processing material of the primary sector; manufacturing and retail sale 
(e. g. bakeries)

U222 manufacturing of textile products
raw industry (e. g. weaving and dying) and light end product industry (e. g. apparel production)

U223 coal, oil and metal processing    mainly raw industry (e. g. smelting metals, refining petrol)

U224 production of non-metal mineral goods    e. g. production of glas, ceramic, shaped stones

U225 chemical and allied industries and manufacturing
chemical transformation of organic and inorganic raw material (e. g. production of medicine, rubber, 
plastic and botanical products)

U226 machinery and equipment
production of computers, consumer electronics, optical media, general-purpose and special machinery, 
motor vehicles, furniture etc.

U227 wood based products
raw industry processing timber (cork, straw, plaiting; sawing, planning, shaping, laminating)

U228 printing and reproduction
light end product industry related to publication (printing newspaper, books; book binding) and media 
reproduction (video, software etc.)
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In some  classes,  a 4th level exists for allocating features not mentioned or outlined in

sufficient detail by higher levels (examples are presented in table 12).  Beside the allocation

into classes provided by the basic classification structure (as in tables 9 to 11), additional in-

formation are recorded and attached as non-hierarchical attributes, e. g. details on the share

of a certain land cover (split in steps ranging from < 5 % to ≥ 90 %), on tree height (below or

above 5 meters), on special status (e. g.  protected) or on water management (e. g. type and

source of irrigation). Furthermore, the LUCAS framework is designed to save information on

secondary land cover/use (abbreviated LC2 and LU2), similarly attributed like the primaries.

The way additional information is managed reminds on the FAO LCCS where important hier-

archically arranged attributes are complemented by optional ones. (EUROSTAT 2015a & b)

Table 12 Examples for the 4th level of the LUCAS classification.  Source: EUROSTAT 2015a.

Land Cover Land Use

B00 cropland

B10 cereals

B19 other cereals

B19a sorghum

B19b buckwheat

B19c millet

B19d canary grasses

B19f quinoa

B19g fonio

B19h others not specified elsewhere

U100 primary sector

U110 agriculture

U111 agriculture

A01.1 growing of non-perennial crops

A01.2 growing of perennial crops

A01.3 plat propagation

A01.4 animal production

A01.5 mixed farming

A01.6 support and post-harvest 
activities

III.1.4  Classifying land use

Similar to the classification of land cover, categorizing land use depends on the object-

ives of the intended classification system and the concepts contained. Major classification sys-

tems of global scope, for instance, differentiate between an economic activity and the respect-

ive productive output. Accordingly, the International Standard Industrial Classification of All

Economic Activities (ISIC) is used by the UN for recording economic activities. Contrarily, the

Central Product Classification (CPC) emphasizes on products and services as an output of eco-

nomic activities. Both are used as reference systems for national or regional systems in order

to  maintain  compatibility,  e. g.  the  Statistical  Classification  of  Economic  Activities  in  the

European Community (NACE) and its counterpart, or the Statistical Classification of Products

by Activity in the European Economic Community (CPA).

However, land use related information derived from or related to observable land cover

conditions, primarily refer to information on the activity taken place. A classification accord-

ing to products does therefore not seem appropriate. Activities are more likely to be observ-

able by visible key land elements, i. e. characteristic textures or features. To finally name and

classify an activity according to its actual productive output, it likely needs detailed ancillary

information that might be difficult to access, especially in the case of remote mapping. Fur-

thermore, an observed activity might last for a longer period but changes its outcome over

time, This likely creates inaccuracies and temporal heterogeneities in a project like  Open-

StreetMap that is characterized by varying spatial and temporal update cycles. Hence, for the

purpose of this study, product-based classification systems will not be considered.
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Instead, another conceptual differentiation might be helpful in approaching  land use

mapping and categorization: JANSEN (2006) seeks for a way of harmonizing different land use

classification  systems  and suggests  to  consider  the  parameters  function  and  activity.  The

former one refers to the economic purpose “[...] and is commonly used for sectoral land use

descriptions (e. g. agriculture, forestry, fisheries, etc.)” The latter one refers to an actual oper-

ation characterized by processing certain inputs  in  order to  create output products.  Con-

sequently,  functions allow different  land cover/use types to be grouped “that do not possess

the same set of observable characteristics but serve the same purpose”. Although different

land cover/use types can also be dedicated to one certain activity, the “level of data collection

increases notably from the 'function' to the 'activity' concept. The use of the 'function' para-

meter as first level parameter is proposed as a pragmatic choice”. Additionally, information on

function is easier to be assessed. In comparison, collecting details on activities is more diffi-

cult and requires ancillary information.

III.1.4.1  International Standard Industrial Classification of all 
Economic Activities (ISIC)

The resolution concerning ISIC was already initiated in 1948 by the UN Economic and

Social Council following a recommendation of the Statistical Commission. In order to create a

systematic basis for making economic statistics internationally comparable, it was recommen-

ded to the member states to implement ISIC as a national standard. Meanwhile, it is used by

the UN Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), the International Labour Organisation

(ILO) and the FAO, among others, as a major global classification scheme. (UN-ESA 2008)

During the passing decades, world economic structures have changed and new types of

industries  emerged.  Thus,  reviews became necessary  and led to  amendments  and adjust-

ments. After revisions in 1958, 1968 and 1990 (updated as revision 3.1 in 2004), the recent re-

vision 4 was issued in 2008. While increasing details in lower levels of the classification hier-

archy and integration of new activities, e. g. information technologies, the main characterist-

ics remain unchanged. (UN-ESA 2008)

The objects of classification are establishments or enterprises that are assigned to a cer-

tain class of the system according to the economic activity they are mainly engaged in, disreg-

arding spatial aspects. However, since the design of the classes strives for being exhaustive

and mutually exclusive (UN-ESA 2008), the ISIC provides a well maintained and structured

list of economic activities, possibly occurring on delineable areas worldwide.

The hierarchy consists of four levels of  increasing detail,  namely  sections,  divisions,

groups and classes, including a respective codification system (see table 13). In general, the

subdivisions of every level are based on the “input of goods, services and factors of produc-

tion; the process and technology of production; the characteristics of outputs; and the use to

which the  outputs  are put.”  (UN-ESA 2008).  Classes  of  higher  hierarchy  levels  were de-

veloped according to the activities' output and its utilization; the lower levels with more de-

tailed information are mainly characterised by the processes and technologies of productions.

To some extent, this reflects the above mentioned approach of JANSEN (2006) that differenti-

ates  between detailed  activities  on lower  levels  and  purposes  for  the  crouping  at  higher

levels.

In practice, the ISIC is used for monitoring, analysing and evaluating economic perform-

ances. The serious efforts to perpetuate continuity between the revisions allows the data to be

analysed regarding changes over time. It has become an important basis for decision- and
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policy-makers as well as for administrative entities that aim at tax collection, business licens-

ing and other purposes (UN-ESA 2008). Similar to the above mentioned classification systems

specialized on land cover, the ISIC is designed for being adapted and rearranged for special

objectives or regional/national peculiarities. NACE in Europe is such an example which was

used as a basis for the land use classification of the LUCAS programme later on (as indicated

by the deviating codification pattern on the 4th level, presented in table 12). The adaption is

often accomplished by selecting particular classes and/or regrouping at higher levels. For in-

stance, the high-level SNA/ISIC aggregation aims on a clear differentiation of the production

stages: from production and processing of raw materials to the production of goods, the provi-

sion of services as well as market and non-marked activities. The System of National Accounts

(SNA) therefore reduced the 21 ISIC sections to only 10, as presented in table 14. (UN-ESA

2008).
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Table 13 The Structure of the ISIC system. Levels 2–4 are exemplarily presented for section A.
Source: UN-ESA 2008.

A agriculture, forestry and fishing

A01 crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities

A02 forestry and logging

A03 fishing and aquaculture

A031 fishing

A0311 marine fishing

A0312 freshwater fishing

A032 aquaculture

A0321 marine fishing

A0312 freshwater fishing

B mining and quarrying    (contains 5 divisions, 10 groups and 14 classes)

C manufacturing    (contains 24 divisions, 69 groups and 137 classes)

D electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply    (contains 1 division, 3 groups and 3 classes)

E water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities    (contains 4 divisions, 6 groups and 8 classes)

F construction    (contains 3 divisions, 8 groups and 11 classes)

G wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles    (contains 3 divisions, 20 groups and 43 classes)

H transportation and storage    (contains 5 divisions, 15 groups and 20 classes)

I accommodation and food service activities    (contains 2 divisions, 6 groups and 7 classes)

J information and communication    (contains 6 divisions, 12 groups and 23 classes)

K financial and insurance activities    (contains 3 divisions, 10 groups and 18 classes)

L real estate activities    (contains 1 division, 2 groups and 2 classes)

M professional, scientific and technical activities    (contains 7 divisions, 14 groups and 14 classes)

N administrative and support service activities    (contains 6 divisions, 6 groups and 26 classes)

O public administration and defence; compulsory social activities    (contains 1 division, 3 groups and 7 classes)

P education    (contains 1 division, 5 groups and 8 classes)

Q human health and social work activities    (contains 3 divisions, 9 groups and 9 classes)

R arts, entertainment and recreation    (contains 4 divisions, 4 groups and 10 classes)

S other service activities    (contains 3 divisions, 5 groups and 17 classes)

T activities of households as employers, undifferentiated goods- and service-producing activities of households for 
own use    (contains 2 divisions, 3 groups and 3 classes)

U activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies    (contains 1 division, 1 group and 1 class)
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Table 14 Structure of the high-level SNA/ISIC aggregation.  Source: UN-ESA 2008.

1 agriculture, forestry and fishing    (contains ISIC-section A)

2 manufacturing, mining, quarrying and other industrial activities    (contains ISIC-sections B–E)

3 construction    (contains ISIC-section F)

4 wholesale and retail trade, transportation and storage, accommodation and food service activities
(contains ISIC-sections G–I)

5 information and communication    (contains ISIC-section J)

6 financial and insurance activities    (contains ISIC-section K)

7 real estate activities    (contains ISIC-section L)

8 professional, scientific, technical, administrative and support service activities    (contains ISIC-sections M–N)

9 public administration and defence, education, human health and social work activities
(contains ISIC-sections O–Q)

10 other service activities    (contains ISIC-sections R–U)

III.1.4.2  System of Environmental-Economic Accounts (SEEA)

Compared to the ISIC system, spatial aspects are much more considered in the SEEA,

developed by the  UN Committee of  Experts on Environmental Economic Accounting (UN-

CEEA). It aims on evaluating land as an asset regarding its economic importance for society

and business. Environmental assets are therefore regarded as bio-physical components of the

Earth that provide inputs for production or can be used for consumption and accumulation.

For the system land areas, inland water and coastal zones are considered. Land as a “unique

environmental asset that delineates the space in which economic activities and environmental

processes take place” is not only characterized by information about topography, general seg-

mentation patterns and the occurrence of different resources, e. g. mineral, energy, soil and

timber resources. Land cover and land use are regarded as the most important additional as-

pects.

While the classification of land cover is based on the definitions and criteria of the FAO

LCCS, the SEEA follows an own approach to categorize  land use,  distinguishing between

those typical for terrestrial and aquatic conditions (see table 15). Although regarding land use

as “both (i) the activities undertaken and (ii) the institutional arrangements put in place” (UN-

CEEA 2011, p. 217) the classes are “not defined on the basis of economic activity but rather

on consideration of the general purpose and role of the user of the area” (UNCEEA 2011,

p. 218). Activities often spatially coincide with the scope of purpose. However, an area gener-

ally used for forestry may be bigger than the area where actual forestry operations take place

(cleaning, clearcutting etc.) In the case of multiple  land uses (spatially and temporally), the

principle of primary or dominant use has to be applied; if possible, subdivision into smaller

areas of uniform land use is recommended.
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Table 15 Land cover and land use classified acc. to SEEA.  Source: EUROSTAT 2015a.

Land Cover Land Use

artificial surfaces (incl. urban and associated areas)

herbaceous crop

woody crops

multiple or layered crops

grassland

tree covered area

mangroves

shrub covered area

shrub and/or herbaceous vegetation, aquatic or regularly 
flooded

sparsely natural vegetation

terrestrial barren land

permanent snow and glaciers

inland water bodies

coastal water bodies and inter-tidal areas

land

agriculture

land under temporary crops

land under temporary meadows and pastures

land with temporary fallow

land under permanent crops

land under permanent meadows and pastures

land under protective cover

forestry

forest land

other wood land

used for aquaculture

land used for hatcheries

managed grow-out sites on land

use of built-up and related areas

mining and quarrying

construction

manufacturing

technical infrastructure

transport and storage

commercial, financial and public service

recreational facilities

residential

used for maintenance and
restoration of environmental functions

used otherwise

not used

inland water internal water
exclusive

economic zone

used for aquaculture or holding facilities

used for maintenance and
restoration of environmental functions

used otherwise

not used

III.2  Land cover and land use in OpenStreetMap

“OpenStreetMap represents physical features on the ground (e. g., roads and 
buildings) using tags to its basic data structures (its nodes, ways and relations).”

(OSM21)

The general way of recording objects in the real world and making them to become a

feature in the OSM data base is done by adding or modifying and has been described in

chapter II.1.3. Objects related to land cover and land use are treated the same way. According
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to the respective information in the map feature documentation (OSM21), the majority is stipu-

lated for being mapped as  areas  (closed ways), less as  ways  and only a very few as  points

(e. g. a single tree by using the tag natural=tree). Choosing a certain geometry type for rep-

resenting an object also depends on the mapping scale which is influenced by the way of data

collection (on-ground or remotely) and the available data (observable on-ground details or

satellite imagery's accuracy, resolution and actuality). Generally, OSM provides no distinct

guidance concerning scale and minimum mapping unit. Its open approach allows users to add

features of any degree of detail as long as they're real, current, spatially referable (by a cer-

tain position or extent expressed by coordinates) and verifiable by others (OSM22 & 23). A blurry

separation is still made by the term  micromapping,  referring to the recording of objects of

very small extent, like single trees, hedges, benches, lampposts, kerbs, entrances etc.

III.2.1  Classification and codification

OSM as an open and dynamic system has ever since been prone to changes on which ob-

jects are recorded and how their digital representations are stored in the data base. Con-

sequently, the current outline of land cover and land use related features is the result of suc-

cessive practical experiences and negotiations in the community and has not been designed at

one point in time. Although OSM cares about objects covering the Earth's surface, land cover

as a directly observable bio-/physical overlay of the Earth's surface – as defined by FISHER et

al. (2005) and VERHEYE (2009) – has not been used to create a central starting point for a sys-

tematic declaration of which objects to be mapped and which nomenclature to be followed.

Since the start of the OSM project, features referring to land cover and land use have success-

ively been introduced. They have spread over several categories represented by a series of

different keys, namely amenity, landuse, leisure, natural, surface, tourism, water and oth-

ers. They have not been systematically developed following an a priori or an a posteriori ap-

proach. The history of pages in the OSM-Wiki, e. g. for the key landuse (OSM24), reveals that

some tags have been developed in advance to provide attributes that can be attached to fea-
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Table 16 Land cover objects as tagged during OSM mapping activities.  Sources: OSM25 & 26.

object feature tagging

bare earth

bog natural=wetland + wetland=bog

grass landuse=grass, landuse=meadow, leisure=park, natural=grassland, surface=grass

gravel surface=gravel

mangrove natural=wetland + wetland=mangrove

marsh natural=wetland + wetland=marsh

mud natural=mud

reed bed natural=wetland + wetland=reedbed

salt marsh natural=wetland + wetland=saltmarsh

sand natural=sand

scrub natural=scrub

sea defined by boundary: natural=coastline

swamp natural=wetland + wetland=swamp

tidal flat natural=wetland + wetland=tidalflat

trees landuse=forest, natural=wood

water landuse=reservoir, natural=water, waterway=riverbank
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Table 17 Land use objects as tagged during OSM mapping activities.  Sources: OSM25 & 26.

agriculture

allotments landuse=allotments

farm land landuse=farmland, ~=farmyard

forestry landuse=forest  (high tree density; primarily for timber)

grazing landuse=meadow  (for grazing and production of hay or silage; others: surface=grass)

greenhouses landuse=greenhouse_horticulture

meadow landuse=meadow

orchard landuse=orchard

plant nursery landuse=plant_nursery

vineyard landuse=vineyard

built environment

brownfield landuse=brownfield

cemetery landuse=cemetery

college amenity=college

commercial landuse=commercial

construction landuse=construction

garages landuse=garages

greenfield landuse=greenfield

highway landuse=highway (proposed)

hospital amenity=hospital

industrial landuse=industrial

railway landuse=railway

recreation ground landuse=recreation_ground

residential landuse=residential

retail landuse=retail

school amenity=school

university amenity=university

built environment/ natural

beach leisure=beach_resort, natural=beach

cemetery landuse=cemetery

leisure

nature reserve leisure=nature_reserve, boundary=protected area (under discussion)

park leisure=park (if small sized then part of landuse=residential)

village green landuse=village_green

military

military generally landuse=military; optionally military=naval_base, ~=range, ~=danger_area, 
~=baracks, ~=airfield (aeroway=aerodrome + aerodrome=military)

natural

salt pond landuse=salt_pond

others

aerodrome (airport) aeroway=aerodrome (optionally: landuse=military)

airport aeroway=aerodrome (optionally: landuse=military)

landfill landuse=landfill

quarry landuse=quarry

reservoir landuse=reservoir, man_made=reservoir_covered

waste water treatment man_made=wastewater_plant
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tures. Others are defined as a reaction of encountering objects or properties not yet represen-

ted by tags. Consequently, the classification of OSM features, including those related to land

cover and land use, can be described as following a successive a priori approach that results

in a mostly non-hierarchical structure.

Although not precisely reflected in the tagging scheme itself, the OSM-Wiki shows that

the community is aware of the concepts of land cover and land use in the sense of the afore-

mentioned definitions. For both cases, feature pages exist where respective real world objects

are listed, including the related tag(s) to be used for attribution (see tables 16 and 17). Des-

pite the efforts of the community to separate the two concepts, another approach has been

chosen by RAMM (2015): For the OSM data provided in Layered GIS Format (e. g. ESRI Shape)

by Geofabrik, land cover and land use have been merged into a landuse layer in order to sim-

plify the information for general-use mapping (see table 19).

However, collecting data and developing tags does not systematically follow a certain as-

pect, like land cover or use. Instead, thematic preferences of single members or community

projects are incorporated and affect the appearance of the current OSM tagging scheme. The

historically grown system is rather focused on single objects, described by tags that allow only

a simply structured hierarchy of coarse categories (keys) and detailed information (values) at-

tached to them. This is reflected by the structure of the main map feature list, containing the

most popular tags (OSM21 & 27): The majority is used to describe primary features, coarsely cat-

egorized by 26 keys. Some are thematically subdivided which is nevertheless not reflected by

the tagging scheme (see table 18), so that the same key is used for different subcategories as

well.

Besides, another popular six keys are listed for attaching additional information, e. g. ad-

dress data (house number, street name), sources of information (the provider of the back-

ground image or the date of the on-ground survey) and others like leaf type, road condition,

wheelchair accessibility etc. Regardless of this compilation of the most commonly used tags,

the data provided by the taginfo platform shows nearly 5 300 tags to be represented by OSM-

Wiki pages in 41 languages (amongst 5 093 in English and 1 518 in German), comprising 238

distinct keys (excl. those containing a colon) and more than 2 100 values. The actual number

of unique tags used in the OSM data base exceeds 23 000 (as of June 12th, 2016).  Attaching

numerous of these tags to one feature is the major way for combining information of different

thematic  domains  as  well  as  for  adding  further  details  within  the  same  domain  (e. g.

natural=wetland + wetland=swamp). Additionally, specific details on a certain key can also

be provided by using namespaces (see table 20): Prefixes and suffixes are attached to the key,

separated by colons. This improves detail in two different ways: 1. for grouping closely related

features/tags; 2. for adding information as qualifiers to mutually unrelated keys (OSM28).

In summary, the tagging system for OSM features provides a very detailed, thematically

unspecific and – in terms of a classification system – only rudimentarily structured collection

of identifiers, attributes and classifiers. Due to differing degrees of detail and accuracy in the

instructions on how to use tags for a certain feature, some only meet the definition of a cat-

egory,  others the narrower and more specific character of a  class  (see chapter  II.2.1). The

map feature documentation and the OSM-Wiki in general shows efforts to structure the ever

growing amount of objects and properties to be mapped. The keys and values are highly asso-

ciative and self-explaining. The mappers approach them directly and memorize them during

repeated utilization. On the other hand, they are rarely encountered when editing software

like JOSM or iD is used. In the latter case, the user interface provides a selection of objects

and properties that are thematically structured by menus and dialogues. This causes a discon-

nection of object and tag on the semantic level. Consequently, during the development of an
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OSM LCS it has to be considered how to appropriately integrate a new classification system:

By using  feature pages  and  user  interfaces,  or  by  directly  representing the classification

structure on the level of self-explaining keys and values.
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Table 18 General structure of primary features in the OSM tagging scheme (excerpt).  Source: OSM21.

aerialway man_made  (e. g. man_made=bunker_silo, ~=dyke)

equipments  (aerialway=pylon, ~=station) military  (e. g. military=airfield, ~=danger_area)

types  (e. g. aerialway=cable_car, ~=chair_lift) natural

others  (aerialway=canopy, ~=goods) landform  (e. g. natural=cliff, ~=peak, ~=volcano)

aeroway  (e. g. aeroway=aerodrome, ~=gate, ~=runway) vegetation and surface  (e. g. natural=wood, ~=scrub)

amenity water  (e. g. natural=bay, ~=glacier, ~=wetland)

education  (e. g. amenity=college, ~=kindergarten) office  (e. g. office=accountant, ~=association)

entertainment, arts & culture  (e. g. amenity=cinema) places

financial  (e. g. amenity=atm, ~=bureau_de_change) administratively declared  (e. g. place=municipality)

healthcare  (e. g. amenity=clinic, ~=dentist) populated, urban  (e. g. place=city, ~=suburb)

sustenance  (e. g. amenity=bar, ~=fast_food, ~=pub) populated, urban/rural  (e. g. place=town, ~=village)

transportation  (e. g. amenity=bus_station, ~=fuel) others  (e. g. place=continent, ~=island, ~=islet)

others  (e. g. amenity=bench, ~=courthouse) power  (e. g. power=plant, ~=cable, ~=compensator)

barrier public transport  (e. g. public_transport=platform)

access control  (e. g. barrier=block, ~=bollard) railway

linear  (e. g. barrier=ditch, ~=fence, ~=kerb) tracks  (e. g. railway=funicular, ~=light_rail)

boundary  (e. g. boundary=administrative) others  (e. g. railway=buffer_stop, ~=crossing)

building route  (e. g. route=bicycle, ~=bus, ~=hiking)

accommodation  (e. g. building=apartments, ~=farm) shop

civic/amenity  (e. g. building=cathedral, ~=shrine) art, music, hobbies  (e. g. shop=music, ~=trophy)

commercial  (building=commercial, ~=industrial) clothing, shoes, accessories  (e. g. shop=boutique)

others  (e. g. building=barn, ~=bridge, ~=bunker) discount, charity  (e. g. shop=second_hand)

craft  (e. g. craft=blacksmith, ~=brewery, ~=sawmill) DIY, building materials  (e. g. shop=florist, ~=paint)

emergency electronics  (e. g. shop=computer, ~=radiotechnics)

firefighters  (e. g. emergency=fire_hydrant) food, beverages  (e. g. shop=bakery, ~=convenience)

lifeguards  (e. g. emergency=lifeguard_tower) furniture, interior  (e. g. shop=antiques, ~=carpet)

medical rescue  (e. g. emergency=ambulance_station) general/department store  (e. g. shop=mall, ~=kiosk)

others  (e. g. emergency=access_point, ~=siren) health, beauty  (e. g. shop=cosmetics, ~=optician)

geological  (e. g. geological=moraine, ~=outcrop) outdoor, sports, vehicles  (e. g. shop=car, ~=hunting)

highway stationary, gifts  (e. g. shop=books, ~=newsagent)

conditional  (e. g. cycleway=track, busway=lane) others  (e. g. shop=copyshop, ~=dry_cleaning)

lifecycle  (highway=proposed, ~=construction) sport  (e. g. sport=archery, ~=athletics, ~=boules)

link roads  (e. g. highway=trunk_link) tourism  (e. g. tourism=attraction, ~=camp_site)

paths  (e. g. highway=footway, ~=steps) waterway

roads  (e. g. highway=motorway, ~=residential) barriers  (e. g. waterway=dam, ~=waterfall, ~=weir)

special road types  (e. g. highway=pedestrian) facilities  (waterway=dock, ~=boatyard)

other features  (e. g. highway=bus_stop, ~=crossing) man made  (e. g. waterway=canal, ~=ditch)

historic  (e. g. historic=castle, ~=memorial, ~=ruins) natural  (e. g. waterway=river, ~=stream)

landuse  (e. g. landuse=forest, ~=industrial, ~=port) other features  (e. g. waterway=turning_point)

leisure  (e. g. leisure=beach_resort, ~=dog_park)
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Table 19 Land cover and land use as aggregated by RAMM (2015) for Geofabrik.

class description tags

allotments area with small private gardens landuse=allottments

cemetery cemetery or graveyard landuse=cemetery

commercial commercial area landuse=commercial

farm agricultural land
(incl. farms and areas where crops are grown)

landuse=farm, ~=farmland, ~=farmyard

forest forst or woodland landuse=forest, natural=wood

grass area where grass grows landuse=grass

heath heath areas natural=heath

industrial industrial area landuse=industrial

meadow meadow, possibly used for grazing cattle landuse=meadow

military military land use, usually no access for civilians landuse=military

national_park national park boundary=national_park

nature_reserve nature reserve leisure=nature_reserve

orchard area used for growing fruit-bearing trees landuse=orchard

park park leisure=park

quarry quarry landuse=quarry

recreation_ground open green space for general recreation leisure=recreation_ground, landuse=~

residential residential area landuse=residential

retail area mainly used by shops landuse=retail

scrub area where scrub grows landuse=scrub

vineyard area used for growing grapes landuse=vineyard

 

Table 20 Types and examples of namespaces for providing features with additional details.

for grouping as qualifier

specifying power generators life cycle prefix language suffix

grouping of additional information 
concerning generators (excerpt):

attributing features according to the 
stage of their life cycle (excerpt)

specifying names of features in diferent 
languages

:source :method :type

nuclear

fission

PWR

GCR

FBR

fusion

tokamak

ICF

cold-fusion

tidal
barrage kaplan_turbine

stream vertical_axis

planned:
  • proposed, approved and funded

construction:
  • under construction

disused:
  • currently not used
  • in reasonable state of repair

abandoned:
  • visible, fallen into serious disrepair
  • restoration only with expensive efort

demolished:
  • intentionally destroyed

English: :en
German: :de
Chinese: :zh

e.     g. a solar power tower (produces 
electricity by concentrating sun beams 
toward a steam generator):
 power=generator
 generator:source=solar
 generator:method=thermal
 generator:type=steam_turbine
 generator:output=electricity

examples

closed pub: disused:amenity=pub

road damaged by land slide years ago, 
now only passable on foot or bicycle:
 abandoned:highway=unclassified
 highway=path

e.     g. Beijing (capital of P. R. of China):
 place=city
 capital=yes
 name=北京市
 name:en=Beijing
 name:fr=Pékin
 name:zh=北京市
 name:zh_pinyin=Bĕijīng shì

OSM29 OSM30 & 31 OSM32
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III.2.2  Community perception of tagging land cover/use

III.2.2.1  Discussing and changing the tagging scheme

Questions concerning perception and use of tags are discussed in various communica-

tion channels of the community. When related to a specific mapping situation  OSM Forum

(OSM33),  OSM Help (OSM34) and OSM Mailing Lists  (OSM35) are frequently consulted. Even

very detailed and well documented tags are a simplification of the reality and do not necessar-

ily fit to every special situation. In order to understand the tags meaning and scope of applica-

tion the users contact the community for seeking exchange and advice. As a consequence,

such a process of seeking solutions for special mapping cases might end up in realizing that

none of the existing tags meets the requirements and a new one has to be introduced.

When starting to use a new tag it is recommended to describe its intended utilization in

the OSM-Wiki. Otherwise, users might choose or invent another tag although encountering a

similar mapping problem, or the undocumented tag might be used cases it was not invented

for. In the long run, inconsistencies in the data base would be created (OSM36 & 37). Only the

publication of a new tag allow the community to discuss and improve it.

Especially when introducing tags that are of general interest or difficult to develop, it is

recommended to consult the community by creating a proposal which can be discussed and fi-

nally democratically decided on. Proposal pages in the OSM-Wiki act as the basis for this pro-

cess, They present necessary information and providing references on the current state of dis-

cussion and development.  They're set up by following a  proposal template  which contains

chapters that are designed for answering questions about the need for introducing a new tag.

Similarly, circumstances under which it should be applied, and the criteria of the object are

discribed. Furthermore, it has to be outlined for what type of geometry the tag is supposed to

be used. Affected tags and wiki pages, as well as suggestions for the visual representation by

renderers can be presented as well (OSM38).

Once the status is officially changed from draft to proposed and a rfcStateDate is set (re-

quest for comments), the discussion is opened on a new wiki page that solely related to this

proposal. Here, recommendations are collected and discussed providing input for revising the

proposal. A start and an end date mark the duration of the subsequent voting status (usually

two weeks) during which the proposal is not altered and the community members can express

consent or refusal, both preferably including a short explanatory statement. Proposals are

considered to be successful when 74 % of at least 10 votes are in favour of it. However, the

voting period can be prolonged and even after the status is set to rejected the proposal can be

reworked and put back to vote. Moreover, it is important to state that even in case of a major-

ity voting in favour of a new tag existing features carrying the old one will not get automatic-

ally updated and shall not be altered manually by using the vote as a justification. Users are

neither obliged to use the new tag nor has the new tag to be immediately incorporated into

rendering algorithms or editing software (OSM38).
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III.2.2.2  Perceiving land cover and land use

The tagging of features and properties related to land cover and land use has been intro-

duced above in chapter III.2.1. It has been demonstrated, that related features are located in

the domains of a series of different keys. According to the history records provided by the wiki

software, the  feature pages  of both  land cover  and  use  (OSM25 & 26)  date back to December

2011 and were created by the same user PeterIto, alias PETER MILLER, CEO and co-founder of

ITO, a UK-based company providing spatial transportation and visualisation services based on

OSM data. At that time it was already stated that “[…] there have been discussions that land

use (the actual use of the land) and land cover (what is actually covering the land) have been

mixed between this and other keys.” (OSM39)

By this, he referred to an even older proposal and its related discussion regarding a new

key  landcover, initiated and officially drafted in November 2010 by user  dieterdreist,  alias

MARTIN KOPPENHOEFER (OSM40). He similarly argued that the “feature landcover as such is not

new to OSM, but it is currently messed into different other keys (e. g. landuse, natural, sur-

face) hence creating confusion and inconsistencies.” (OSM41) First efforts have been made in
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Table 21 List of sources used for reviewing the discussion on land cover/use in the OSM community. Search 
terms used: “landcover”, “land cover”, “landuse” and “land use”.

proposals and respective discussions

draft landcover 03. 04. 2014 – 22. 05. 2014 OSM43

draft landcover woodland 12. 05. 2014 – 22. 08. 2014 OSM44

Proposed features/landcover 16. 11. 2010 – 05. 01. 2016 OSM40

feature pages

Environment 22. 03. 2008 – 04. 05. 2015 OSM45

Landcover 28. 12. 2011 – 10. 12. 2015 OSM26

Landuse 19. 12. 2011 – 24. 05. 2016 OSM25

Natural 19. 12. 2011 – 24. 05. 2016 OSM46

OpenStreetMap Forum

Befestigte Flächen mappen 18. 12. 2015 – 21. 01. 2016 OSM47

Das Märchen vom landuse 24. 09. 2012 OSM48

Landuse 26. 05. 2016 OSM49

landuse=forest or natural=wood? 02. 12. 2010 – 04. 12. 2010 OSM50

Österreichs Almböden 16. 12. 2015 – 10. 04. 2016 OSM51

OpenStreetMap Help

How to tag green (vegetated) areas within urban areas? 01. 11. 2011 – 17. 02. 2012 OSM52

Mapping landcover in a park: landuse vs. landcover vs. natural 22. 05. 2016 OSM53

Overlapping land use, cf residential and forest 21. 11. 2012 – 15. 01. 2016 OSM54

Poplar plantation: how to map? 15. 09. – 09. 10. 2015 OSM55

Should pastures be marked as farm or grass? 20. 07. 2010 – 22. 02. 2011 OSM56

When should we use landuse=forest rather than natural=wood? 19. 07. 2010 – 20. 06. 2014 OSM57

OSM mailing list tagging

Defining tag 'natural=wood' 01. 02. 2016 OSM58

Landuse=forestRY? 27./28. 12. 2015 OSM59

landcover=trees definition 02. – 20. 08. 2015 OSM60
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Table 22 Approach for classifying land cover in OSM as proposed by user rudolf (OSM43).
Tags marked with * are approved, already in use and represented in the OSM-Wiki.

landcover=water  open water or permanent ice/snow cover

water=lake* water surrounded by land

water=river* wide river

water=reservoir* artificial lake, used to store water

water=canal* man-made channel for water

water=ice year-long surface cover of ice and/or snow, i. e. glaciers, mountain tops, polar ice

landcover=wetland  soil periodically saturated with or covered with water

wetland=swamp* wooded wetlands often flooded for a part of the year; vegetation dominated by trees and tall shrubs

wetland=marsh* wetlands periodically or permanently flooded with water; vegetation typically non-woody, e. g. cattails, 
rushes, reeds, grasses and sedges

wetland=bog* peat-filled depressions receiving water and nutrients from rainfall; plants partially decomposed; 
frequently covered in shrubs rooted in the sphagnum moss and peat

wetland=fen* located in areas of groundwater discharge; vegetation typically includes sedges and mosses, along 
with some grasses, reeds, low shrubs

landcover=grassland  dominated by upland grasses

grassland=natural natural/semi-natural grassland

grassland=savanna natural grassland with sparse trees or scrubs

grassland=tundra alpine tundra: habitat above the treeline, characterised by open, low growing vegetation

grassland=urban urban/recreational grassland

grassland=meadow grassland, used for hay or pasture

landcover=plantation  used for growing crops or fruits

plantation=cropland used for growing crops

plantation=orchard plantation of fruit trees or shrubs

plantation=vineyard plantation of grape-bearing vines

plantation=aquatic cultivated aquatic or regularly flooded areas

landcover=woodland  tree cover

leaf_type=broadleaved* broadleaved vegetation

leaf_type=needleleaved* needle-leaved vegetation

leaf_type=mixed* broadleaved and needle-leaved vegetation

landcover=shrubland  woody vegetation with aerial stems, generally less than 6 meters tall, without interlocking

shrubland=scrub uncultivated land covered with bushes or stunted trees

shrubland=heath vegetation dominated by dwarf shrubs of the heather family

shrubland=tundra Arctic tundra: treeless habitat, characterised by open, low growing vegetation

landcover=bareland  bare (barren) land, with little or no "green" vegetation

bareland=sand covered with sand

bareland=bare_soil covered earthen material

bareland=hardpan indurated due to chemical or physical processes, e. g. dry lake, salt pan

bareland=gravel covered with loose rock fragments, e. g. scree, gravel beach

bareland=stones covered with stones, e.| g. stone desert

bareland=bare_rock covered with bare rock

landcover=artificial  artificial surfaces and associated areas

artificial=road wide roads

artificial=railroad wide railways

artificial=pipeline used for communication lines/ pipelines

artificial=urban urban areas

artificial=industrial industrial areas

artificial=extraction extraction sites
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separating “the physical landcover of an area as opposed to the usage […] (landuse)” (ibid.) by

proposing new tags, e. g. landcover=trees or ~=sand, partially replacing existing ones, e. g.

natural=sand and landuse=grass. The respective discussion on the proposal (OSM42) star-

ted shortly afterwards, showing high activity in November 2010, May 2011 and finally from

December 2011 to February 2012 after the creation of the above mentioned feature pages.

Probably the most substantial contribution to the debate was presented by the user rudolf in

April/May 2014 (OSM43). His drafted proposal contains approaches on defining  land cover,

land use  and surface and presents a two-level  classification and tagging scheme for  land

cover features (see table 22), which he states to be inspired by the classification system of the

USGS, namely the National Land Cover Database 1992 (NLCD92), and the FAO's LCCS.

Still, the proposal has never reached the proposed state and its wiki page has remained

unchanged since May 2014 (OSM43). Although it was mentioned on the discussion page of the

2010's proposal, it didn't revive the debate that had basically come to an end in autumn 2013.

The arguments exchanged until then are nevertheless important for gaining an insight on how

the community approaches the mapping of  land cover/use  and how ideas on a new tagging

scheme are perceived. By additionally referring to selected issues discussed in OSM-Help,

OSM-Forum (English and German) and the mailing list tagging an attempt is made to outline

the current state of discussion (focussing on the years 2015 and 2016; see table  21). Argu-

ments, questions and suggestions can roughly be distinguished into least two different do-

mains, a  semantical  and a  practical,  pointing to conceptual and operational challenges, re-

spectively.

In  general,  discussions  are  initiated  by  specific  questions  concerning  problems  en-

countered during mapping activities (see subject headings in table  21). Some issues are re-

peatedly discussed, especially concerning the application of the tags  landuse=grass,  land-

use=meadow,  natural=wood and  landuse=forest. The exchange of experiences and sugges-

tions occasionally turns into longer debates about the reasonability of separating land cover

and land use and on introducing corresponding new keys and tags. Pro and contra camps of-

ten refer to the 2010's proposal and the related discussions in order to emphasize their posi-

tions. Despite the numerous occasions, neither have new tags been developed and effectively

proposed, nor have the reactions on repeated questions lead to substantial amendments of the

existing tags.

Semantical issues

The debate on the semantical level is often focused on explaining the difference between

land cover and use. The definitions developed and advocated are essentially similar to those

presented by COMBER,  DI GREGORIO, FISHER and other authors mentioned above (see chapter

II.2.1); in short, describing “What is there?”, opposed to “For what purpose is it used?” By

clearer separating these aspects, a more accurate distinction of features is expected. It is be-

lieve that possibilities intentional combinations are created and OSM's potentials are better

used, so the arguments.

The existing tags are criticized because they don't seem to be semantically clear enough.

They appear to be misleading or not free from connotations. Consequently, users complain

about a lacking sense for logic and intuition, for example keys that incorporate different se-

mantic  domains  like  landscape  features,  substances,  activities  and  vegetation  cover

(natural=volcano vs.  natural=water vs. natural=scrub;  landuse=grass vs.  landuse=peat_

cutting). Other keys and tags contain or produce overlaps (natural=sand vs. natural=beach;
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natural=water + water=reservoir vs.  landuse=reservoir).  There  are  also  values  that

hardly seem to match the key they are assigned to (landuse=grass). This “mess” is identified

as one cause for newbies repeatedly getting confused when looking for appropriate tagging

solutions. Additionally, by the suggestions and comments that they receive on their questions,

they  are confronted with varying individual  interpretations,  definitions and disagreements

between experienced users, e. g. when to use natural=wood or landuse=forest, respectively.

This is  seen to provoke doubtful  and incomprehensible choices (“rolling the dice”) and is

blamed to be an important reason of inconsistent OSM data.

On  the  other  side,  for  defending  the  existing  tags  it  is  argued  that  the  wiki-pages

provide sufficient information for accurately tagging a big variety of features. In addition, the

concepts of land cover and land use are not convincingly defined by the supporters of a separ-

ation. Questions remain on how to clearly distinguish  land cover  from surface and whether

land cover is characterized only by the objects seen from above (e.  g. tree cover under which

shrubs and grass my coexist as well) or by those being predominant (like herbaceous plants

and mushrooms on a grass dominated area). It is moreover stated that a tag landcover will

necessarily be misleading because basically every object designated for mapping can some-

how be regarded as land cover.

Practical issues

As a consequence of formulating clearer definitions and more intuitive keys/values con-

fusions are expected to be reduced, especially for newbies. The supporters are convinced that

mapping of objects as there're seen will become easier because further information, e. g. on

the way they're used, can firstly remain unknown. Compared to the current way of tagging it

is regarded as less problematic to have the opportunity to add and change according informa-

tion afterwards, e. g. several types of land use on an area characterized by one homogeneous

land cover type or vice versa. The possibility of attaching two separate information parallelly

is considered to increase consistency and gain more precise information for the users of the

data base.

Contrarily, this kind of “double tagging” is one aspect meeting with criticism. Not only is

it seen to create the risk of causing redundancies but it is also believed as not getting accep-

ted by the community: It is argued that most of the users prefer one compound tag instead us-

ing several to describe an object. In addition, although users are urged not to “map for the

renderer” (OSM37) it is argued, that changes still want to be seen in the map causing users to

avoid tags not supported by the renderer. There is still a generally strong conviction, that the

existing tags can sufficiently cover the demands of the users and that they offer enough pos-

sibilities for dealing with special cases – which would also occur with new tags, anyway. Fi-

nally, even for new tags absolute precision in defining them is expected to be out of reach. Un-

certainties will remain and continue to be met with arbitrary decisions based on individual in-

terpretations.  If  incorrect,  these cases can be easily  reviewed and corrected by the com-

munity.

Other arguments emphasize on technical and organizational aspects: Beside the state-

ment that the pursued degree of ontological accuracy has not been established in other parts

of the OSM project, it is argued that a new tagging system strictly based on separating land

cover and use is more suitable for the creation of specialized maps but unlikely to succeed in

a voluntary project.  Another aspect mentioned is the tremendous effort to be expected in

terms of adaption: Editing software, renderers and analysing algorithms have to be substan-
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tially adjusted, not to mention the community that needs to be convinced. Especially since

there are no binding instructions on what tags to use but instead freedom is declared for ap-

plying every imaginable tag (OSM37), passionate community members might finally stick to

the tags they've used for a long time. Basically, the more profound changes of the tagging sys-

tem are, so argued, the more difficult it gets to assure backward compatibility, e.  g. for con-

ducting comparisons on specific aspects over longer time.

Conclusion

At the bottom line of the positions and discussions outlined above it can be observed

that the debate is carried on at two different areas: Most of the arguments in favour of separ-

ating land cover/use and introducing new keys and tags emphasize semantical aspects. How-

ever, the counter-arguments highlight the problems and risks to be expected during imple-

mentation and point out their disagreement with insufficiently defined terms. Whereas the

pro-camp reacts by anxiously trying to refine and to repeatedly explain the differences and ad-

vantages of the concepts, also by presenting practical examples, they have not yet adequately

addressed the objections expressed by the contra camp, namely issues concerning adaption,

inconsistency and compatibility.

III.2.3  Comparison with other classification systems

III.2.3.1  General remarks

Based on the characteristics elaborated above, comparing OpenStreetMap to other clas-

sification systems reveals significant differences. As already mentioned, some classes in OSM

had been developed in advance and have been adjusted later on, others were successively ad-

ded afterwards. This process of adjusting and changing classes in terms of their definitions,

explanations and numbers is  dynamic and continues incessantly.  In contrast,  the develop-

ments of the above mentioned systems had a distinct starting point, accompanied by negota-

tions about the objectives of the system. Once they were put into practice only few classes

were missing. Together with other improvements they were integrated later in periodical revi-

sions, officially published after years or sometime decades. This assures continuity and stabil-

ity for a long phase and provides consistency to the application of the systems and the utiliza-

tion of the resulting data. Though suffering from more distinct heterogeneity, but the Open-

StreetMap community is able to quickly integrate real world changes and adjust unsuitable

class definitions, unfortunately without a consequent and consistent update scenario for the

existing data. Simultaneously changing tags of numerous features is basically possible but it is

stressed to be carefully discuss with the community since reversions are difficult and may

nevertheless cause lasting damages to the data base (OSM61).

The general structure is another aspect of difference: Except the IGBP classification, the

above mentioned classification systems for land cover/use are hierarchically organized, either

for provided classes at different levels of details (e. g. LUCAS; see chapter III.1.3) or as a de-

cision tree for a guided allocation to a certain class (the dichotomous phase of the FAO LCCS;

see chapter III.1.1). Contrarily, the basic classification structure of OpenStreetMap consists of

only two levels: broader categories, represented by keys, and more specific sub-categories,
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represented by values. Further structural arrangements regarding thematic top- or sub-do-

mains are partially provided by feature pages in the OSM-Wiki but are not necessarily reflec-

ted on the level of tag names. Other details are not aggregated to new classes but solely avail-

able as attributive tags to be attached to the features. Consequently, compared to the above

presented systems developed by FAO etc. OSM is apparently missing a core structure and key

principles that allow a monolithic, hierarchical system to develop over various thematic do-

mains and levels of aggregation.

Consequently, degrees of consistency are different. Although not being excluded from

criticism (e. g.  land use and cover  in the FAO LCCS), the professional  classification systems

presented above can be characterised as being rather consistent. This is assured by develop-

ing  and  documenting  classificatory  principles,  naming  rules  and  elaborated  explanations.

Since they are results of considering and compromising different objectives and restrictions

sporadic contradictions and inconsistencies can nevertheless occur. Contrarily, OSM is char-

acterised by an open approach, also for recording  land cover/use.  Several related concepts

(functions, vegetation cover, landscape features etc.) and thematic domains (agriculture, eco-

logy, economy etc.) are mixed in different keys. The scopes of the used tags are not precisely

defined and thus give room for interpretation and misunderstandings. Long standing prob-

lems repeatedly cause confusions and discussions among newbies and experienced mappers.

Referring to the key principles elaborated in chapter II.2.3 the aspect of being independ-

ent from scale is basically fulfilled by the OpenStreetMap approach. Of course, not all tags

can be assigned to any object recorded at any scale. But no matter for which extent or degree

of detail an appropriate tag is likely to be found representing the observed objects or proper-

ties. However, because tags often represent complex concepts some of their characteristics

can be assessed at a certain scale while others remain unknown – affecting the validity of the

data base in case of assigning those tags. In comparison, the other systems presented above

are scale-independent as well. However, detailedly described identification rules are valid for

on-ground activities or for mapping high-resolution imagery (see table 6). They are separated

from the spectral based classification routines applied for automatically allocating pixels to

classes. The former ones at a large scale are the basis of calculating and verifying spectral

signatures that are used for the classification on a smaller scales. Hence, the different meth-

ods enable the entire system to assure classification on all scales: On large scales by directly

using the detailed rules,  and on small  scales by using multispectral signatures.  Since the

presented  classification systems of economic activities are not necessarily related to spatial

units, independence from scale can hardly be evaluated. However, the hierarchical structure

allows bigger areas to be delineated and allocated to a more aggregated class, e. g. “indus-

trial”, while areas of single companies could match more detailed classes at levels below, e. g.

“metallurgy” or “petrochemistry”.

III.2.3.2  Essential conceptual differences

To understand the reasons for the difference regarding the basic structure is important

for the aim of this study. As elaborated in chapters II.2.1 and II.2.3, categories are based on

rather subjective conceptions that become precisely defined and described in order to develop

distinct  classes. Which criteria and thresholds to use and how to incorporate them, e.  g. as

classifiers as in LCCS (see table 3) or as part of the definitions as in IGBP (see table 6), are

constitutive questions during the set up of a classification system. According to the definitions

and criteria objects are identified and allocated to a class, hence provided with a label that re-
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flects their equivalence to a certain concept, e. g. “woodland” for a land object (an area) char-

acterized by a tree dominated canopy cover (as an exemplary definition). However, properties

in common with other classes might only be implicit or reflected by different levels of aggreg-

ation but are not necessarily reflected by the class name. This is not problematic as long as a

class name occurs only once in the entire system. Exemplarily, the class name “machinery and

equipment” in the LUCAS classification system does neither contain any information about

properties in common with objects of other classes nor does it reflect its position in the sys-

tems hierarchy. Anyway, because it is unique regarding its name and also regarding the con-

cepts, definitions and criteria it represents it can be unequivocally contextualized as being

part of the aggregation “industry and manufacturing” in the superordinate class “secondary

sector” of the LUCAS land use classification system (see table 11).

All these arrangements can be summarized as being “conceptual”. They decide which

concepts are considered by the system, how they are defined, by which criteria objects are

identified and delineated, to which classes objects are finally allocated and whether they are

contextualized according to different degrees of detail or differently weighted commonalities.

Subsequently, the results of the classification have to be “technically” managed. This implies

the necessity of assigning the classification result to the abstract representation of the object,

namely the feature in form of a pixel or a certain type of geometry.

Most  of  the  classification systems  introduced above use combinations of  letters  and

numbers for codification. Usually, they are designed to potentially reflect combinations of clas-

sifiers, e. g. in LCCS, or the position of the class within the entire system, e. g. “U226” (“ma-

chinery and equipment”) in the LUCAS system indicates this class to be located at the third

level of the “Land Use Classification System” (“U”) as a part of the superordinate classes “in-

dustry & manufacturing” (“U220”) and “secondary sector” (“U200”). Although related to spe-

cific classes they do only refer to their definitional and descriptive content. On the etymolo-

gical level they are actually independent. They consequently have the advantage of being able

to represent different class names as long as the respective  classes  represent the identical

concepts, e. g. in the case of  translating class names  into different languages or adjusting

class names without changing definitions or criteria of the respective class. In case of LCCS

based legends the codes identify the classes/classifiers used for aggregation. In summary, co-

dification is not a constitutive part of a classification system but an element subsequently ad-

ded for technically managing classification results.

In this respect, OpenStreetMap is fundamentally different since there is no clear separa-

tion of the “conceptual” and the “technical” aspect; of classification and codification, respect-

ively. When searching for where to allocate an observed object, e. g. a group of farmhouses

and its associated area, OpenStreetMap will not only lead to a class and its superordinate con-

text: “farmyard” and “landuse”, respectively. These two class names – as value and key – are

instantly used for codification, in form of a tag to be attached to the feature; landuse=farm-

yard for the given example. Tags can therefore be interpreted as codes that are not etymolo-

gically independent from the related class names. In fact, they are an essential component of

the OSM classification system and directly reflect the concepts they refer to. Consequently,

the development of class names is conversely influenced by the limitations adherent to the tag

format.

The origin of the way tags are developed, used and integrated is documented on the his-

tory pages of the OSM-Wiki. The wiki-page Elements states at the day of its creation in June

2007 that keys and values are used for assigning properties to the basic elements of the map

(back then nodes, segments, ways and areas; OSM62). Consequently, tags were apparently not

created to technically represent a class like a code in a classification system but rather for dir-
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ectly attaching properties to features. This basically corresponds to the concept of classifiers,

as used by the FAO LCCS. But beside answering the question of how an object is character-

ised, e. g. by using surface=asphalt and width=10, tags are nonetheless used to answer the

question of what an object actually is, e. g. by adding the tag highway=trunk.

Since then, the variety of objects and properties recorded has increased which means

that numerous concepts and specifications had to be integrated into the tagging system of

OSM. In this respect, the representation of further object related details are imaginably easy

to build because they contain relatively simple concepts, e. g. the accessibility of an amenity

(wheelchair=*), the height of a building (building:levels=*) or the emptying schedule of

post boxes (collection_time=*). Comparably, developing tags for representing new objects is

much more challenging because they represent complex concepts

Despite the amount and complexity of objects recorded for the OSM project, features

are still preferably attributed by one tag in order to answer the what-question (OSM63). Chan-

ging definitions or criteria for using a certain tag, efforts of re-organising and re-aggregating

information differently in order to improve the usability of the large amount of available in-

formation – since all those actions may result in changes of sub- or superordinate class names

(keys  and  values),  the  inevitable  adjustment  of  tags  will  contrarily  prevent  substantial

changes of the entire system because of three reasons:

1.  The basic challenge to cope with the restrictive tag design, basically allowing only

two components (key and value). Though namespaces can be alternatively used to increase

the possibilities of available expressions, but they do finally not allow an uncomplicated hand-

ling of complex multi-level aggregations of objects or properties. In contrast, incrementally

adding tags representing different levels of detail might become unhandy during mapping

activities in some cases (see table 23).

2.  Technical  issues,  e. g.  adjusting  editing  software  and  rendering  algorithms.  Long

colon-separated tags might be fundamentally difficult to deal with. Analysing three or four

tags before being able to define how to visualize a single object might have an impact on com-

putation requirements.

3.  Habitualities of the community members. Because of their self-explaining character,

tags facilitate a very direct and precise communication between community members when

discussing how to label an observed object. Abstract codes would offer the same but without

directly reflecting a distinct meaning (semantical separation). The uncomplicated access to

the information of a term directly used on the level of the data base is very attractive for map-

pers and users. This preferably requires tags to be as succinct as possible, implying the risk of

favouring one tag that represents a complex concept over a combination of different tags that

provide clear information on simpler concepts.
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Table 23 Comparison of codification and OSM-tagging, exemplarily using a land use class of the LUCAS 
classification system. The presented tags are fictional and only meant to demonstrate the possibilities 
and challenges of the OSM nomenclature to reproduce concepts and hierarchical context.

class names code
tag

multi-tagging namespaces

land use U – –

  secondary sector U200 landuse=secondary landuse:econ_sector=secondary

    industry & manufacturing U220 landuse=industry
econ_level=secondary

landuse:secondary=industry

      machinery & equipment U226 landuse=industry
econ_level=secondary
industry=machinery

landuse:secondary:industry=machinery

 



IV  OSM LAND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The main objective of the study is to re-arrange the systematics of collecting and man-

aging land cover/use information in  the OpenStreetMap project.  The current  chapter  will

define the framing conditions and develop a set of specific requirements by considering the

fundamentals, examples and findings compiled in the previous chapters. Subsequently,  the

chapter presents a preliminary version of a new classification system.

IV.1  Requirements

Beside the key principles crucial for classification system in general (see chapter II.2.3),

guidelines uniquely valid for OpenStreetMap need to be developed. Because inherent pur-

poses and objectives have been pointed out as a source of inconsistencies between different

systems they have to be even more insistently considered and expressed in the current case.

Consequently, preconditions relevant for a new OSM LCS will be presented by summarizing

the findings elaborated in the previous chapters. The responses to each of these aspects are

used as a basis for formulating general demands that are subsequently addressed by a set of

practical requirements. Figure 2 illustrates this process and how the requirements contrib-

ute to meet the demands. This is meant to increase transparency on how the given conditions

are actually used as formative factors in designing the classification system later on.

IV.1.1  Preconditions

IV.1.1.1  Considering the OSM project

The general motivation of the OpenStreetMap project spreads, of course, beyond the

scope of mapping land use and land cover (see chapter II.1.1). Whatever georeferencable in-

formation is collected, it shall finally be provided freely and openly in order to be used for any

purpose  independent  from  corporate  and  governmental  limitations.  Reducing  practical

obstacles in collecting and using geospatial information will support this goal.

Consequently, mapping land cover/use objects and extracting respective inform-

ation from the data base should neither be affected by location or scope of the region

of interest nor by the sources and methods of data collection. To serve as an attract-

ive and reliable alternative or complement for other professional datasets, informa-

tional and structural foundations need to be transparently laid out in order to gain

trust in the objectivity of the data and to increase external compatibility.
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Figure 2 Requirements for a new classification system that meet demands derived from case-specific 
preconditions.  Source/layout: the author.
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The most important component for realizing the collection, storage, extraction, arrange-

ment and analysis of information captured in the OSM data base is the tag. As concluded in

chapter  III.2.3, the limitations of its format affects the realization of conceptual and defini-

tional changes aiming on improving the mapping of objects and the utilization of OSM data.

For the amendments in the realm of land cover/use intended by this study tags will have to in-

evitably be adjusted, rejected or newly invented. The objects currently described by keys like

landuse or  natural are based on subdividing reality into subjective  categories  rather than

systematic classes, provoking the preferred use of single tags that represent complex but sub-

jectively suitable concepts.

The tag design thus affects objectivity and systematic usability. Contrarily, tech-

nical adaptivity and collective acceptance is needed for a classification system to be

attractive for mappers and external users. However, in searching for an easy and in-

tuitive but parallelly objective way of tagging general recommendations for the tag

design have to remain in consideration: Preserving conciseness and descriptiveness;

avoiding abbreviations, acronyms, redefinitions and complex hierarchies; considering

the needs and habits of the community.

IV.1.1.2  Considering the OSM community

Beside the general objectives of the entire project, individual motivations of members

have to be taken into account (see chapter II.1.2). Intrinsic and extrinsic factors are diverse,

but localism and individual interests are uniquely spread among users. The objectivity aspired

above is limited by the geographic and thematic preferences of the users. Although profound

knowledge on familiar places and certain domains is a valuable source of information for the

OSM project, it subjectively influences location and type of objects chosen for mapping.

In order to leverage this source and the motivations of the community mem-

bers, the classification system should avoid any regional limitations in order to en-

courage the global mapping of land cover/use. The system should cover local peculi-

arities or create the opportunity for adding missing classes. Additionally, the system

should provide the possibility of adding objects of coarser spatial and informational

detail for enabling the correct – but less detailed – mapping of land cover/use data in

remote areas world wide. Mapping on a simple level shall encourage members with

other interests than land cover/use to also contribute in this domain.

The motivations of members, namely localism and personal thematic interests, are re-

lated to the general diversity of backgrounds of OSM community members. Conclusions on

data users can be only roughly drawn from the purposes the data is used for (see chapters

II.1.4 and II.2.4) because OSM data is freely accessible without the need for registration or

for giving any feedback on how the data has been used. In contrast, more detailed findings

about the group of registered members were presented in chapter  II.1.2, revealing distinct

majorities in several aspects: More than 90 % men, up to 70 % at least graduated from college,

nearly entirely based in Europe (ca. 75 %) and Northern America & Asia (ca. 25 %). Addition-

ally, professional backgrounds are often located in geosciences, spatial planning or informa-

tion technologies. However, local and thematic mapping expertise actually remains question-

able compared to professional experts engaged for collecting reference and validation data.

Diverse or unknown residences, interests and skills require the classification

system to provide clear definitions and explanations in order to synchronize the con-

ceptual diversity among mappers and reduce the scope of subjective interpretation.
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Except in case of local peculiarities land cover/use classes should be free from cul-

tural, regional and thematic bias to be applicable by mappers worldwide on objects

worldwide. Underlying concepts have to be plausible and reproducible for all map-

pers, irregardless their professional, educational or cultural background. This im-

plies  emphasizing on descriptive observation by following a  WYSIWYM approach:

What you see is what you map.

This actually meets the demands expressed in the community discussions (see chapter

III.2.2).  Key  terms and concepts  were  asked  to  be  defined  transparently,  objectively  and

without connotations and mixtures of different thematic domains. This was meant to foster a

logical and intuitive tagging process and to avoid arbitrary classification decisions (“rolling

the dice”). However, concerns were expressed in terms of compromising usability and accept-

ance once tags are changed. Instead, they are supposed to stay simple and self-explaining.

Considering established land cover/use tags, adjusting current and implement-

ing new tags has to be deliberate, transparent and consistent. Backward compatibil-

ity and adaption issues have to be taken into account as  well,  e. g.  by compiling

transfer catalogues.

IV.1.1.3  Considering data utilization

Apart from mainly creating customized base maps and navigation products OSM data is

meanwhile used for administrative purposes like urban planning, disaster management and

scientific modelling (see chapter II.1.4). This basically coincides with the utilization scenarios

of land cover/use data: The need for respective information is similarly driven in administrat-

ive and scientific contexts where monitoring, analysing, modelling and planning of socio-eco-

nomical and geo-ecological phenomena wants to be facilitated. Actual and reliable data for

referencing and parameterizing models  is  very important.  Especially  for  tasks concerning

global processes (climate change, population growth and migration, urban development, de-

gradation of natural resources etc.) data collected on a global scope is needed (see chapters

II.2.2 and II.2.4).

The seriousness of  the utilization scenarios implies  a demand for high data

quality. Especially users in professional, administrative or scientific contexts do not

necessarily collect data for OSM. Hence, the process of mapping and classifying land

cover/use  has to be transparently documented by using consistent concepts, clear

definitions and comprehensible criteria. Because of the diversity of current applica-

tions and in order to offer and sustain rich utilization potentials the classification of

land cover/use information should be as objective as possible and therefore emphas-

ize on observation rather then interpretation. Similar to the diversity within the OSM

community the diversity of potential utilization scenarios and users, compatibility

and usability has to be increased by incorporating simple basic concepts instead of

complex ones that originate in specific technical or scientific domains.

Although  data  for  OpenStreetMap  is  manually  recorded  on-ground  or  derived  from

mainly true-colour imaginary (see chapter II.1.3) some of the technical challenges faced dur-

ing the  application of  automatically  classified land  cover/use  data  (see table 2 in  chapter

II.2.4) have to be considered as well: Different properties and dynamics of the Earth's surface

characterise areas in varying degrees or mixed patterns,  by gradual changes in transition

zones or by temporal changes. Additionally, delineation can be difficult because of high di-

versity of objects or low spectral distinctiveness.
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Following the WYSIWYM approach is important for successfully cope with the

diverse reality. Emphasizing observation needs user-friendly thresholds and criteria

to be negotiated in order to support multi-purpose applicability and to increase ob-

jectivity without running the risk of discouraging people to map. Results of observa-

tion will  gain attractiveness for subsequent interpretation and analysis if  a  large

variety of objects with different properties and in different degrees of spatial or in-

formational detail can be allocated within the classification system.

Challenges arising from data collection and processing occur during the stages of sur-

vey, data preparation and classification. Information on the data base (capturing date of the

imagery, collection date of on-ground information) might be unclear and require ancillary first

hand confirmation. Additionally, varying distinctiveness and visibility on satellite imagery (de-

pending on resolution, spectral similarity or mutual coverage) cause certain objects to be

more easily recognized than others and hence to be preferably mapped. This imbalance can

most profoundly be compensated by on-ground mapping, fortunately encouraged by the OSM

project in contrast to professional data products where detailed on-site confirmation is often

problematic due to limited resources.

Transparency about collection and classification procedures will increase cred-

ibility and traceability, especially in case of a crowd-sourced project were data is col-

lected by different people at different times from different sources. Problems in re-

cognizability and traceability can be addressed by providing aggregated classes of

low detail that support identification and classification of objects on coarse detail

levels. The need for confirmation or refinement – e. g. by on-ground mapping – can be

indicated  by  the  choice  of  certain  classes,  similar  to  the  currently  used  tags

highway=road and building=yes. This way, the WYSIWYM approach is encouraged and

less detailed but correct information can be recorded instead of risking misinterpret-

ation or avoid mapping at all. This will increase objectivity and independence from

scales and collection methods.

Human interests and behaviours  influence the identification and classification process

during the creation of validation and reference data for automatically classified map products.

Despite corresponding rules and criteria may exist in those classification systems, different

analysts will come to different results when manually examining the same object, especially at

different times or on different source data. Additionally, pursuing an increase of accuracy and

detail will likely cause a decrease of objectivity because subjective interpretation becomes

more readily accepted in order to reach the goal of a completely and detailedly mapped area.

These circumstances also have to be presumed when utilizing OSM land cover/use data, given

the fact of a highly diverse mapping community and a classification system of inconsistent

conceptual structure.

Consequently, following guidelines, definitions and criteria recommended by the

classification system will reduce subjectivity. Together with the principle of WYSI-

WYM honest decisions should be made that result in discussing doubts with the com-

munity prior to a delineation and classification or in delegating the judgement to

mappers with better knowledge, e. g. local activists. In return, especially doubtful or

difficult decisions have to be made comprehensible, e. g. by attaching comments to

the changeset or the feature itself.
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IV.1.2  General demands

Above, characteristic aspects of the OSM project, its community and the utilization of

OSM data and land/cover information in general have been compiled and according responses

relevant for the new classification system have been formulated. These preconditions can be

addressed by basically eight demands. Some are interrelated or one act as a prerequisite for

the other. However, since they represent rather general characteristics then pointing into the

practical direction of structural specifications they were treated as an interstage between the

initial situation and the final outcome.

The focus on observation, above related to the WYSIWYM approach, intends to reduce

the space for interpretation mainly during identification and delimitation. It reduces the influ-

ence of  professional,  educational  and cultural  backgrounds.  Emphasizing observation suc-

ceeds when information of various degrees of detail – different between mapping on-ground

and tracing objects on low resolution satellite imagery – can be allocated in the system. It also

requires a high degree of conceptual and structural consistency (concepts, definitions, cri-

teria).

Transparency is relevant for both, mappers and users, because it allows a mutual un-

derstanding. Once definitions and criteria are precisely formulated and accessible for every

mapper and user existing map features can more readily be assumed as free of subjective in-

terpretation. The trust between mappers and users and the general credibility of the map data

will improve. It will also respond to the diversity of the OSM community and the manifold util -

ization scenarios for which the history of the data has to be traced back to their sources and

conceptual origins.

Demanding usability & acceptance is one of the basic responses to the preconditions

described above. In order to be accepted, classes and tags have to be usable for casual map-

pers as well as for professional geodata analysts. Usability can comprehensively bridge the

different demands of a diverse community and a variety of utilizations. For the case of OSM,

the requirements on the tag design will be crucial to meet the demand.

Objectivity is another basic demand. Especially for increasing credibility and data qual-

ity the identification and classification of objects needs to be as objective as possible. It is an

important  factor  for  harmonizing  motivations  and  objectives  among  mappers  and  also

between mappers and users.

The utilization of OSM data for many potential  purposes,  especially  for those in the

realm of science and administration, demands high data quality. It is an important driver for

the other demands and aims on aspects like spatial and informational accuracy, consistency

and actuality.

The demand for compatibility is a response to several aspects: It contains the need for

the new system to establish an easy relation to older data and an uncomplicated utilization

parallel to the current way of classifying land cover/user in OSM. Furthermore, compatibility

should be provided to other professional classification systems in order to enable or simplify

comparisons and combined analysis.

Being able to include objects of different spatial scales and different levels of details can

also be seen as a kind of compatibility. However, together with the general need to consider

the natural diversity of land cover/use objects it is subsumed under the demand of tackling

diversity. The better diversity is addressed, the more utilization scenarios are addressed as

well. Facing the difficulties of mixed or gradually changing properties will increase the quality
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of the data because subjective interpretation or wrong classification will be reduced. The di-

verse backgrounds and objectives of mappers and users are further aspects of diversity to be

considered by a new classification system.

IV.1.3  Practical requirements

In order to meet the demands elaborated above the new classification system needs to

fulfil a set of practical requirements. Some are very similar to the general key principles intro-

duced in chapter II.2.3. However, they originate from the OSM-specific preconditions and will

shape the specification formulated in the next chapter. Since the preconditions provoke con-

flicting demands the requirements introduced below are not necessarily supportive in all re-

spects (see figure 2). Some are not relevant for meeting the demand, others are even ob-

structive. The final specifications need to harmonize these conflicts as best as possible.

Because being presumably supportive regarding all demands, the new classification sys-

tem should first of all  provide guidelines and explanations. Once clear, comprehensible

and transparently accessible for mappers and data users, they contribute to a usable, accep-

ted and compatible system that produces objective high quality data on a global scale. Simil-

arly, the use of simple basic concepts is a crucial foundation for the design of classes and

the articulation of guidelines and explanations. For defining, identifying, delimiting and classi-

fying objects, reduced complexity harmonizes understandings of different peoples and facilit-

ates decisions. In respect of divergent natural or cultural backgrounds worldwide, common

ground can be found when taking simple concepts as a starting point. For identifying and de-

scribing representative aspects of simple concepts, usually, not much information is needed.

For mappers, it reduces the pressure to take decisions without actually having sufficient in-

formation and it allows them to map according to the information they can access through ob-

servation on satellite imagery and on-ground or through consultation of ancillary sources.

Providing classes for objects at different levels of detail  is an important require-

ment closely related to the incorporation of simple basic concepts. Allowing the identification

of informationally or spatially simple objects without facilitating a respective allocation in the

system prevents necessary improvements. It would favour interpretation instead of observa-

tion, e. g. because of different image resolutions or mutual coverage, because sightings with

low informational content can hardly be allocated in system, that does not provide appropriate

classes. In contrast, classes at low detail levels can increase the credibility of the data, lower

barriers for mapping unknown objects worldwide and increase compatibility because more de-

tailed features can be systematically aggregated. However, in the case of OSM multi-leveled

hierarchies can hardly be realized due to the limitations of the tag format. A sophisticated sys-

tem with several detail levels would affect transparency because it can't be represented by

the tagging system.

Providing comprehensible criteria and precise definitions are further important re-

quirements to be fulfilled by the aspired classification system. They improve objectivity during

the processes of identification, delineation and classification and allow a better mutual under-

standing between community members regarding the decisions made during mapping. On the

other hand, it will be easier for users to interpret and analyse the data. The choice of defini-

tions and the design of criteria is essentially influencing the compatibility with other classific-

ation systems. Since this is one important objective of the aspired amendments it is worth to

consider the classification systems introduced in chapters III.1 and III.2 as a reference. In or-

der to preserve usability and acceptance the complexity of definitions and criteria has to be
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limited. Hence, diversity might not be sufficiently represented. However, compared to the cur-

rent situation better definitions and criteria will likely improve the ability of OSM to address

the diversity of land cover/use phenomena.

Since OSM is a global project producing global data by a global community.  regional

limitations have to be avoided.  Once implemented, the global universality of the system

will improve compatibility and encourage mapping activities independent from cultural and

natural circumstances. The demand for transparency is rather influenced by definitions, cri-

teria etc. than by regional limitations. In terms of tackling diversity, reducing regional limita-

tions might get in conflict with the need of considering local peculiarities. A successful solu-

tion relies on the expandability of the system (see below) so that a set of universal classes can

be enhanced by the community with classes for special local phenomena.

Using consistent thematic domains will cause the general structure of the systems to

become clearer and more comprehensible. Being formative for different levels or sections of

the system, it is easier for mappers and users to understand the system during mapping or

utilization. It will further simplify an expansion of the system because new classes can be de-

signed and located within the system in a more structured manner. However, although mostly

supportive, the influence of this aspect on emphasising observation and tackling diversity is

rather low.

Whereas consistent thematic domains are important for the general structure of the sys-

tem the design of user-friendly thresholds accompanies the definition of criteria. Especially

for a crowdsourced project like OSM the acceptance of innovations depends on their usability.

Thresholds in general are important guidelines for decisions that can or have to be made by

considering numerical dimensions, e. g. tree height, area proportions etc. Consequently ap-

plied, they can improve objectivity and compatibility. However, once thresholds are too many,

too complex or too hard to apply (requiring calculations or special equipment) voluntary map-

pers will likely skip objects or classes decisively defined by thresholds. Given the advantages,

not using thresholds is beyond questions. All the more important is their user-friendly design:

The required dimensions or proportions have to be easy measurable and split into only few

distinct classes in order to allow a quick but accurate decision. On the other hand, rare and

coarse thresholds might reduce compatibility with other datasets containing more detailed

thresholds. It might affect the data quality and might impair the ability of the system to ad-

dress details and diversity of reality.

The availability of information on data sources mainly addresses demands originat-

ing in the utilization of data. Being able to trace back where a feature and its adherent attrib-

utes came from allows data users to evaluate accuracy and actuality, especially in case of us-

ing the data for referencing or validating. It increases transparency, compatibility and allows

verifying objectivity. Although the requirement for source information is derived from the pre-

conditions explained above it won't affect the design and functionality of the classification sys-

tem. Instead being an integral part of the system, it is rather an additional information recom-

mended to be attached to a feature or a changeset, as currently realized by using the source-

tag.

In contrast, providing possibilities for expanding the system is especially crucial to

support its application on a global scale and to face the diversity of reality.  Implementing

simple basic concepts, preserving a generally simple structure and avoiding regional limita-

tions leads inevitably to shortcomings in terms of addressing local peculiarities or new phe-

nomena (e. g. new types of land use). Hence, the system should allow users to add new classes

and tags, respectively, and provide guidelines to follow in order to keep new classes aligned to

the rest of the system. This will increase the acceptance because it allows the community to
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actively participate in improving the system. In contrast, to confront the community with a

fixed system not meant to be modified is in opposition to the fundamental values of the Open-

StreetMap project and the self-conception of the community. On the other hand, assuring ex-

pandability bears the risk of quickly adding a new class although the respective object has

been rather interpreted in the sense of a subjective category. Such a new class might not be

aligned to the concepts and thematic domains used in the system. This affects the demanded

focus on observation and reduces transparency because the added object is defined by indi-

vidual interpretation. Additionally, increasing amount of new classes, that represent rare and

special phenomena, might reduce compatibility with other systems. These problems also af-

fect objectivity and data quality. However, the latter two demands can also have positive influ-

ence because by adding new classes objects can be recorded that were impossible to be alloc-

ated in the unchanged system.

The remaining requirements consider the OSM tagging system. Because being a con-

stitutive, characteristic and well established component of OpenStreetMap it can't be ignored

by a new system. Although rarely supportive regarding most of the presented demands (see

figure 2)  the limitations of  the format and current  utilization of  the tags have to be con-

sidered. The main reason for adapting tags and for following the recommendations is to as-

sure the acceptance of the community and the compatibility within the existing data base.

One of the resulting challenges is to preserve current tags in order to address habitualities

of mappers and users and to minimize adjustments in rendering and analysis algorithms. Par-

allelly, maintaining existing tags pushes the focus of amendments to the level of definitions,

explanations and the classificatory systematics. Given the close relation between the levels of

classification and codification (see chapter III.2.3.2), it is difficult to anticipate the effects of

definitional or systematic improvements that are not reflected by tags. It will remain unclear,

how close mappers stick to new definitions and criteria or simply refer to the perception on

which they have decided on so far. Hence, transparency and objectivity will continue to de-

crease. While internal compatibility will easily be maintained, compatibility to external classi-

fication systems will remain difficult because the used tags contain a probably well described

but nonetheless complex combination of concepts and criteria that are difficult to match with

external classes. Under such conditions it is also hard to address the demands related to nat-

ural and global diversity.

Also mainly driven by the need for usability and acceptance, the new system is required

to provide concise, descriptive and simple tags. Since tags do reversely affect the design

of the system, it is a challenge to establish a clear separation of classes by incorporating dis-

tinguished definitions and concepts, while knowing that these classes might not be expressed

by a usable tag. A simple tag can hardly express the position of a class within a the classifica-

tion system, not to mention other characteristic details of the feature. Tags are descriptive

and self-explaining, if they sufficiently represent a certain informational aspect of the feature

to which they had been attached. Reversely, if simplicity limits the expressiveness of tags the

only way of assuring transparency is to adjust the set of definitions and criteria, accordingly.

Consequently, necessary details and distinguishing aspects are difficult to be integrated into

the system if their representation at the codification level complicates the tag structure. Re-

fusing to sharpen class and object definitions in favour of a simple tag format reduces data

quality,  affects  external  compatibility  and  hampers  emphasizing  observation  when  visible

properties are not represented by the system. However,  because of  its  historically  grown

structure and format the tag-based OSM system of codifying classes and properties can't be

neglected and has to be adopted by a new approach, despite its challenging characteristics

and limitations.
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IV.2  Specifications

IV.2.1  Objectives

The proposed classification system aims on describing the Earth's surface by using clas-

sified land objects. Their identification and delineation will be accomplished by a global com-

munity of voluntary contributors that are characterised by diverse cultural, educational and

professional backgrounds. Current and potential utilization scenarios in the realms of admin-

istration, environmental planning or geoecological modelling, to only name a few, are similarly

diverse and need to be considered in order to support the general goal of the OpenStreetMap

project: Providing free geospatial data for any interesting purpose. The new system tries to

address these two types of diversity by providing a systematic framework for answering only

two fundamental questions about objects observed in the real world: “What is it?” and “What

is it for”? (DUHAMEL 2009). Regarding these two aspects of how land is covered and used, im-

provements compared to the current classification system are pursued: Reducing mistakable

classes and misunderstandings between contributors; simplifying and encouraging the map-

ping of land objects; enhancing attractiveness and usability of OSM data for professional util -

ization; increasing compatibility with other land classification systems.

Two of the main motivations for amending the current system are parallelly two of the

main challenges: Increasing compatibility with other professional classification systems while

improving usability and acceptance by the community. The choice and implementation of fun-

damental components like definitions, explanations, guidelines, criteria & thresholds, as well

as the general structure of the system is highly important for addressing this demand (see

chapters IV.1.2 and IV.1.3). The underlying concepts and general aspects described below are

equally formative for the design and later application of all classes. Especially in terms of ap-

plying basic concepts and implementing usable thresholds, the alignment with the FAO LCCS

improves the capabilities that allow combination and conflation with other classification sys-

tems. Furthermore, the LUCAS scheme is taken for orientation mainly because of the way

classes are presented and because of the solutions for practical mapping challenges. But es-

pecially for dealing with the separation of land cover and land use within one classification

system, the LUCAS scheme is a useful example.

IV.2.2  Concepts

The need for addressing the diversity of contributor's backgrounds and user's interests

requires the new system to provide conceptual simplicity. Identifying and classifying an object

has to succeed by collecting only a few information that are easy to assess. Concepts depend-

ing on special equipment, multiple detailed information and technical expertise are not suit-

able for a voluntary project.

As a result, the proposed classification system is based on rather fundamental concepts.

One prominent result of this intention is the separation of land cover and land use. Given the

fact of repeated discussions and misunderstandings between community members, summar-

ized in chapter III.2.2.2, this measure had to be seriously considered. The complexity of the
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relations between the two concepts has been introduced in chapter II.2.1. Facing this, a break

down of definitions that require information on both aspects has the potential to simplify and

harmonize the classification and mapping process.

For describing and defining classes, the proposed system follows the current practice of

the OSM Map Feature Documentation by referring to explanations and definitions provided by

the Wikipedia project. If not, the differences will be clearly outlined.

IV.2.2.1  Land

Following the FAO's definition, land means a “delineable area of the earth's terrestrial

surface, embracing all attributes [...] immediately above or below this surface”, including in-

land water areas, wetlands, tidelands and swamps (see chapter II.2.1).

This definition encompasses floristic, faunistic,  climatologic, pedologic and hydrologic

characteristics in diverse combinations and fluctuations over space and time. Depending on

the objectives or the disciplinary background of a classification system certain properties of

interest are chosen and used for identifying and classifying land objects, the actual means of

observation.

IV.2.2.2  Land object

Land objects are spatial entities characterised by a rather homogeneous setting of one

or more specific properties that can be investigated and recorded. Depending on the complex-

ity of the underlying concepts multiple properties might be required to be investigated. In-

formation for ecological, geomorphological or socio-economical concepts have to be assessed

in special way, to be combined according to a certain method and to be interpreted based on

special knowledge or experience. Only afterwards an object can be identified, delimited and

classified.

Contrarily, an OpenStreetMap Land Classification System aims on a basic characteriza-

tion of land objects by applying concepts described by a small set of properties that are easy

to be assessed and to be interpreted. The conceptual basis follows the aim of classifying land

objects by describing their visible appearance and the purpose they serve, represented by the

concepts of land cover and land use, respectively. However, it is not the case, the both inform-

ation are required for mapping a feature. This way, heterogeneous preconditions during con-

tribution  (availability  of  information,  personal  background  of  contributors  etc.)  are  con-

sidered.

IV.2.2.3  Land cover

Referring to chapter II.2.1 land cover describes the observable bio-/physical overlay of

the Earth's surface. It encompasses natural coverage (e. g. vegetation, inland waterbodies,

wet areas, snow/ice), artificial constructions (buildings, sealed ground) and uncovered areas

(bare soil,  rock).  It  is limited to phenomena observable on-ground as well  as on remotely

sensed imagery. Hence, soil types (like Podzol or Chernozem; in German “Bodentyp”), condi-

tions of subsurface water and vegetation (aquifers, roots, mycelia) or artificial structures un-

der ground (traffic tunnels, mines) are not considered by this definition. Because only true col-
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our imagery is usually available for the OSM project the proposed classification system will

not differentiate between objects that are only distinguishable by using additional spectral in-

formation, e. g. different types of snow/ice cover.

The designation of a certain land cover type depends on kind, composition and degree of

coverage. The most diverse and heterogeneous combinations of these three aspects can be

presumed for areas covered by vegetation. Consequently, the new classification system em-

phasizes on vegetation as a main factor and has to deal with the term coverage.

IV.2.2.4  Life form & coverage

Physiological differences of plants play a crucial role in the class definitions of the pro-

posed system. Usually, three main life forms are separated: Threes, shrubs and herbaceous

plants  (short:  herbs). Trees and shrubs endure over years and decades by forming wooden

stems and branches. In contrast, the life cycle of herbaceous plants is much shorter. Further-

more, they reach much lower height due to lacking lignification.

The OSM LCS aspires compatibility with the FAO LCCS. Therefore, life form and cover-

age follows the perception implemented by the FAO, based on KUECHLER & ZONNEVELD (1988)

and Eiten (1968), among others. For the proposed system, herbaceous plants accordingly en-

compass grass, forbs and (non-tree) ferns. 

Following EITEN (1968), vegetation coverage is first of all characterised by the widest

and highest level of canopy expansion. For recording land cover, this means firstly that the de-

gree of coverage depends on the plant's biggest circumference, e. g. the crown of a tree in-

stead of the circular area occupied by its  stem at ground level.  Secondly,  plants of  lower

height become irrelevant once they're overgrown and covered by others. In case of seasonal

fluctuations, the maximum extend is anticipated in order to estimate the degree of coverage,

e. g. at the stage of full leaf development on deciduous trees or shrubs.

This  provides consistency between data  collected on the ground and data solely  re-

trieved from remote sensing imagery where the uppermost layer dominates the visual impres-

sion of a covered area. Consequently, if existent at a certain degree of coverage the higher

growing vegetation types are favoured for defining a land cover type (see below). The number

of certain species or the area occupied at ground level are not considered. Consequently,

grass or low growing bushes become irrelevant for the designation of a certain land cover

type once tree canopy reaches a certain degree of closure.

This indicates the need for thresholds, also in order to address the occurrence of mixed

properties. These aspects will be elaborated below. However, complains about a lacking separ-

ation of the terms  land cover  and  surface expressed by the community can already be ad-

dressed.

IV.2.2.5  Surface

In contrast to land cover, the concept of surface is already adopted in the OSM project,

mainly for characterising the material of roads, paths and sports fields by using the key sur-

face (OSM64). Without changing the current perception the scope of use can be extended in

favour of the proposed classification system. Since a certain land cover type represents state

and characteristics of coverage, surface can be used to describe details about the material at

ground level. This essential for uncovered or artificial areas but can also be used to provide
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additional information for covered areas, e. g. indicating an open sand area (surface=sand)

below a closed palm tree stand (landcover=trees) in an oasis.

IV.2.2.6  Land use

In the context of the proposed classification system the concept land use is applied for

describing the purpose of a land object. The question on “What is it for?” is answered by con-

sidering human activities  that cause an area to serve a set  of  socio-economical  functions

and/or that influence land cover characteristics. As stated in chapter II.2.1 land use is usually

difficult do be determined by observation, especially in case of working with remote sensing

imagery. However, the spatial scope of a certain purpose has to be delimitable either by obser-

vation or by referring to reliable ancillary data. In case of subsurface activities (transporta-

tion, mining etc.), this definition applies only the visible and delineable extend above ground.

IV.2.2.7  Land key element

Although  land objects  can be preliminarily  detected as spatial  units  (due to  distinct

boundaries, homogeneous appearance etc.), cover and/or function might remain unknown or

ambiguous at the first sight. Land key elements are observable components serving as typical

indicators for a certain cover or function. Their existence and identification allows a more reli-

able designation of particular land cover or land use types. Examples are facilities for live-

stock watering or hay bales that indicate the utilization of grassland.

IV.2.3  General systematics and formative factors

The following chapters are first of all meant to provide inspirations on how the new sys-

tem could be realized. The study mainly aims on building a framework and presenting recom-

mendations on how it can be filled. In this respect, the aforementioned findings shall provide a

comprehensible compilation of aspects worth to be considered in order to assure a maximum

of transparency during the formation of the new system. Consequently, the structure and the

single class description will remain preliminary and incomplete; also due to the limited scope

of this study. However, a foundation shall be provided to be used for further substantial dis-

cussions within the community.

IV.2.3.1  Structure & codification

Similar to the LUCAS scheme, the proposed system is divided into two parts, dealing

with land cover and land use, respectively. Classes are arranged in different hierarchy levels,

expressing different degrees of aggregated information. The classes are defined according to

an a priori approach and try to cover all combinations of the chosen properties. Depending on

the information and the degree of detail available, the hierarchical tree provides a systematic

orientation for mappers to find the appropriate class for the observation they've made.

Realization:  The entrance into the classification system can be provided by a central

page in the OSM-Wiki. Here, the separation of land cover and land use can be clarified by
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presenting the according definitions and justifications. Adjacent concepts and characteristics

valid for the general structure of the entire system as well as for both subsystems should be

provided here. It could also be the place for an index of objects covered by the system, includ-

ing links to the respective feature pages. Finally, links should lead to the respective subsys-

tems, represented by the keys landcover and landuse.

At this level, the specifications of the subsystems for land cover and land use should be

provided respectively. Mapping guidelines in general, underlying concepts and naming rules

for each hierarchy level should be transparently presented to every contributor and user.

As characteristic for OSM in general (see chapter III.2.3.2), both subsystems try to an-

swer the questions of What do I see?/What is there? and How is it characterized? In case of

land cover, the  What-question mainly describes the condition of the vegetation cover Exist-

ence, life form and coverage are therefore the main aspects used for defining and arranging

land cover classes (see below).

Beside the position in the classification tree, every class is described by a definition. An

explanation  elaborates the differences to other classes and provides information on the ob-

jects addressed. A section already established in the current OSM-Wiki is taken as a standard

component for the new system: Under How to map advices for identification and delineation

are provided,  containing observable characteristics,  measurable criteria  and  land key ele-

ments that act as class specific indicators. A further section explicitly contains information on

When/ When not to use this tag, including objects meant to be allocated to this class, so called

includes. Excludes are listed as well, complemented with links to the more appropriate class.

The section Additional information explains which tags can be attached for expressing further

detail on the current object. Similarly, properties already implied by the chosen class are lis-

ted as well, so that double tagging can be avoided. This is very important in case of unques-

tionable 1 : 1-relations between two certain land cover and use types. In order to highlight the

connection between the new and the old system, the section Relations provides links to cur-

rent classes of similar content, as well as to classes being replaced by the new one. Reasons

for replacing or deprecating current tags are provided in order to clarify the amendments and

differences between the old and the new system. Separation and conflation of classes or con-

cepts are important to be made transparent. 

Realization:  The various sections used for describing classes are supposed to be com-

piled at singular Wiki pages, one for each value associated to a landcover- or landuse-key.

The page should visualize at which position of the classification system the respective class is

located. The structure of every single value page follows common OSM practice. Especially in

case of land use classes, less adjustments can be expected. In contrast, new pages have to be

created for the new land use classes.

Vegetated areas

For the section dealing with vegetated surfaces, life form, height and coverage are the

essential aspects used for subdivision. The resulting classes are arranged in three subordinate

hierarchy levels and are represented by newly designed tag values. In contrast to the What-

questions, some tags for answering  How-questions are already established in the data base

and can be used as they are, e. g. leaf type (leaf_type=*) or leaf phenology (leaf_cycle=*).

The  first  level  simply  represents  two  basic  physiological  characteristics:  woody  and

herbaceous plants. Level two allows areas to be designated in a very simple but scale inde-

pendent  way  by  emphasizing  on  the  predominating  life  form:  Trees,  shrubs,  herbaceous
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plants or crops. One level below, the increase in detail concerns the degree of coverage, by

separating  the  ranges  of  closed  (forests,  thickets,  meadows,  fields) and  open  (woodland,

shrubland,  grassland and cropland).  The contributors  are encouraged to  use the last  two

levels of the system because their degree of detail is similar to the one used for defining the

current classes.

Non-vegetated areas

The section for non-vegetated areas contains four major subclasses, namely water, bare

ground, snow & ice and artificial. Because of distinct differences, their further subdivision is

irregular, so that this sections consist of two or three subordinate hierarchy levels. Nonethe-

less, compatibility with the FAO LCCS is assured.

Wetland areas

In contrast to the LCCS and other land classification systems, wetlands are not sub-

sumed in an extra branch or class of the system but are first of all described by the life form

settings, too. For example: An area designated with the ecologically termed bog can first of all

be described according to observable vegetation settings, e. g. by delineating areas dominated

by woody or herbaceous plants. Information indicating the wetland character are additionally

attached. Following the proposed classification system, a bog can consist of several areal fea-

tures with the following tags:

feature 1 landcover=trees + wetland=yes

feature 2 landcover=herbs + wetland=yes

Instead of yes, the system allows to add other values if sufficient information is available

for classifying the type of wetland: bog, swamp, marsh etc. Most of them do already exist in the

current tagging system. Wetland conditions can be expressed for both, vegetated and non-ve-

getated areas.

Land use

For the land cover subsystem it was necessary to establish the rarely used key  land-

cover. In contrast, the key landuse is commonly used in combination with numerous values

and additional tags (see table 17). Consequently, a lot of tags are already provided at the cur-

rent state of the system. The proposed classification system presents mainly a new structure

and tries to reuse or create connections the current tags. The system emphasizes on terms in-

dicating activities instead of objects. The class names aim on fitting one if the two questions:

The area is used for [noun], or The area is used for [adjective] purposes. The fundamental ap-

proach  refers  to  the  LUCAS scheme and arranges  land  use  types  as  they  belong  to  the

primary, secondary and tertiary sector. This level is not supposed to be used for mapping. Sub-

sequently, classes are subdivided into a second and a third hierarchy level following thematic

aggregations. For the state of this study the choice of classes aspired a balance between es-

tablished tags and concepts on the one side, and the compliance with the ISIC classification

on the other side (see chapter III.1.4.1). Due to the enormous amount and diversity of human
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activities affecting the Earth's surface, the proposed land use classification only provides a

starting point and needs further expansion and rearrangements.

IV.2.3.2  Areal predominance
and horizontal mixture

The  designation  of  land  cover  and  land  use

classes is based on evaluating areal distributions of

certain aspects.  To assure  usability,  the  design of

thresholds and circumscriptions has to support the

feasibility of visual estimation, instead of requiring

exact quantitative measurements.

As stated above, vegetation coverage refers to

the maximum canopy expansion of a plant, disreg-

arding others growing below. First of all, the vegeta-

tion type is defined considering life form and height.

In order to comply with the FAO LCCS, the following

thresholds are used:

∙ herbs < 0,3m

∙ shrubs > 0,3 – 3m

∙ trees > 3m

Anyway, this provides only coarse guidance, so

that other factors are often considered, too:

∙ meadows with herbs taller than 30 cm

are still not treated as shrubs;

∙ shrubs taller than 3 meters remain trea-

ted as shrubs;

∙ high growing reed is treated as shrubs

(but never as trees);

∙ allocation of palm trees and bamboo de-

pends on height, although taxonomically

being closer to herbs than to shrubs or 

trees;

∙ trees below 3 meters in height are trea-

ted as shrubs;

∙ young shrubs and trees below 30 cm 

might easily overseen within surrounding

herbs and are therefore allocated to the

herbs layer.

Once a vegetation type at its maximum canopy

expansion covers a distinct majority of an area, it is

assumed as predominant and forms a  closed cover.

An open cover  is given when coverage is less than

predominant but more than sparse, meaning that at

least two different aspects cover the Earth's surface.

The FAO LCCS provides the following thresholds:
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∙ sparse > 10–20 %

∙ open 10–20 – 60–70 %

∙ closed > 60–70 %

However, the implementation of the thresholds needs complicated rules to be applied 

during mapping practice and during the design of mixed classes. Fortunately, the FAO LCCS 

provides a subdivision for the open cover class, so that the finally implemented thresholds are 

the following:

∙ sparse > 5–20 %

∙ open > 20–40 % (“loose”)

> 40–70 % (“dense”)

∙ closed > 70 %

The usability of the thresholds during mapping activities shall be improved by the visual-

isation in figure 3 and the following comparisons:

Trees touching each other's crowns at the outer perimeter cover an area of nearly 80 %.

Thus,  the chosen threshold of  70 % additionally  addresses some further irregularities and

gaps in the canopy. When a coverage of 40 % is reached, the distance between the crowns ap-

proximately equals their mean radius. Together with the fact, that an area covered to this de-

gree appears closed from far above, the threshold seems appropriate as a pragmatic repres-

entation of an areal majority. (DI GREGORIO 2005)

This perception of predominance (coverage > 40 %) is implemented in the first three

levels of the classification system. At the lowest level, closed and open cover is distinguished.

The latter one actually refers only to a coverage range of 40–70 % (dense open cover). This

way, confusion is prevented that is likely to arise when an area has to be labelled with a land
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Table 24 Mixtures of trees with other vegetation types. For the corresponding tags 
and FAO LCCS codes see appendix table A1.

TREES closed
open

sparse
dense loose

> 70% 40 – 70% 20 – 40% < 20%

shrubs

> 70% X X X

40 – 70% X

20 – 40% X X

< 20% X X

herbs

> 70% X X X

40 – 70% X

20 – 40% X X

< 20% X X

thicket w/
sparse trees

acc. to predominance
woodland/shrubland or

shrubland/woodland

shrubland /w
sparse trees

forest w/
sparse shrubs

woodland /w
sparse shrubs

meadow w/
sparse trees

acc. to predominance
woodland/grassland or

grassland/woodland

grassland /w
sparse trees

forest w/
sparse herbs

woodland /w
sparse herbs
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cover type that does not predominantly cover the area. Example: Without the subdivision of

dense and loose, an area covered with shrubs by only 25 % and grass by 65 % would have to

carry the shrub label. Contrarily, in combination with a tree coverage of 65 % the shrubs be-

come irrelevant and the area is allocated to a tree class. The necessity of parallelly consider-

ing coverage and height is likely a source of confusion, misunderstandings and inconsisten-

cies in the data base. It will furthermore complicate the dealing with horizontal mixtures.
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Figure 4 Mixture of land cover types in accordance with table 24.
Visualization: the author.
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The proposed classification system emphasizes the aforementioned  perception of pre-

dominance (40 % threshold) even in case of an open cover. Consequently, if one major type

predominates without forming a closed cover, another type can be identified once it covers the

majority of the remaining area (see figure 4). For example, an area predominantly covered by

trees (about 55 %) can be solely assigned to the class woodland. If the remaining area is dom-

inated by grass (covering 25 % of the entire area) the new system allows to indicate a mixture

of wood- and grassland (order indicates major and minor). Tags are accordingly composed in

order  to  complex  double  tagging  (see  table  24;  for  the  stated  example  landcover=

woodland_shrubland). If sparse shrubs occur as well, this information can be added optionally

by using an extra tag (coverage:shrubs=sparse). Even in case of attaching this optional in-

formation, the compatibility with the FAO LCCS is assured.

Closed and openly vegetated areas are represented by distinct terms at the lowest hier-

archy level, e. g. thicket or grassland. Non-vegetated areas are treated slightly different: The

classes defined in this section do always refer to a closed cover. An open cover has to be indic-

ated by expressing a mixture with other land cover types, e. g. rock/vegetation, snow/scree or

water/herbs. Consequently, information on the degree of coverage becomes less detailed, but

this way the decision on clearly delineating areas without vegetation is easier. It encourages

to consider the classes of the former section, once vegetation occurs.

Similar to the designation of land cover types, land use classes are assigned based on

areal predominance. The classes defined by the systems introduced in chapter IV.4 are worth

to consider. However, the underlying criteria are often related to the monetary outcome of a

certain business activity. Since we're working in the realm of geodata collection, the spatial

extent of objects remains the major aspect that voluntary mappers are able to estimate. Con-

sequently, according to the criteria used for the ISIC classification, an urban area dominated

by multi-story apartment houses with shops at the ground flour would be designated as resid-

ential  or  commercial,  depending on the turnovers  or  profits  generated by  each economic

activity. Because this information is likely to be undisclosed for the eyes of voluntary mappers,

the proposed classification system defines land use according to spatial  predominance.  In

case of the mentioned example, a dominance of the residential can observed because more

area (not Earth surface) is used for residence than for retail – several flours vs. ground flour,

respectively.

IV.2.3.3  Spatial & temporal consistency

The increase in spatial and temporal credibility has been stated above as an important

driver of the aspired re-arrangements of the OSM tagging system. The new system prevents

the contribution of false information by providing classes of different spatial and informational

detail. In general, the more detailed an information is, the more prone it is to heterogeneities

and the risk of not being up to date.

In temporal terms, the author argues for emphasizing on mid and long term conditions

instead of mapping frequently changing properties. The information about an area to be used

for crop production is quite stable. It persists over a longer time period and is less prone to

conflicts between satellite imagery and reality.  In contrast,  recording seasonal  changes of

crops or special cultivation techniques is very time consuming and probably only conducted

by very enthusiastic micro-mappers. In addition, it might turn into a false information once

such a change is not instantly updated. Therefore, the classes provided by this system refer to
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long and mid term conditions. Regularly changing conditions like the seasonality of water con-

ditions can be indicated by adding appropriate attributes (seasonal=*, intermittent=*).

The proposed system is supposed to by applied to areal objects, represented by areal

OSM features. Classes with a more general information content are not necessarily restricted

to be used for delineating areas at a small scale. For example,  shrubs can be used on large

areas where no other information is available or intended to be contributed. In this case, it in-

dicates the possibility of  further subdivision into parts characterized by a  closed  or  open

cover. At the other end of the scale, this class is assigned to areas that are too small for a

reasonable estimation on open or a closed coverage.

For dealing with linear features, like rivers, a threshold has to be discussed. For remote

mapping, the main reasons to be considered are offsets between satellite images and their un-

known state of geometric correctness (OSM65). For on-site mapping, the error margin of GPS

receivers limits the accuracy. The author consequently suggests, that linear features shall be

mapped as areas once their mean widths exceeds the standard GPS error of about 8 meters

(USDOD 2008).

A further aspect is the inclusion of  associated areas.  This way, the system follows the

FAO LCCS and the LUCAS scheme. Especially in case of land use it simplifies the delineation.

As an example: Beside the stone quarry pit in a narrow sense, the definition of the class min-

ing & quarrying would also contain the area of adjacent post processing machinery, an office

building and a parking lot for costumers. Those are delimited as separate amenities and not

covered by a land cover/use system.

Independence from scale and from collection methods also contributes to spatial consist-

ency. The proposed system avoids classes that contain a thematic and regional bias. Not only

that allocation is difficult because those classes require multiple information that might be

difficult to assess and to interpret. They also cause spatial problems because they might con-

sist of several parts with heterogeneous characteristics or can only be applied under certain

regional conditions.

To state some examples:

•  The concepts  bog  and  fen  describe landscapes and biotopes. On the first sight, the

have a similar appearance, but in fact they're distinguished by very different hydrological con-

ditions that are difficult to asses. Allocation mistakes are likely to occur. The proposed system

allows to purely describe the vegetation settings without pushing a mapper to decide between

two complex concepts. Anyway, if an interpretation can be surely conducted, bog or fens can

still be attributed by an appropriate tag.

•   Tundra is a concept that describes a biome related to a certain geographic or topo-

graphic location (ant-/arctic or alpine). It is characterized by a setting of vegetation types that

overlap with other concepts, e. g. fell (OSM66 & 67). Additionally, the fringes of those areas are

very blurry and make comprehensible spatial delimitation very difficult.

These examples also prove a strong dependence on scale: Heterogeneity of properties

can be characteristic for a certain concept. If working on a larger scale, more homogeneous

sub-areas can be distinguished. The required heterogeneity gets lost and the concept can not

be applied any more. The proposed classification system provides classes that can be applied

on various scales. They might express less detail, but their information remains to be right

(e. g. classifying grass covered areas only as  vegetated,  although the mapping is conducted

on-ground).
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IV.2.3.4  Compatibility

The challenge of the new system is to harmonize two aspects: On the one side, for the

aspired compatibility with other classification system, class names, tags and the fundamental

classification structure had to be inevitably adjusted. On the other side, compatibility to the

original OSM tagging scheme wants to be preserved as best as possible. Therefore, the rela-

tion of the new classes and their current counterparts need to be evaluated. Tables 27 and 30

are  approaches  to  systematically  compile  such results.  The  former  describes  the  relation

between new and old tags by considering four aspects:

•  “equals”:  classes of the current system, that are basically identical to the new class;

•  “is similar to”:  classes of the current system, that are similar to the new class;

•  “includes”:  classes of the current system, that fall entirely into the spatial/semantical scope

of the new class, but represent only a part of it;

•  “is part of”:  classes of the current system, that have a wider scope than the new class, so 

that the new class covers only a part of the current class.

Contrarily,  the relation should be evaluated in  the other  direction as well.  Table  30

provides a starting point for showing, how current classes/tags could be expressed by using

new classes/tags.

IV.3  OSM Land Cover Classification System

The following pages present the land cover section of the OpenStreetMap Land Classific-

ation System. The tables 25 and 26 introduce the main classes for vegetated and non-veget-

ated areas. Chapters IV.3.3 presents templates for a tabular compilation of compatibility isues.

Following the current mapping practice, the Map Feature Documentation will remain

the major source of information and guidance, also for the new system. The integration of the

system into the OSM Wiki is therefore an important measure for assuring usability and ac-

ceptance. In chapters IV.3.1 and IV.3.2 the classes trees and water are used to exemplify this

integration. Hashed underlinings indicate proposed links to other pages of the OSM Wiki.

IV.3.1  Example trees (landcover=trees)

This class is part of the land cover section in the OSM Land Classification system. It in-

dicates a vegetated land surface and together with the class shrubs it forms the superordinate

class woody. It contains two further subdivisions, namely wood and woodland, that represent

different degrees of tree coverage.

Definition

Trees are perennial plants, characterized by a major stem and minor branches. They are

at least 3 meters tall and can form a crown of various shapes.
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Table 25 Tabular layout of the section for vegetated areas in the OpenStreetMap Land Cover Classification System.
Italic tags are newly proposed or rarely used ([#] number of tagged features; as of August 23rd 2016 via 
taginfo.openstreetmap.org). Transfer to FAO LCCS does not consider wetland or land use condition (see 
chapter V.3).

class
tag FAO LCCS coverage

short description

vegetated

landcover=vegetated A12 A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by vegetation of any type; further details are unknown, ambiguous or not 
intended to be contributed; indicates need for refinement

woody

landcover=woody A12 A1A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by woody vegetation (trees, shrubs and woody crops); further details are 
unknown, ambiguous or not intended to be contributed; indicates need for refinement

trees

landcover=trees [9 620] A12 A3A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by trees or tree crops; further subdivision dificult, not intended or not 
reasonable (small areas); indicates need for refinement in case of large areas

wood
landcover=wood [82] A12 A3A10 > 70 %

closed tree cover (acc. to degree of crown closure; understory irrelevant)

woodland
landcover=woodland [3] A12 A3A12 40–70 %

open tree cover (crown closure fragmentary but still predominant)

shrubs

landcover=shrubs [15] A12 A4A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by shrubs or shrub crops; further subdivision dificult, not intended or not 
reasonable (small areas); indicates need for refinement in case of large areas

thicket
landcover=thicket A12 A4A10 > 70 %

closed shrub cover (acc. to degree of maximum canopy expansion)

shrubland
landcover=shrubland [1] A12 A4A12 40–70 %

open shrub cover (canopy closure fragmentary but still predominant)

herbaceous

landcover=herbaceous A12 A2A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by herbaceous vegetation (herbs and crops); further details are unknown, 
ambiguous or not intended to be contributed; indicates need for refinement

herbs

landcover=herbs [14] A12 A2A21 > 40 %

predominantly covered by grass, forbs and ferns; further subdivision dificult, not intended or not 
reasonable (small areas); indicates need for refinement in case of large areas

meadow
landcover=meadow [17] A12 A2A10 > 70 %

areas with a closed grass/forbs/ferns cover

grassland
landcover=grassland [30] A12 A4A12 40–70 %

predominantly covered by grass/forbs/ferns; interspersed with other land cover types

crops

landcover=crops A11 A3 > 40 %

areas predominantly used for/ covered by annual or biennial crops; further subdivision dificult, not 
intended or not reasonable (small areas); indicates need for refinement in case of large areas

field
landcover=field A11 A3 > 70 %

dominated by cultivated crops, incl. temporarily unworked or ploughed areas

cropland
landcover=cropland A11 A3 40–70 %

predominantly covered by areas used for crop cultivation; interspersed with other land cover types
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Table 26 Tabular layout of the section for non-vegetated areas in the OpenStreetMap Land Cover Classification 
System. Italic tags are newly proposed or rarely used ([#] number of tagged features; as of August 24rd 
2016 via taginfo.openstreetmap.org). Transfer to FAO LCCS does not consider wetland or land use 
condition (see chapter V.3).

class
tag FAO LCCS

short description

non-vegetated

landcover=non-vegetated  – 

for areas without vegetation and without any further information or observable indicators for a certain 
land cover type; indicates the need for further investigation

water
landcover=water-area B27 A1 // B28 A1

water surface of unknown kind and origin

water body
landcover=water [322] B27 A5 // B28 A5

bodies of standing water; origin and further details unknown

lake
landcover=water + water=lake B27 A5

natural fresh water bodies

reservoir
landcover=water + water=reservoir B28 A5

artificial water body created by blocking a watercourse

waterway
landcover=waterway B27 A4 // B28 A4

linear bodies of flowing water; origin and further details unknown

river
landcover=waterway + waterway=river B27 A4

water area of a natural river course

canal
landcover=waterway + waterway=canal B28 A4

water area of an artificial waterway that connects other water areas

ice & snow

landcover=ice-snow

areas predominantly covered by snow and/or ice most of the time; distinction not possible, not intended 
or not reasonable (e. g. due to frequent changes)

ice
landcover=ice B27 A3 // B28 A3

areas predominantly by ice most of the time (e. g. glaciers)

snow
landcover=snow B27 A2 // B28 A2

areas predominantly by snow most of the time; excl. snow cover on top of permanent ice bodies

bare ground
landcover=surface B16

natural areas not covered by vegetation or water, exposing Earth's surface material

rock
landcover=surface + surface=rock [95] B16 A7

areas dominated by barren, mainly solid rock surfaces

sand
landcover=surface + surface=sand B16 A6

areas covered by sand

artificial
landcover=artificial (B15 (A1//A2) // B16 A1

areas of artificial origin and appearance

built-up
landcover=built-up B15 A1

areas covered or afected by vertically built structures, like houses, dams, abutments etc.

non built-up
landcover=non_built-up B15 A2 // B16 A1

areas with compacted, sealed or shifted surface

pavements
landcover=paved [2] B16 A1

sealed or artificially compacted areas

disposal &
deposit

landcover=pile B15 A5

areas covered by loose intentionally deposited material, e. g. waste dump sites, spoil tips, etc.

extraction
sites

landcover=pit B15 A6

open mines and quarries
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Explanation

This class is meant to be assigned to areas predominantly covered by trees taller than

3 meters. The degree of coverage refers to the area occupied by the tree crowns; understory

vegetation is therefore not considered. Information on hydrological conditions, origin (artifi-

cial/natural) or utilization are not required for the application of this class.

When/ When not to use?

Small scale mapping:

• delineating large areas predominantly covered by trees;

• separation into areas with closed and open cover (wood, woodland) not possible or not

intended

• expressing necessity/possibility for separation into sub-areas with closed and open cover.

Large scale mapping:

• delineating small areas or groups of trees where further separation in open and close cover

is not possible or not reasonable.

Includes

• small tree areas/groups in parks or settlements

• large tree covered areas with heterogeneous coverages (above 40 %)

• mature palm tree and bamboo stands

• tree crop plantations

recommended: + landuse=orchardry

• swamps, mangrove areas or tree covered parts of other wetlands

recommended (if information on hydrology, species assemblage etc. is available/

reliable): + wetland=swamp/ ~=fen/ ~=mangrove (instead, + wetland=yes if interpreta-

tion on wetland type is difficult)

• …

Excludes

• reforestation areas, densely covered with young trees (smaller 3 meter)

- instead: landcover=shrubs

- recommended: landcover=thicket

- if information available/reliable: + landuse=forestry

• tree rows

instead: natural=tree_row

• single trees

instead: natural=tree

• …
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How to map

The use of this class is limited to areas. Boundaries are drawn along distinct borders of

land cover changes (shorelines, settlements etc.) or – in natural transition zones – along the

approximate line where tree cover looses predominance (< 40 %). Subdivision is necessary in

case of changing properties that have been additionally recorded and attached to the feature

(e. g. tree species or wetland conditions).

As representative geometries, closed ways are the easiest to use to create the feature.

Direction of the way is irrelevant. If the area is too big or enclosed land cover types are inten-

ded to be delineated, multi-polygon relations should be used.

Additional information

Implies

• landcover=woody, landcover=vegetated

both are classes at superordinate hierarchy levels

Does not imply

• absence of other land cover types

• absence or existence of a certain utilization

Can be supplemented by

• leaf_type=*

leaf phenology, e. g. broadleaved, needle-leaved or mixed

• leaf_cycle=*

seasonality of the trees, e. g. deciduous, evergreen or mixed

• species=*

tree species dominant on the area

• landuse=*

purpose of/ activities on the area, e. g. forestry, orchardry, military, leisure etc.

• wetland=*

information on basic conditions (~=yes) or a special wetland type, e. g. swamp

• …
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Compatibility & relations

OpenStreetMap

equals:  – 

is similar to:

• natural=wood

mostly used for tree covered areas that are free from forestry operations

includes:

• landuse=forest

mostly used for tree covered areas managed by forestry activities

is part of:  – 

LCCS

• simple:  A12 A3A21

• considering, that the area might be managed/artificial:  A12 A3A21 // A11 A1

• under wetland conditions:  A24 A3A21

• if used for forestry:  A11 A1S10

• if used for orchardry:  A11 A1(S1//S2)

• if leaf phenology is mentioned:  + D1 (broadleaved);  + D2 (leadle-leafed)

• if seasonality is mentioned:  + E1 (evergreen);  + E2 (deciduous)

IV.3.2  Example water body (landcover=water)

This class is part of the land cover section in the OSM Land Classification system. It in-

dicates a non-vegetated land surface and together with the class waterway it forms the super-

ordinate class water. It contains further subdivisions, like lake, pond or reservoir, represent-

ing different types of standing water bodies.

Definition

Water bodies are areal features, that persist permanently or occur regularly and stay at

least for one season. They are fed by precipitation, surface and sub-surface inflow, as well as

by discharge from artificial sources. They're characterized by no or only minor currents and

can basically be perceived as standing.
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Explanation

This class is meant to be assigned to areas predominantly (> 70 %) covered by standing

water. Water bodies can be permanent, intermittent or seasonal. Information on origin (artifi-

cial/natural) or utilization are not required for the application of this class.

When/ When not to use?

• delineating areas predominantly covered by water

• delineating areas that are regularly covered by water for the duration of a season

• further detailed description not possible or not intended

• delineating water bodies that are known to be standing but without having information

about origin or utilization

Includes

• natural lakes

recommended: + water=lake

• reservoirs

recommended: + water=reservoir

• fish ponds

recommended: + water=pond + landuse=aquaculture

• …

Excludes

• detention/retention ponds (short and sporadic use in case of heavy weather)

- instead: landcover=* (except ~=water) + landuse=basin

- optional: + wetland=*

• canals

instead: landcover=waterway + waterway=canal

• areas of flowing water, like rivers, streams, ditches etc.

instead: landcover=waterway + waterway=*

• riverine vegetation (e. g. reed beds)

instead: landcover=shrubs + wetland=reedbed

• …

How to map

The use of this class is limited to areas. Boundaries are drawn along distinct borders

(shorelines, reinforcements etc.). Vegetated areas are excluded once coverage reaches open

to close conditions (> 40%). In case of water level fluctuations, the lower shoreline should be
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traced. The area above, up to the seasonal maximum, can either by marked as wetland or as

seasonal/intermittent water surface (remains to be discussed).

As features, closed ways are the easiest to use. Direction of the way is irrelevant. If the

area is too big or islands are enclosed, multi-polygon relations should be used.

As representative geometries, closed ways are the easiest to use to create the feature.

Direction of the way is irrelevant. If the area is too big or islands have to be delineated, multi-

polygon relations should be used.

Additional information

Implies

• landcover=water-area, landcover=non-vegetated

both are classes at superordinate hierarchy levels

Does not imply

• absence or existence of a certain utilization

Can be supplemented by

• seasonal=*

seasonality, e. g. dry season, wet season etc.

• depth=*

maximum depth of the water body

• landuse=*

purpose of/ activities on the area, e. g. aquaculture, leisure etc.

• …

Compatibility & relations

OpenStreetMap

equals:  – 

•  natural=water

is similar to:  –

includes:

•  natural=water + water=lake

natural lakes
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•  natural=water + water=pond

small artificial natural water bodies

•  natural=water + water=reservoir

water bodies behind damming structures

• …

is part of:  – 

LCCS

• A27 A5 // A28 A5

• if depth is indicated:  + C1 (> 2 m), +C2 (< 2 m)

IV.3.3  External and internal compatibility

Compatibility to the FAO LCCS is integrated at a simple level in tables 25 and 26. A de-

tailed equivalence table is recommended to be compiled. It should also consider wetland and

land use conditions.

Below, a template  for  compiling equivalence information for internal  compatibility  is

presented. It shows the degree of similarity for the new classes compared with the current.

Table 27 Preliminary template for a tabular compilation of equivalences between the OSM LCS and the current 
system. For LCS equivalences of current OSM tags see table 30 in the land use section below.

OSM LCS equals is similar to includes is part of

vegetated  –  – landuse=grass
leisure=garden
 … 

 – 

   woody  –  – natural=wood
landuse=orchard
 … 

 – 

      trees  – natural=wood
landuse=forest
 … 

natural=wood
landuse=forest
 … 

natural=wood
landuse=forest
 … 

         wood  –  –  – natural=wood
landuse=forest
 … 

         woodland  –  –  – natural=wood
landuse=forest
 … 

      shurbs  …  …  …  … 
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IV.4  OSM Land Use Classification System

The following pages present the land use section of the OpenStreetMap Land Classifica-

tion System. Tables 28 and 29 introduce the main classes for the primary, secondary and ter-

tiary sector and present the according ISIC codes. Compatibility issues with the current OSM

scheme are presented in chapter  IV.4.2 (table  30). Chapter  IV.4.1 contains the fundamental

outline of the wiki-page for the land use class education. Similar to the chapter above: Hashed

underlinings indicate proposed links to other pages of the OSM Wiki.

IV.4.1  Example education (landuse=education)

This class is part of the land use section in the OSM Land Classification system. As one

of the classes provided for community services, it belongs to the major class tertiary sector.
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Table 28 Tabular layout of the OpenStreetMap Land Use Classification System (primary and secondary sector). 
Italic tags are newly proposed or rarely used ([#] number of tagged features; as of August 24rd 2016 via 
taginfo.openstreetmap.org).

class
tag ISIC

short description

primary sector

farming
landuse=farming [44] 011, 013–015

areas used for crop/animal/mixed farming; further subdivision impossible or not intended

crop farming
landuse=crop_farming 011

areas used for cultivation of annual or biennial crops (cereals, vegetables, flowers, oilseeds etc.)

animal farming
landuse=animal_farming [1] 014

areas used for animal husbandry

mixed farming
landuse=mixed_farming 011, 014

areas known to be used for both, crop and animal farming

orchardry
landuse=orchardry 012

areas used for cultivation of perennial woody crops (fruits, vine, cofee, rubber, palm oil etc.)

plant propagation
landuse=plant_nursery 013

areas mainly used for open air propagation and sale of woody plants (trees, bushes etc.)

forestry
landuse=forestry [6] 021, 022, 024

areas used for growing, logging and managing timber

aquaculture
landuse=aquaculture 032

areas used for cultivating aquatic crops and animals (fish, shrimp, sea weed etc.)

resource extraction
landuse=extraction 05–09

areas used for extraction of mineral resources (ores, stone, clay, coal, oil, gas etc.)

secondary sector

energy production
landuse=power [8] 351–353

areas hosting facilities for/ related to power generation

industry &
manufacturing

landuse=industrial 10–33

areas hosting facilities for/ related to industrial processing and production (factories, refineries etc.)
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Table 29 Tabular layout of the OpenStreetMap Land Use Classification System (tertiary sector and other land use 
types). Italic tags are newly proposed or rarely used ([#] number of tagged features; as of August 24rd 2016
via taginfo.openstreetmap.org).

class
tag ISIC

short description

tertiary sector

transportation

railway
transportation

landuse=railway 491

areas used for/ associated to railway transportation (tracks, stations, depots etc.)

road
transportation

landuse=highway [3 141] 492

areas used for/ associated to road transportation (roads, median strips, rest areas etc. )

water
transportation

landuse=shipping 50

areas used for/ associated to water transportation (port facilities, watergates, terminals etc.)

air
transportation

landuse=aeroway [6] 51

areas used for/ associated to air transportation (airport ground, runways, terminals etc.)

commerce &
business

landuse=commercial  – 

areas used for hosting activities and services related to trading, business administration etc.

retail &
wholesale

landuse=trade [4] 45–47

areas used for trading business (shopping centres, malls, markets, wholesale facilities etc.)

services
landuse=service [20] 58–68

areas used for/ associated to businesses ofering services, e. g. ofice districts

hospitality
businesses

landuse=hospitality 55, 56

areas used for/ associated to tourism, accommodation, food and beverage provision

community services

health care
landuse=healthcare [17] 86, 87

areas used for/ associated to hospitals, nurseries, rehabilitation centres etc.

education
landuse=education [422] 85

areas used for/ associated to kindergartens, schools, colleges etc.

public services
landuse=public [300] –

areas used for/ associated to community welfare, public administration, judiciary, police etc.

religion
landuse=religious –

areas used for/ associated to religious purposes (churches, temples, monasteries etc.)

military
landuse=military –

areas used for/ associated to military activities

sport & recreation
landuse=leisure [490] –

areas used for hosting spare time activities (public swimming pools, golf courses, gardens etc.)

dwelling & housing
landuse=residential –

areas used for/ associated to residence

miscellaneous

abandoned areas
landuse=abandoned [148]/ abandoned:landuse=* –

areas with signs of former activities; no current maintenance; plans for future utilization unknown

construction sites
landuse=construction [148]/ abandoned:landuse=* 37–69

areas used for constructing buildings, infrastructure etc.
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Definition

Education comprises every kind of knowledge transfer for basic, leisure or professional

purposes. Activities for and with people of every age and conditions are addressed. 

Explanation

This class intends to delimit areas that host any kind of education facilities, including. It

comprises kindergartens, schools, colleges, universities and training centres. The definition of

this class does not separate between state and privately operated institutions.

When/ When not to use?

• delineating areas predominantly used for facilitating and supporting education activities

• delineating areas spatially related to education facilities, including areas used for non-

educational purposes (administration, catering, parking etc.)

Includes

• kindergartens (incl. associated areas)

• schools (incl. associated areas)

• college and university campuses (incl. associated areas)

• professional training centres (incl. associated areas)

• …

Excludes

• libraries (incl. associated areas)

instead: landuse=leisure (for the area) + leisure=library (for the building)

• …

How to map

The use of this class is limited to areas. Traceable boundaries are most clearly indicated

by  walls,  hedges or  fences. A closed way is used delimitation. In case of open boundaries

within cities, information might be assessable about ownership or administration of adjacent

green space, parking lots etc. If located within the traced areas, those objects are separately

mapped (amenity=parking, building=school etc.)
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Additional information

Does not imply

• landcover=artificial

land cover can be diverse (trees/shrubs/grass, water bodies, buildings, paved areas etc.)

• …

Can be supplemented by

• amenity=*

indicating the type of institution (school, university etc.)

• name=*

name of the institution

• isced:level=*

according the International Standard Classification of Education (OSM68)

• …

Compatibility & relations

OpenStreetMap

equals:  – 

is similar to:  –

includes:

• amenity=school/ ~=university/ ~=kindergarten

• …

is part of:  – 

ISIC

• 85

• in case of kindergarten and primary schools:  851

• in case of secondary education:  852

• in case of higher education:  853
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IV.4.2  External and internal compatibility

Compatibility to the ISIC is integrated in tables 28 and 29. A detailed equivalence table

is recommended to be compiled. The ISIC provides subclasses that become relevant if further

information is attached to the area.

Below, a template  for  compiling equivalence information for internal  compatibility  is

presented. In contrast to table 27, it shows how current tags could by expressed in the new

system.

Table 30 Preliminary template for a tabular compilation of equivalences between the current tagging scheme and 
the proposed OSM LCS. For the opposite direction, see table 27 in the land cover section above.

object current tag OSM LCS

farmyard landuse=farmyard landcover=built-up/ ~=pavement /~=*
+ landuse=farming/ ~=mixed_farming/ ~=*

university campus amenity=college landcover=trees/ ~=shrubs/ ~=herbs /~=*
+ landuse=education

 …  …  … 
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V.1  General remarks

Until formulating definitions, classes and tags of a new OSM Land Classification System,

numerous information about the classification of land cover and land use have been systemat-

ically collected by this study. The aim was the provision of a basis for arranging a new system

in an objective  and comprehensible  way.  It  was supposed  to  support  a  final  definition of

classes that allow an objective mapping and classification procedure.

Finally, the objectivity of the process and of the classes remain limited. In fact, objective

observation requires measuring data that are – separately looked at – of low importance for

our mapping endeavours. It is their combination and interpretation that makes them turn into

meaningful information (COMBER et al. 2005). The classification system presented above tries

to apply concepts that require only few information input. However, data in its measurable

meaning play a minor role and the information needed for allocating an object remains an in-

terpretation that is prone to subjective bias. In addition, the direct dealing with concise tags is

well established. The actual information required or transported according to the respective

class definition, is therefore at risk to be replaced by the habituated perception of the tag.

Consequently, robust definitions of classes and detailed information are important but can not

assure an objective classification process in OpenStreetMap.

The  misunderstandings  between  community  members  on  how to  apply  current  land

cover tags are a good example of the fundamental problem. The author tried to summarize

them in order to extract what might be exacted from a new system. The results are funda-

mentally important, but remain questionable because the scope of the study did only allow a

very  shallow  investigation.  A systematic  analysis  based  on  a  quantitative  approach,  e. g.

counts of key words or comments, would have produced more solid results; not to mention a

dedicated survey among users with carefully developed questionnaires. Beside, the analysed

sources (see table 21) are very likely not the only discussions related to land cover/use or the

introduction of new tags related to these two concepts. The selection was conducted by only

using the terms “landcover”, “land cover”, “landuse” and “land use” in the different platforms.

For identifying and addressing the demands related to a new classification system, a

multitude of factors have to be considered (see chapter IV.1). Comparably, the development of

a systems like the FAO LCCS, the IGBP or the LUCAS scheme have been accomplished by nu-

merous stakeholders over several years of work. The scope of this study does only allow to de-

velop a starting point and to provide preliminary results. Although completeness is a desirable

key principle of a classification system, the state of the OSM LCS presented at the end of this

study does not cover all possible properties, objects and features that do exist in reality or are

represented by the current OSM tagging scheme. First of all, it had to inevitably emphasize

on the most basic and popular objects. This bears the risk of the system to reveal crucial short

comings once it is applied or extended.
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It has to be generally stated, that the issues mentioned below are not based on practical

experience with the new system. At the current state, the proposed OSM LCS has not been

tested. In fact, implementing feedback from new and experienced mappers would be of essen-

tial importance for improving the system.

V.2  Improvements

Compared with the current system, the proposed OSM LCS allows a more objective

mapping. Class definitions require to emphasize on the observation of rather basic aspects.

This allows a simple description of small areas, e. g. covered by trees or shrubs, without any

further connotations in respect of land use, ecology, climate etc. Similarly, large areas can be

described in the way. Currently, the tag natural=tundra requires the mapper to consider geo-

graphical and climatic conditions. Additionally, the separation from natural=fell is difficult.

In the new system, the areas are first of all described by landcover=meadow or ~=grassland

(depending on the degree of coverage), or more general as landcover=herbs.

Also different levels of detail allow areas to be described in a very basic way. A chosen

class might represent less information, but at least it is not wrong. Contradictions with later

assessments or other data sources are reduced.

A further emphasize has been put on conceptual consistency. Contradictions because of

conflicting connotations are reduced. For example, natural=water is currently also used for

artificial water bodies (supplemented by the according water=*-tag). The new system does not

contain any connotation: A pond would be tagged as landcover=water + water=pond.

Consistency has also been improved for land use classes. Here, classes were preferably

named according to activities instead of objects (e. g.  landuse=farming instead of  ~=farm-

land).

Compared with the current system, the separation of land cover and land use allows a

much better representation of their complex relationships. Varying land cover types within an

area of homogeneous land use can be expressed – and vice versa. This allows, for instance, to

illustrate a sequential development and changes, like forest → clear cut → reforestation (shrub

cover)  → forest  without leaving any doubt about the persisting type of land use,  forestry.

Without the separation, analysing the data leaves room for misinterpretation based on pre-

sumed 1:1-relations between land cover and land use (forest → forestry; grass → animal hus-

bandry; etc.)

The separation of the concepts may lead to the separation of features that have so far

been undivided and perceived as being of the same type. But actually, this kind of separation

is very common for the mapping of roads: One can belong to a certain hierarchy level, e. g.

highway=primary,  but  continuously  alter  other  properties  (speed  limits,  surface  material,

street names etc.). Whenever a property changes, the feature is split and forms a new feature.

Consequently, new procedures in the realm of land cover and land use are not necessarily new

for the OpenStreetMap community.

Similarly, the new system arranges major and minor classes as being common practice

in the current system. Preferably, current tags are integrated, e. g.  landcover=water + wa-

ter=pond (instead of natural=water + water=pond).
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V.3  Limitations

The proposed OSM LCS strives for a clean separation of land cover and land use. The

results are supposed to be more objective and provide a better compatibility with other classi-

fication systems, especially because of the transferability via LCCS codification. Both systems

emphasize on the description of vegetation conditions. Nonetheless, for the FAO LCCS the in-

formation about an area being natural, cultivated/managed or artificial has to be known right

at the start of the classification process. Consequently, the eight major classes of the FAO

LCCSA contain both concepts, land cover and land use (see figure 1 and chapter III.1.1.2). In

contrast, land cover information in the OSM LCS is intended to be free of these connotations.

Allocating an area to the class wood does neither indicate natural nor artificial/managed con-

ditions. It remains a pure description of the land cover, until a land use is indicated by a fur-

ther attribute (e. g. landuse=forestry).

Consequently, an FAO LCCS equivalent of an OSM LCS class can only be represented by

a combination of two codes. Two slashes are used by the FAO LCCS to indicate such either-or-

conditions. For the above mentioned example, A11 A1 // A12 A3A10 would be the according

codification. Similarly, the FAO LCCS requires an early decision on wetland conditions. At the

current state of the OSM LCS, vegetation can be described without having this information.

Consequently, an exact LCCS equivalent would have to consider this as well; again by using to

land cover classes, combined with “//” (see also table 26 for exemplary application).

To state a practical example: An area delineated on a satellite image is obviously charac-

terized by an open shrub cover. It has been allocated to the (new) class  shrubland  (land-

cover=shrubland). Information about the state of utilization is not available. The appropriate

FAO LCCS code would be: A11 A2 // A12 A4A12 (either “cultivated & managed; shrubs” or

“natural/semi-natural, terrestrial; shrubs; coverage 40–70%”). Later on, mapping activities on

ground reveal, that the area is covered by blackberry shrubs which are still used. Correctly,

the area is allocated to the land use class orchardry (landuse=orchardry) and supplemented

by the information about the crop species (trees=blackberry). Once the land use information

is available, the according FAO LCCS code would become explicit: A11 A2C1S2 (cultivated &

managed; shrubs; single crop; fruit & nuts). The virtual OSM LCS class is named open shrub

orchard, represented by the tags landcover=shrubland + landuse=orchardry.

As a solution, additional classes could be defined that are solely made for the purpose of

providing a better compatibility with the FAO LCCS. They represent intentional combinations

of land cover and land use information. Because they are not constitutive for the system, their

names are not reflected by tags. Instead they are always codified by a landcover- and a land-

use-tag. They could therefore be called virtual classes. They can act as a bridge between the

new system and established OSM classes, where land cover and land use is often mixed as

well.

Table 31 exemplarily compiles some virtual classes for a part of the OSM LCS. It can act

as a template for systematically illustrating possible combinations of land cover and land use

information. It also illustrates the relation between the current system, the new system and

the FAO LCCS.

Similar to the lacking unambiguousness in terms of land use, the OSM LCS does also not

explicitly distinguish between being or not being a wetland area. Instead, the pure land cover
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information can mean both, either dry or wet. Both cases, land use and wetland conditions,

have to be considered during the further development of the system. A distinct tag like land-

use=no and wetland=no, respectively, could be discussed.

But not only compatibility to the FAO LCCS is limited. Maintaining consistency during

the design of the new structure and the new classes is limited as well.  Non-vegetated areas

are not consistently subdivided according to land cover – as originally intended. The classes

water body and waterway contain landscape features (river, canal, lake etc.). However, they

are not directly transferred into a landcover-tag. Instead, the current water-tags are used

(e. g. landcover=water + water=lake). The classes subsumed under non built-up also repres-

ent rather complex landscape features. Unlike the water feature, they are represented by dis-

tinct landcover tags (e. g.  extraction site:  landcover=pit). The land use section is not free

from inconsistencies as well:  For instance, the classes  road transportation  and  dwelling &

housing are inconsistently codified in two ways: Nouns and adjectives, as well as objects and

activities/purposes are used for tag design –  landuse=highway and ~=residential, respect-

ively.

Although declared as a key principle, naming rules are unlikely to become or remain

consistent during further development of the OSM LCS. The chosen examples show, that neg-

lecting consistency can even have the advantage of increasing compatibility with the current

system. For instance, striving for consistency leads to the tag landuse=orchardry. It is very

likely to be replaced by landuse=orchard. Though it indicates an object rather than an activ-

ity, but it is an established tag in the current system and has a similar meaning.
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Table 31 Virtual classes for combinations of land cover and land use conditions. In addition, equivalences to FAO 
LCCS and the current OSM tagging scheme are provided (“OSM”).

land use ▸
▾ land cover

forestry
landuse=forestry

orchadry
landuse=orchardry

trees
landcover=trees

forest
LCCS:  A11 A1S10

OSM:  landuse=forest

tree orchard
LCCS:  A11 A1(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard

wood
landcover=wood

closed forest
LCCS:  A11 A1S10

OSM:  landuse=forest

closed tree orchard
LCCS:  A11 A1(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard

woodland
landcover=woodland

open forest
LCCS:  A11 A1S10

OSM:  landuse=forest

open tree orchard
LCCS:  A11 A1(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard

shrubs
landcover=shrubs

managed shrubs
LCCS:  A11 A2S10

OSM:  –

shrub orchard
LCCS:  A11 A2(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard

thicket
landcover=thicket

managed thicket
LCCS:  A11 A2S10

OSM:  –

closed shrub orchard
LCCS:  A11 A2(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard

shrubland
landcover=shrubland

managed woodland
LCCS:  A11 A2S10

OSM:  –

open shrub orchard
LCCS:  A11 A2(S1//S2)

OSM:  landuse=orchard
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V.4  Unsettled issues

V.4.1  General mapping issues

Beside the classification and delineation guidelines for every single class, general map-

ping challenges remain to be clarified. During the further development of the system, the

OSM community is responsible to discuss possible solutions. The tentative application of the

system will be essential for this process.

Fundamentally relevant for the new system and for OpenStreetMap in general is the

topic of the minimum mapping unit (MMU), because it is closely related to the aim of improv-

ing  spatial consistency. An increase in detail carries the risk, that mapping results become

more heterogeneous between different places, mappers and data sources. The author there-

fore supports a discussion about a general MMU. Guidelines should clarify,  under which cir-

cumstances  patches  or  strings  of  trees  and  grass  are  separately  delineated  as  trees  and

herbs, or whether it is more appropriate to aggregate the area and assign the class woodland.

Similarly: Should there be a minimum width of linear features, for them to mapped as areas?

The official GPS error of about 8 meters was proposed above in chapter IV.2.3.3).

Another topic not settled in OSM does also affect the proposed system: Under which cir-

cumstances will land cover/use features be divided by a road, a pipeline or a stream? Is this a

question of a minimum width as well? Should the decision be based on canopy cover: As long

as the tree crowns are closed, the area remains undivided? Reaching an agreement within the

community would be advantageous for the OSM LCS and the data quality in general.

An issue specifically relevant for the practical application of the system is the question

of where tags should be assigned to. Should land cover and use information be attached to the

same feature? Or shall there be two separate geometries describing the same area? This is an

important issue for rendering algorithms that might need both information in order to assign

the appropriate signature.

V.4.2  Mixed properties

During the community discussions it was criticized, that a new landcover-key would be

misleading because it implies the absence of other species, e. g. in an area labelled  land-

cover=trees. Beside actually being depended on the class definition, comments like this point

to the issue of expressing vertical mixtures of land cover and – of course – land use types. The

reality provides numerous cases in which the representation of likewise conditions appears

reasonable: Wildlife crossings, green roofs, residential or commercial buildings that cover on-

surface roads or railways, and further more. Not to mention the interest of recording under-

story vegetation.

The examples of agroforestry (combinations of forestry, crop and animal farming) point

to one solution by providing distinct classes the combine the two properties (silvopastoralism,

forest gardening etc.). Another solution could the application of namespaces: Similar to the

LUCAS scheme, an LCx or LUx could indicate primary/secondary properties or could repres-

ent the vertical layering. For example, a silvopastoral areas could be represented by  land-
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cover=woodland_grassland + landuse:LU1=forestry + landuse:LU2=animal_farming. At

the current state of the of the system, vertical layering has not been considered and the men-

tioned approach have to be discussed and tested.

Similarly, the representation of horizontal mixtures is also in a very preliminary state.

The solution of stringing together different land cover types as proposed in chapter IV.2.3.2

could be one. However, it has to be discussed and tested whether this approach can be univer-

sally adapted for all other land cover/use classes.

V.4.3  Integration of complex concepts

Although the proposed system emphasizes to use simple concepts for describing land

objects, more complex definitions are not wrong in a general sense. They just contain a more

complex combination of properties and therefore need more information as an input. If those

are available and the contributor is able to correctly interpret them, why not providing the

possibility for contribution. Beside the pure land cover description, landscape elements, geo-

morphological forms, ecoregions or biotopes could also be part of the OSM data, probably in-

dicated by the key natural.

V.4.4  Rendering

Implications or graphical recommendations for the rendering of separated land cover/in-

formation have not been provided yet.  Requirements of algorithms might have to be con-

sidered during the further design of the system or for its practical application (see chapter

V.4.1).

A more fundamental question deals with the prioritization and generalization of the dis-

played information. For rural areas it is probably more important for a map to display objects

and conditions that can be seen in reality as well. Rendering land cover would therefore sup-

port visible orientation. In contrast, residential, industrial or commercial areas have very dif-

ferent appearances that might not be sufficiently reflected by land cover information (only

landcover=built-up might have been used). Thus, the illustration of land use might be more

usable for larger built-up areas, except enclosed parks or water bodies. The spatial definition

of the two rendering priorities is finally a technical problem to be solved.

V.4.5  Practical application

As of the current state of the study, no practical application has been conducted yet.

Consequently, further fundamental and minor shortcomings are likely to turn up once the sys-

tem is applied. At the same time, it will be proved, whether the above mentioned limitations

are actual constraints, and whether the presumed improvements do actually evolve.

The practical application of the system will reveal, whether an implementation of simple

basic concepts does really lead to a simple mapping and classification process. Given the fact,

that land objects have to be assigned to two classes in order to represent their basic proper-

ties, the use of current single classes seem to remain more attractive. Therefore, a collection

of  1 : 1-relations  between  might  be  helpful:  For  instance,  for  areas  labelled  with

amenity=parking a sealed or compacted surface could be automatically implied, i. e.  land-
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cover=pavement.  Similarly,  amenity=school could imply  landuse=education.  This way, ex-

traction of land cover/use information can still be possible without bein explicitly described by

the data. An active contribution of the two information could then first of all be restricted to

cases without a clear 1 : 1-relation.

A further aspect of successfully applying the new system is the provision of prototypes in

form of pictures. The proposals for the wiki pages (see chapters IV.3.1,  IV.3.2 and IV.4.1) do

not yet contain them. In practice, they are part of the class description and are a very crucial

measure of orientation for mappers. Photographs of different landscapes in varying geograph-

ical and climatological settings have to be collected and accordingly classified.
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The aim of this thesis was to create a starting point for a new way of classifying land

cover and land use in the OpenStreetMap project. Common classes have been arranged in a

new hierarchical structure; templates for wiki-pages and compatibility tables have been de-

veloped. For this, there have been three driving factors: Reducing misconceptions, improving

data quality and creating compatibility with established classification systems.

The thesis did not fully reach all of these aims. Due to the complexity of the settings to

be considered, this had to be accepted somehow. Even the practical recommendation were in-

tended to be preliminary. The state of the OSM LCS at this point is meant as contribution that

may revive the discussion on mapping land cover and land in OSM and will hopefully lead to

new proposal aiming on establishing a new system. The introduction of relations to the LCCS

and ISIC can provide further inspiration.

Beside the practical but preliminary results, the study has reached another aim: In order

to develop these preliminary components, the complex constellation of motivations and re-

quirements is now better understood. In this respect, the thesis finally provides valuable in-

formation,  especially in form of crucial demands and requirements.  Disregarding the final

structure of a new system, these aspects have to be considered and are now comprehensively

formulated.

However, at the current state of the OSM LCS, those requirements are not entirely im-

plemented. And probably, they will never be. This is because a very basic conflict will remain

difficult to be solved: Purely focussing on a system that works best for OSM vs. emphasizing

on reaching compatibility to other systems, e. g. the LCCS. Although the set of demands and

requirements contains efforts of harmonizing these aspects, full compliance with the needs on

both sides is unlikely to be reached. Even in case of achieving basic compromises, minor in-

compatibilities will remain because some classes can't be translated to their full extent of

definitional detail.

Despite these difficulties related to a reform of the current classification system, it is a

direction worth to head for. Improving external compatibility and internal usability will help to

tap OpenStreetMap's full potentials.
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APPENDIX

– 1 – as of 30/08/16 (17:04)

Table A1 Tags for horizontal mixture of land cover types, 
exemplary for trees and shrubs.



 

– II – as of 30/08/16 (17:04)

Table A2 Detailed listing of the codes used by FAO LCCS.  Source: Di Gregorio 2005, pp. 176–179.
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Table A3 Complete listing of the LUCAS land use classes (level 1–3).
Source: EUROSTAT 2015a

U100 PRIMARY SECTOR

U110 Agriculture

U111 Agriculture

U112 fallow land

U113 kitchen garden

U120 Forestry

U130 Aquaculture & Fishing

U140 Mining and quarrying

U150 Other primary production

U200 SECONDARY SECTOR

U210 Energy production

U220 Industry & Manufacturing

U221 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco products

U222 Manufacturing of textile products

U223 Coal, oil and metal processing

U224 Production of non-metal mineral goods

U225 Chemical and allied industries and manufacturing

U226 Machinery and equipment

U227 Wood based products

U228 Printing and reproduction

U300 TERTIARY SECTOR, TRANSPORT, UTILITIES & RESIDENTIAL

U310 Transport, communication networks, storage, protection works

U311 Railway transport

U312 Road transport

U313 Water transport

U314 Air transport

U315 Transport via pipelines

U316 Telecommunication

U317 Logistics and storage

U318 Protection infrastructures

U319 Electricity, gas and thermal power distribution

U320 Water and waste water treatment

U321 Water supply and treatment

U322 Waste treatment

U330 Construction

U340 Commerce, financial, professional and information services

U341 Commerce

U342 Financial, professional and information services

U350 Community Services

U360 Recreation, Leisure, Sport

U361 Amenities, museums, leisure

U362 Sport

U370 Residential

U400 unused and abandoned areas

U410 abandoned areas

U420 semi-natural and natural areas not in use


